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PREFACE.
The idea that crystals were made up of reg­
ular building units was put forward as early as 1784 
by Hatty. Despite this early recognition of a reg­
ularity in the construction of crystals, almost a 
full century elapsed before any speculation arose 
on the nature of the crystal growth process. From 
Hatty's idea developed the conception of a crystal 
as a three dimensional array of particles, but even 
this concept did not lead to any consideration of 
crystal growth as a process involving the addition 
of these particles.
Indeed the earliest theories of crystal 
growth put forward by Gibbs (1878) and Curie (1885) 
were arrived at from purely thermodynamic consider­
ations. The atomic theory of crystal growth, in 
which the process is regarded as the addition of atoms 
or molecules to the growing crystal face, developed 
much later with the work of Volmer (1921), Kossel (1927) 
and Stranski (1928), who did however make considerable 
use of some of the ideas embodied in earlier theories. 
Despite this new viewpoint, the protagonists of the 
atomic theory of growth made experiments of the same type 
as the workers on the purely thermodynamic theories.
These experiments consisted chiefly of growth rate 
measurements. Some studies of the growth surface
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were made but these suffered from the many limitations 
of the experimental methods then available. Accordingly 
there accrued none of the information on fine surface 
structure which would have led to a greater under­
standing of the crystal growth process.
The classical experiment on crystal growth 
was performed by Volmer and Schultze (1-931)» w&0 
measured the growth rate of iodine crystals from the 
vapour. Their theory postulated that a crystal grew 
layer by layer, a fresh layer being formed as soon 
as one was completed. Volmer and Schultze believed 
that their results lent support to this surface nucl- 
eation theory. However Burton, Cabrera and Frank 
(1949) re-examined the classical theory and showed 
that in fact the data of Volmer and Schultze provided 
a powerful argument against it. They demonstrated 
that the theory involved the existence of a critical 
supersaturation for continued crystal growth, whereas 
the experimental data showed that continued growth 
occurred at supersaturations far below this critical 
value.
Frank (1949) pointed out that all the earlier 
theories had assumed the existence of perfect crystals. 
However analysis of crystal structures by X-ray diffrac­
tion (as originally suggested by von Laue (1912) ) and 
tensile strength measurements on metal crystals had
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both yielded evidence which showed that crystals were 
far from perfect. Taylor (1934) and Orowan (1934) 
and Burgers (1939) had classified these imperfections 
in terms of dislocations of two types : edge dislocations 
and screw dislocations. Frank suggested a spiral 
growth theory based on the existence of screw disloc­
ations in a growing crystal. In essence this theory 
involves the existence of a continuous growth layer 
on the surface of a growing crystal. There is thus 
na necessity for the continuous formation of fresh 
layers and as a result the critical supersaturation 
for growth to continue is much lower on the basis 
of this theory. In fact the critical value predicted 
from this theory is in agreement with the experimental 
value.
By this time two powerful methods of examining 
surface structure had become available. These were 
phase contrast and electron microscopy. Theoretically 
the latter is probably the more powerful, since it 
yields information on the molecular scale in three 
dimensions, whereas phase contrast microscopy only gives 
molecular resolution in one dimension. However the 
difficulty of preparation of specimens for the electron 
microscope means that valuable information can be 
obtained from phase contrast microscopy in cases where 
electron microscopy is inapplicable. As a result the
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the two methods may he regarded as complementary. The 
work described in this thesis is based on electron micr­
oscopy but it should be remembered that information obt­
ained from phase contrast microscopy has been applied to 
these results to yield many useful ideas.
Frank's theory received striking confirmation 
from observations based on both these methods. Using 
phase contrast, Griffin (1949) reported spiral markings 
on beryl crystals, while with the electron microscope 
Dawson and Vand (1951) showed the existence of spirals 
on crystals of a paraffin hydrocarbon. These patterns 
bore a startling resemblance to those predicted theor­
etically by Frank.
It was noted earlier that two approaches were 
taken in the classical work on crystal growth, namely 
the atomic and the thermodynamic, and it was seen that 
appreciable progress was only made on the synthesis of 
these two methods of approach. A similar position may 
be aaid to exist today. Crystal growth can be descr­
ibed and investigated in terms of the geometrical and 
thermodynamic properties of screw dislocations and growth 
spirals. It can also be described from a chemical or 
molecular viewpoint by considering the addition of mol­
ecules to spiral growth steps. As before valuable res­
ults can be obtained from both methods.
Recent workers in this field (e.g. Forty 1952a)
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have found that it is possible to obtain spiral features 
of a, size sufficiently large to enable them to be obs­
erved in the optical microscope. Thus several optical 
studies have been carried out on crystal growth and since 
these cannot give information on the molecular scale, 
this work has tended to lead to the development of the 
"geometrical approach". This also applies to some 
phase contrast studies since these methods may also 
yield information which is not entirely on the molec­
ular scale. The spiral growth theory could plainly 
not have advanced without this development of the geom­
etrical approach and indeed much of the earlier work 
with the electron microscope has also assisted in the 
development of this approach (e.g. Dawson and Vand 1951? 
Dawson 1932 and Anderson and Dawson 1953)*
However having developed the theory from this 
standpoint it is important not to lose sight of the chem­
ical or molecular viewpoint. This is particularly sig­
nificant in view of the fact that, whereas the Frank 
theory in its original form was concerned with growth 
from the vapour, most of the recent experimental work 
haa, involved growth from solution. Although the diff­
erences involved are slight there are one or two add­
itional factors such as association to be considered: 
it is thus necessary to adopt the molecular viewpoint 
and discuss the aggregation of the molecules in solution.
II - I N T R 0 D U C I I O  N
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II - INTRODUCTION
(1) HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLASSICAL THEORIES.
All theories of crystal growth prior to the Frank 
dislocation theory are described as classical. The class­
ical theories will be considered under three headings :
(i) Thermodynamic theories, (ii) Diffusion theories and 
(iii) Kinetic and atomic theories. This is not to be 
taken as a rigid classification since the major achieve­
ments of the classical theory are based on a synthesis of 
ideas from all three categories.
Thermodynamic the orie s.
The first theories of crystal growth were put for­
ward at the end of the last century and were based on 
purely thermodynamic conaderations. As in all thermo­
dynamic treatments no extra account is taken of atomic 
and molecular considerations. Accordingly the atomie 
arrangement in crystal surfaces is neglected.
Curie (1885) may be said to have originated the 
first more or less complete theory of crystal growth, 
although Gibbs (1878) had previously studied the relation­
ship between crystal form and surface ei^ pgy. Gibbs, 
while appreciating the difference between the two cases, 
considered a growing crystal as analogous to a liquid 
drop and applied the results of his thermodynamic studies 
to this problem. The surface energy of a liquid drop
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tends to, attain a minimum value and accordingly Gibbs
postulated that for a crystal nucleus in equilibrium
with its v a p o u r F .  = constant, where <T. = the sur-
thface energy and F^ is the area of the i face of a 
n-faced crystal.
Curie (1885) actually based his ideas on the 
Gauss capillarity theory which deals with the work per­
formed in capillary phenomena. If the. energy required
th •to increase the i surface above by unit area is E_^ ,
then Curie states that the final crystal, form is such 
>that >F.E. attains a. minimum value. On the basis of 
it? i i
this theory the predominant faces of a crystal are 
those for which E^ is smallest (or as Curie puts it, 
those for which the capillarity constant is smallest). 
Ihe Gauss theory is only strictly applicable to liquids 
which can be subjected to deformation processes quite 
impossible for crystals. Curie's circumvention of 
this difficulty involves certain assumptions of doubt­
ful validity and the chief weakness of the theory lies 
in this direction. He describes an equivalent deform­
ation process in which material is shifted from one face 
to another on the surface of a crystal in saturated sol­
ution. Curie proceeds to determine theoretically the 
surface forms of various types of crystal.
Some of the first experimental measurements 
on growth rates are due to Wulff (1901). From these
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experiments he obtained the result known as Wulff's 
theorem which states, in essence, that the rate of out­
ward extension of a face is proportional to the length 
of the normal drawn to the face from the- -centre &£ the 
crystal. He related the length of the normal to the 
surface free energy of the face and thus showed that 
the growth, velocity of the face was proportional to 
its surface free energy. Since the predominant faces 
will be those with the smallest growth velocity and 
therefore the smallest free energy, it is seen that 
Wulff*s theorem is Just an alternative statement of 
the Curie concept.
Marc and Ritzel (1911) modified the Curie 
theory and stated that under the influence of "sol­
ution pressure" the crystal is forced to favour the 
more soluble faces, the less soluble vanishing. The 
“solution pressure", which is measured by the solubility 
of isolated faces, has different values in different 
directions. This modification means, in effect, that 
an augmentation of one face is only gained at the expense 
of another. The theory has the advantage that it is 
no longer necessary to transfer material in bulk over 
the surface of a crystal in barely saturated solution.
On the other hand there is no more evidence for solution 
pressure differences of this kind than there is for a 
bulk transfer of the type envisaged by Curie.
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The Curie theory eventually collapsed after the 
criticisms of Berthoud and Valeton. Berthoud (1912) 
pointed out that the theory implied that growth should 
be. more rapid at higher super saturations and as a result 
the crystal habit should become more complex, whereas it 
is known that the reverse is the case. Valeton (1924) 
adapted the work of Gibbs to the Curie theory. Gibbs 
(1878) had pointed out that his surface energy relation 
only applied to a crystal in equilibrium and he considered 
that it was only of value in studying the growth of minute 
crystals. Valeton confirmed this by demonstrating that 
for larger crystals the surface energy had a negligible 
effect on growth. The thermodynamic theories are thus 
unable to deal with growth in conditions removed from 
equilibrium. To study this problem it is necessary to 
introduce ideas from outwith the field of thermodynamics.
Diffusion theories.
Simultaneously with the thermodynamic theories 
there developed the diffusion theories which considered 
crystal growth as a diffusion phenomenon.
Among the earlier theories of this group was 
that of Noyes and Whitney (1897) which was mainly concerned 
with the dissolution of crystals and not the complementary 
process of growth. A later theory was that of Nernst 
(1904). Both these theories involve the existence of a
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diffusion layer adjacent to the crystal. The process 
at the surface is imagined to he one of infinite rapidity 
and the surface concentration is supposed to have the 
saturation value, there being a diffusion gradient to. 
the outer edge of the layer where the concentration has 
the same value as that prevailing in the bulk of the sol­
ution.
However Miers (1903) measured the refractive ind­
ices of solutions at crystal surfaces by an internal re­
flection method and showed that the supersaturation was 
greater neat the crystal than in the bulk of the solution. 
The diffusion theories were thus largely discredited.
Kinetic and Atomic theories.
All the later theories of the classical period 
utilise kinetic methods and in common with all kinetic 
treatments take account of atoms and moleculas. The 
general practice is to use the terms "kinetic" and "atomic" 
as alternatives in the designation of this group. It 
might, however, be better to describe the theories of 
Volmer (1921), Brandes (1927) and Becker and Dbring (1935) 
as "kinetic" and reserve the term "atomic" for those of 
Kossel (1927) and Stranski (1928, 1931)» which emphasise 
the atomistic nature of crystal growth.
The essential difference in approach of the 
thermodynamic and kinetic theories may usefully be
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summarised here. The thermodynamic theories consider 
the equilibrium nA?=?An , between n single groups A and one 
multiple group An. The kinetic theories on the other 
hand consider the rates of increase and decrease in size 
of a crystal which is considered as a liquid drop. The 
advantage of the kinetic theories is that unlike the 
thermodynamic theories, they allow the study of systems 
which are removed from equilibrium.
The first kinetic theory was the adsorption 
layer theory of Volmer (1921) which was prompted by his 
studies on the layer growth of mercury. The main princ­
iple of the theory is that a particle arriving at a crys­
tal surface only loses a portion of its latent heat. Thus 
although it is effectively bound to the crystal surface, 
it still possesses considerable freedom of lateral move­
ment. An adsorption layer is thus created from many 
such particles. Volmer is able to explain the formation 
of thin tabular crystals on this basis.
Brandes (1927) related the growth rate of a 
surface to the work of formation of a two dimensional 
seedling which is large enough to survive on the sur­
face without evaporation. He considers that this, 
rather than the surface free energy is the predominant 
factor controlling growth. He assumes that the outward 
growth of a seedling to form a complete layer is rapid 
compared to the formation of the seedling, which is thus
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the rate determining stage in continued growth of an 
existing crystal. He utilises the liquid drop analogy 
and hy calculating the work done in transferring material 
from an infinitely large mass to a small disc, he is able 
to determine tie work of formation of a seed at various 
supersaturations.
Backer and Ddring (1935) considered the inter­
relation of these two dimensional seeds or nuclei and the 
old established three dimensional seeds necessary for 
initial formation of a crystal. They calculated the 
supersaturations required for (i) nucleation of a three 
dimensional crystal seed from the vapour, (ii) nucleation 
of a liquid drop from the vapour and (iii) nucleation of 
a two dimensional seed. They found that these super­
saturations were in the ratio 10 : 5 t 1*5* Thus before 
a crystal can be formed at all, a high supersaturation is 
required to produce a nucleus. The continued growth of 
this crystal requires a super saturation high enough to 
allow the creation of two dimensional nuclei every time 
a layer in the crystal is completed. Provided there is 
a ready supply of these the crystal will grow out rapidly 
layer by layer.
Before considering the theories of Kossel (1927) 
and Stranski (1928, 1931)> which involve the fine struc­
tures of surfaces, it is necessary to review earlier
theories of this nature.
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Bravais (1866) had postulated that the growth 
velocity of a plane was proportional to the density of 
the lattice points (reticular density) in the plane. The 
predominant faces in growth are those of greatest density 
i.e. the close packed faces.
Soehncke (1879) accomplished the synthesis cf 
the Bravais and Curie theories by postulating that the 
faces with the greatest reticular density have minimum 
surface energy.
Niggli (1920) extended the Bravais theory by 
relating the reticular density to the wideness of separ- 
* ation ("spacing") of the lattice planes. By consider­
ations of this nature he was able to account for certain 
residual phenomena unexplained by the Bravais theory.
The theories of Kossel (1927) and Stranski 
(1928, 1931) are generally treated as one, but it should 
be noted that whereas Stranski believes his theory can be 
reconciled with those of Volmer and Brandes, Kossel denies 
the possibility of any such synthesis.
Kossel postulates that a crystal grows by the 
repeated addition of equivalent units to the growing 
crystal. He states that the energy release in the 
addition of these equivalent steps (wiederholbare 
Schritte) is the same in all directions. He divides 
the attachment energy of an equivalent step into 
three portions - two of these, 0* and are tangential
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to the normal growth direction (i.e. parallel to the sur­
face of the crystal) and the third, is parallel to it. 
However when a lone particle settles on the surface to 
begin a new row adjacent to a complete row (e.g. at site 
A in Fig. 1, page 15) the energy releass is only rf" + &'"• 
Further the energy release associated with the initiation 
of a new layer on the crystal (e.g. at B) is only j^'".
Kossel proceeds to work out the energies assoc­
iated with the deposition of units on the most important 
positions of a cube in terms of and These
have to. be calculated separately for homopolar and hetero- 
polar crystals.
Stranski (1928, 1931) considers that the energy 
of separation of a particle from its position on the crys­
tal surface is the essential criterion for assessment of 
the probable character of the growth process. The part­
icles which require the greatest work for separation will 
obviously retain their positions for the longest time. 
Conversely new particles will tend to condense on such 
sites. He calculates the energy of attachment as the 
algebraic sum of an electrostatic attraction term and a 
repulsion term. He is then able to calculate the energies 
of attachment for 27 positions on a cube. Like Volmer, 
Stranski considers growth from the vapour in contrast to 
Kossel. who deals with growth from solution.
Stranski later modified his theory to take
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Kossel* s theory : the diagram shows the. attachment 
energies in the axial directions. Condensation on 
sites such as A involves only and j^***, while cond­
ensation at sites such as B involves only jzfm.
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account of the two dimensional seeds proposed by Brandes 
(1927)* Stranski and Kaischew (1933> 1937) calculate 
the, connection Between the sizes of the two and three di­
mensional nuclei, working from lattice energy considerations. 
They obtained the result that a two dimensional seed need 
only be half the size of a three dimensional one, to sur­
vive at the same supersaturation.
Considering the classical theories as a whole then, 
the principal idea is seen to be that continued growth in­
volves renucleation by formation of a two dimensional seed 
every time a layer is completed on the crystal surface.
(2) MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE CLASSICAL THEORY.
In their re-examination of the classical theory
Burton and Cabrera (194-9) (also Burton, Cabrera and Frank
1951) have given a mathematical treatment which embodies
the ideas expressed by Volmer (1921), Stranski (1931) and
Becker and DBring (1933)• The derivation given here is
a modified version of their treatment.
Work done in formation of critical nucleus.
Suppose we consider the addition of dn molecules
to a square two dimensional nucleus containing n molecules.
Decrease in free energy (-dG) = work done by
system
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i.e. - dG = -(work done on nucleus against edge
free energy in increasing surface)
+(work done by vapour in transferring 
to nucleus) (1)
Now if edge free energy / unit length he. 
represanted by <T and a nucleus of edge length 1 is trans­
formed to- one of edge 1 + dl by addition of dn molecules, 
then:
Work done, in expansion against edge free energy
= cf x increase in perimeter 
= 6 x 4dl
The. second term in equation (1) may be considered
ftte
as the,* energy released on condensation of dn molecules
free
i.e. dn.e1, where e1 is theA energy released by one molecule 
on condensation.
-dG = -dx 4-dl + dn.e1 (2)
2Now if a is the area occupied by one molecule,
2
since 1 is the surface area of the nucleus containing 
n molecules,
l2 n = —
a
dn = — dl 
a
Thus we may rewrite equation (2) :
+dG = <^33.1 - dl e1
a
Now the critical nucleus is in unstable equil­
ibrium with the system and any slight disturbance in the 
equilibrium can occur spontaneously and will lead to a 
decrease in free energy. Thus the free energy has a
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mflri mum value when X. a 1- > where. 1. is the edge length
C v
of the critical nucleus.
i.e. dG = 0 when 1 « 1
C
tfdl = ^ipdl e’
a
••• v f (3)
From (2) dG = 4 (fdl - dn e1 and we may
obtain G the free energy of the critical nucleus by c
integrating between the limits 0 and 1 , 0 and n , where
C C
is the number of molecules in the critical nucleus:
Gc = 4 CTdl - y  e1 dn
s 4 <fl - n e1c c
4 <S\ - l 2 2'c C n £-
2 2 (since n = 1 / a ) c , c
8 a2 _ 4 (f 2 a2
(using the value of 1 in (3) )
. s 4tf8 a2
“  c ~ ~ e1 (4)
Since the total edge free energy of the critical 
8(52 2
nucleus is cf x 41 = — —r it is seen that the free
6
energy of formation of the critical nucleus is equal to
half the edge free energy. This result was obtained by
Brandes using a slightly different approach.
To determine G it is therefore necessary to c
know the value of e *, the energy released in the condens­
ation of one molecule or, alternatively, the work done
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in transporting a molecule from the vapour to the nucleus.
We may consider this to he executed by expanding the gas
so that its pressure changes from p, the pressure of the
surrounding vapour, to pQ, the vapour pressure when solid
and gas are in equilibrium.
The work done in this process is given by the
expression kT In ^ = kT ln<*-, where k is Boltzmann's
*o
constant and is the supersaturation ratio.
Now since no free energy is expended in trans­
forming vapour at the equilibrium pressure to the solid 
atate, we- may write :
e 1 = kT In , neglecting any
effects due to diffusion effects or an adsorption layer.
Substituting this value in (4):
G _ a2
Gc ~ kT In* ^
Now it is assumed that the edge free energy 
results from the "unaaturated" bonds at the surface of 
the crystal. Bach molecule possesses one of these.
Thus if the nearest neighbour interaction is then 
the energy of such an unsaturated bond, and therefore
the edge free energy per molecule, is Since one
omolecule occupies an area a , a molecule at the surface 
may be considered to have a surface "frontage" of a.
•*•2 * =
.*. 4a2<52=
and thus from (5): &c = (6)
This equation is similar to that obtained by 
Becker and D&cing (1935) using a slightly different 
method.
Rate of nucleus formation.
Nuclei are obviously formed by molecules
striking the surface of the growing crystal. However
only a fraction of the molecules striking the surface
will form nuclei, because of the relatively high energy
of formation, G , of the nuclei. We may regard thisc
energy as a type of activation energy and thus:
Rate, of formation of nuclei = (No. of molecules striking
surface) x 
(fraction with sufficient
energy)
where Z is the number of molecules striking an area of 
one square, centimetre in one second and s is the surface 
area of the crystal.
Rate of growth.
Since at least one nucleus is required to 
initiate the growth of one layer and since the rate 
of completion of layers is assumed to be very great 
compared to. the rate of initiation, the maximum rate
GCA T
Using the value of G from (6) we obtain thec
expression :
R (7)
q£ growth. (expressed, in layers per second) can be taken 
equal to the rate of nucleus formations
(3) THE CLASSICAL EXPERIMENT OE VOIMER i P  SCHULTZE.
The experiment of Volmer and Schultze (1931) 
is described as the classical experiment, since it is 
typical of all the classical experiments and also because 
it was regarded as a convincing experimental verification 
of the Volmer adsorption layer theory.
The apparatus consisted of two bulbs at the 
end of a U-tube which was immersed in Dewar flasks cont­
aining ice at 0°C. The bulbs both contain iodine crys­
tals. The system is pumped out so that the erystals 
are in contact with their own vapour only. The temp- 
wrature of the bulb on the left hand side is then Ttai-gflri 
slightly by an-electrical- hoator so that iodine sublimes 
from the left hand bulb and condenses on the crystals in 
the right hand bulb. The growth rate of these crystals 
is measured microscopically. Observations are made at 
different values of the temperature of the left hand bulb. 
The temperature difference between the two bulbs may be 
taken as a measure of the supersaturation at which growth
Vmax (8)
occurs. If the temperature difference is plotted against 
growth rate it. is. found that the latter decreases linearly 
with supersaturation (i.e. temperature difference) down 
to. very low super saturations. There is however a crit­
ical supersaturation below which no measurable growth 
occurs. Volmer and Schultze obtained a value of about 
0.8% for the critical supersaturation in this case. They 
believed that the existence of such a critical supersat­
uration favoured the adsorption layer theory. However 
Burton and Cabrera (194-9) showed by a quantitative exam­
ination of the experimental data that the results actually 
provided a powerful argument against the classical theory.
(4) BURTOH AND CABRERA'S RS-EXAMINATIOH OE THE CLASSICAL
THEORY.
The re-examination of the classical theory by 
Burton and Cabrera (194-9) may be considered in two parts. 
Eirstly the demonstration of the defect of the theory 
and secondly an examination of the possible errors.
Defect of the classical theory.
Burton and Cabrera attempted to correlate the 
experimental data of Volmer and Schultze (1931) with the 
theoretical results expected on the basis of equation (8) 
on page 21. As will be shown, they found an error of
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formidable dimensions.
Volmer and Schultze had observed that when the
temperature difference between the arms of the U—tube was
0,15°., the maximum rate of growth was 0.02 mms./hour.
7(This is equivalent to a rate of 0.002 x 60 x 60 x 10 
layers persecond (assuming a layer thickness of the order 
of 10A°), i.e. 7.2 x 10^ layers per second.
How from equation (8) :
-fe)2/ ln^
' Vmax “ 2 S S '
Z may he obtained from kinetic considerations : imagine 
a. one centimetre square on the surface of the crystal.
How if the component of the root mean square velocity of 
the molecules: in a direction perpendicular to the surface; 
is u , then half the molecules contained at any instant 
in a rectangular block of height u standing on the square 
will strike the square in one second. (The molecules 
have an equal chance^ , of moving towards the square or 
away from.it - the effect of collisions will cancel, out.)
Z = ^ n ux ’ where n is the number
of molecules contained in one cubic centimetre of gas.
How if u , u are the components of the root
v
mean square velocity in the other two axial directions,
2 2 2 _ then u^ . + u^ + uz = u , where u is the root
mean square velocity. If there are a. large number of
* -  24 -
2 1 —2
molecules, then on average ux = uy « uz and ux = 3 u *
Thus u^ = Jj u « , where p is the pressure of the
gas and d its density.
(X kyVO fc'K^.t'1 __2
Taking the density of^  iodine vapour as 1.13 x 10
gms./cc. at ©°C, then at atmospheric pressure:
u = 776 x 13.6 x ? 5I
x y  1.13 x io-2
s 9*47 x 10 cms«/sec.
This value will not vary meeh with pressure and we can
assume the velocity under the conditions of the experiment
to. he of the same order.
Assuming iodine vapour behaves as an ideal gas: 
p v = n k T
O «.p v IQ ^
For iodine vapour at 0 C, p=4 x 10 mms. = atmos.
v=l/1000 litre, if n = mols/cc
k=R/H * litre-atmos.
6 x 1023
n « 4 x 10~"2 x 6 x 10^^
0.0&2 x 2^3 x 1000 x 760
= 1.4-1 x 1015
How Z s i n u
d x
■ 2 x 1#41 x 9-^7 x 1018 mols/cms2/
sec
88 10___ mols/cms2/sec
For a crystal of millimetric dimensions wa may
—2 ? take s = 10 cms .
Igithe molar heat of sublimation of iodine, has 
a value of 14*5 k/cals. If we consider only nearest
neighbour interactions, the energy expended in removing 
one molecule from the lattice is Thus the molecular
heat of sublimation 1 = 6^ .s
.*. ^  = 1s =
6
±  _ JlS- - LakT ~ 5BEP " Srt
14-. 5 x 105 
6 x 2 x 2?J
= 4.4-
From the Clausius-Clapeyron equation:
lno<= In £ =
po RT
= 14.5 x 103 x 0.15 
2 x 2732
= 1.46 x. 10-2
.'(m) Vln<*• • Vn,ov = 2 s e
to — 4.4
* 6.68 XL lO1^ x 10~2 x e T."46"x To
= 6.68 x 1016 x e"1326
Observed growth: rate = 7.2 x 10 ^ layers/sec
♦ Experimental rate 7.2 x 10*~9 1326
Theoretical rate ~ 6.68 e
= e13Q0 (approximately)
There is thus an enormous discrepancy between 
theory and experiment.
Alternatively we may calculate the supersatur- 
ation necessary to give a growth rate which is just meas­
urable - say 10~3 layers per second (i.e. of the order of
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one micron per, month):
-3 "IS* ln *10 * = Z s e '
= 6.68 x IQ16 x e-19*Vlnrt
Taking natural logarithms :
- 45.7ln <*
In «C = = 0.4-25
.*• °< - 1-55
i.e. a super saturation of about 50% is theoretically nec­
essary, although Volmer and Schultze estimated' the crit­
ical super saturation at about 0.8%.
Ifocami,nation of Possible Errors.
Burton, Cabrera and Frank (1951) point out that 
Becker and Ddring (1935) neglected configurational entropy: 
this is equivalent to assuming that the shape of the crit­
ical nucleus is always the same as it is at 0°K. In fact 
the. nucleus is not square as assumed but has; slightly 
rounded corners.
If in the calculation Qf G we assume that wec
have. a. circular nucleus radius 1, instead of a square 
edge length 1, then equation (1) becomes :
dG = <Tx 27iai - 27r3^ 1 e'
a
and the corrected value for G in equation (4) becomesc
instead of 4^a^. There is thus a reduction 
e» e1"
of 7T/4 or 0.78 in the value of G . The actual shape
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of the nucleus lies between the two extremes of a square 
and a circle. Accordingly the correction factor must 
lie between 0.78 and 1.00. Burton and Cabrera calculate 
the exact value as 0.86, but even taking the minimum value 
of 0.78 it is seen that the error introduced by the ass­
umption of a square nucleus is negligible compared with 
the huge discrepancy involved.
Burton and Cabrera further consider the influence 
of diffusion on the nusleation process. They show that an 
error is introduced by neglecting this but once again the 
magnitude of the error involved is infinitely small in com­
parison to the defect.
The above workers also consider the results in the 
light of the theory of kinks. They show that, while a step 
edge contains about one kink for every four molecules in the 
step, there is a negligible number of kinks on the surface 
of a step unless the temperature is near the melting point. 
Thus the suggestion of Frenkel (1945) that renucleation 
could be effected by thermal fluctuations of the molecules 
can be ruled out for growth at normal temperatures.
There thus appears to be no explanation of the 
defect in terms of the classical theory.
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(-5) THE FRANK DISLOCATION THEORY.
The re-examination of the classical theory 
showed no possible method of reconciling theory and 
experiment. It is therefore fairly obvious that there 
must be some fundamental error in one of the basic ass­
umptions of the classical theory.
Frank (1949) pointed out that all the classical 
theories considered growth of perfect crystals in which 
each lattice point was situated at the ideal, distance 
from its. neighbours. However it is known that the 
tensile strengths of metal crystals are only a small 
fraction of the theoretical value calculated for a perf­
ect crystal. This fact, taken together with evidence 
from X-ray diffraction intensities, lead Taylor (1934*) 
and Orowan (1934-) to postulate the existence, of certain 
irregularities, or dislocations, in crystals.
The discrepancy between observed and theor­
etical values of the growth rate can thus be rational­
ised by considering that crystal growth rate., like tens­
ile strength exhibits anomalous values as a. result of 
the presence of dislocations in crystals.
It has been shown that all irregularities of 
this kind may be described in terms of two types of dis­
location. The first of these, termed edge or line dis­
location was described by Taylor (1934) and Orowan (1934). 
The second type termed screw dislocation was described
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by Burgers (1939)*
All dislocations can be produced by slip and 
it is convenient to describe them in terms of slip.
Suppose we have a cubic crystal block as in 
Fig. 2(a) (page 30) and that we make a cut along the 
plane AJBCD. Now let us suppose that the crystalline 
material lying above ABCD is compressed so that we have 
a lodge ODD101 protruding from the crystal below CD as 
in. Fig. 2(b).
We will consider tbe case where the vector 
CCf (called the slip vector) is equal to the lattice 
unit translational vector. The vector is then said 
to. have undergone unit slip. The material lying 
above ABCD has slipped but lies adjacent to crystalline 
material which has not slipped. At the boundary 
there will be a region over which severe lattice dis- 
tortionwill exist, the atoms not being at the ideal 
distance from their neighbours. This region is fairly 
localised and may he considered to be confined to a 
line AB. This Line AB is called the dislocation line - 
it is the internal boundary in the crystal of the slipped 
area. It is seen that for this type of dislocation the 
slip vector is perpendicular to the dislocation line and 
this is the definition of an edge dislocation.
The dislocation may also be described in 
another manner : if we consider the lattice- above and
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(a)
*
S/ip vector
V N
Fig* 2
formation of an edge dislocation : ABCD is a cut in 
a cubic crystal (Fig (a) ). Slip over this surface 
as in (b) produces an edge dislocation. The slip 
vector CC1 (or DD') is seen to. be normal to the dis­
location line AB.
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and. below AD' it is seen that we have one more atom above 
than below because of the unit slip (Fig. 3(b), page $2) •
Now compare this with a perfect lattice (Fig. 
3(a) ). The difference is best illustrated, by performing 
a circuit in the two lattices. In this circuit we shall 
move from a point in the lattice to another point three 
atoms to the right, then three atoms up, three atoms left 
and finally three atoms down. If we perform such a circ­
uit PQRSP (called a Burgers circuit) in the perfect latt­
ice (Fig. 3(a) ) the starting and finishing points are 
identical. However, on performing the circuit in the im­
perfect lattice (Fig. 3(b) ), it is seen that the circuit 
fails to close and we have a vector PP1 between the start­
ing and finishing points. This vector is known as the 
Burgers vector and it it is seen that it is equal to the 
slip vector in magnitude and direction. Thus an edge 
dislocation has its Burgers vector perpendicular to the 
dislocation line.
To phoduce a screw dislocation in a crystal let 
us once again imagine a cut ABCD in a cubic block (Fig. 
4(a), page 33). This time, however,, let us rotate the 
two halves of the crystal on either side of ABCD so. that 
we have, a lip CC' on the upper surface of the crystal 
(Fig. 4(b) ). Let us agaih suppose that unit slip has 
occurred so that CC* is equal, to the lattice unit trans­
lational vector. If BC’ was a straight line we should
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+ Qp.
gig. 3(a)
Burgers circuit in perfect latt 
ice which closes on itself*
Burgers circuit in lattice of Fig. 
2(b) containing edge dislocation. 
The circuit fails to close by vec­
tor PP! (Burgers vector) wiiich is 
parallel to the slip vector.
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(®)
vect or(c)
Fig. 4-
Production of screw dislocation: two 
halves of crystal rotated about cut 
ABCD in (a) to give lip CC1 as in (b). 
'ibis, structure involves great distort­
ion and that in (c) is preferred. A 
Burgers circuit starting at X1 finishes 
at X. The Burgers vector XX’ and slip 
vector CC1 are parallel to the disloc­
ation line AB.
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have distortion all along ABCD, whereas in fact the dis­
tortion is again localised to a region within a few atomic: 
diameters of AB and wa have a step BCC1 on the crystal, sur­
face, whose height may he taken as equal to the unit latt­
ice- distance along its entire length (Fig 4(c), page 33)*
In this case the slip vector is parallel to the disloc­
ation line and this is the definition of a screw disloc­
ation.
Further if we start at X and perform a Burgers 
circuit it is fairly readily seen that we shall finish 
at a. point X1 which originally corresponded to X on the 
other side oX the. slip surface ABCD. However X' is now 
one atomic plane above X so our Burgers vector is XX1 and 
once again this is equal to. the slip vector in magnitude 
and direction.
From. the. description of the above Burgers circ­
uit it is seen that we have travelled from one atomic 
plane to the one above without any definite jump. It is 
thus possible to make a series of Burgers circuits start­
ing at D and to finish at C, moving one plane upwards for 
esech circuit. The atoms can thus be considered to be. 
arranged on a spiral ramp, the dislocation line AB formr- 
ing the axis qX the spiral.
Frank (1949) realised that if such a screw dis­
location were present in a growing crystal there would be
no necessity for renucleation on completion of an atomic
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ram p
plane, since ike atoms form one continuous p-l-ane*
He considered the addition of atoms to a step 
AB which is produced by the emergence of a screw disloc­
ation at the surface (Fig 5(a), page 36). Since, the 
step is fixed at A, the whole step pivots on this point. 
Further since the rate of growth is the same at all 
points along AB (i.e. the linear velocity of points 
along AB is constant), the angular velocity of the points 
nearer A must be greater than that of points nearer B. 
Thus the first stage of the growth is represented in 
Fig. 5(t). The step AB will eventually wind itself into 
a spiral as shown in Figs. 5(c) and (d). Since the step 
is growing outwards all the time, after a few turns an 
equilibrium shape will be reached.
The spirals shown in Figs. 5(c) and (d) are 
circular in shape. However, in actual fact, the close- 
packed planes tend to grow outwards more slowly. Poly­
gonal spirals are therefore formed with straight edges 
corresponding to the close-packed planes as in Fig 5(e)* 
As the close packed planes determine the shape of tie 
crystal, the spirals therefore have the same shape as 
the crystal itself.
Frank also considered growth from two screw 
dislocations close together. If these are of the same 
sense, two intertwined spirals are produced. If, how­
ever, they are of opposite sense., then closed loops
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I
(e)
(d)
(e)
Pig. 3
Stages in formation of spiral by growth, on 
screw dislocation wdge in (a). Circular 
spiral formed in (b) (c) (d). Polygonal 
spiral results from slow growth of close, 
packed faces (e).
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c)
Fig* 6
Stages in formation of closed loops by growth, 
on two dislocation edges of opposite sense as 
in (a), flie two grow independently (b) and 
then join to produce a step and a half loop (c). 
Further growth generates closed loops as in (d).
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result as shown in Fig. 6 (page 37) •
It is seen, therefore, that the theory is 
based on the failure of the classical theory to account 
quantitatively for the measurements of Volmer and 
Schultze and on the existence of imperfections in all 
crystals.
The theory and some of the experimental evidence 
in favour of it have been reviewed by Frank: (1952).
(6) ~STPh!PTMENTAL confirmation of f r a m e s theory.
Observation of Spirals.
Frank's theory was soon amply confirmed by 
evidence adduced from the two methods which have been 
most used in recent work in this field. Phase con­
trast studies by Griffin (194-9) on beryl, crystals dem­
onstrated the existence, of razor blade like markings 
and spirals resulting from growth by the Frank mechan­
ism.
Using the electrom microscope Dawson and
Vand (1951) studied artificially grown crystals of the
hydrocarbon n-hexatriacontane, C H , and once again
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found spiral growth terraces. A striking feature of 
these observations was that all the patterns theoret­
ically predicted by Frank were encountered.
Since then many workers have found evidence of
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spiral- growth on a large variety of compounds using 
light, phase contrast and electron microscopy. These 
observations are summarised in Table I.
TABLE I.
Compounds on which spiral growth has been observed*
-Jf.
Type Compound Worker(s) Method Step height
(&) Natural crystals
Beryl Griffin (194-9) P ' . M
Clay minerals Dekeyser &
Amelinckx(1952) P M
Graphite Horn (1952) L MU
Pyrite Seager(1952) L MU
Haematite Verma( 1952a) P M
Quartz Arne linckx( 1952a) P MU
Weill(1952a) L MU
Willis(1952) L MU
Apatite Amelinckx(1952b,c )P M
Mica Amelinckx(1952d,e)P MU
Biotite Amelinckx(1952d,f )P M
(b) Experimentally grown crystals
(1) From vapour.
(i) Organic compounds
Aromatic hydrocarbons 
Benzoic acid
Camphor derivatives Brandstdtter(1952, L MU
Diphenyl 1953)
Phenylacetic acid 
amines etc.
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Type Compound Worker(s)
(ii) Inorganic substances
Method Step ht
Ice
Carborundum
Magnesium.
Silver
Cadmium
Aluminium
boride
Mason & Owston (1952) L
Verma(1951 > 1952b ,c ,d)- P
Amelinckx(1951a,b,c,
1952g) P
Weill(1952b) , P
Forty(1952b) L
Forty & Frank (1953) 1*
Forty(1952c) L
Horn, Full am &
Kasper (1952) 1/
MU
MU
MU
MU
M
M
M
MU
(2) From solution.
(i) Organic compounds
Citric acid Arne linckx( 1953a)
n-hexatria-
contane Dawson & Vand.(1951)
N-nonatriacont- Anderson & 
ane
N-hectane
Dawson(1953) 
Dawson(1952)
Stearic acid Anderson &
Dawson(1953)
P
E
E
E
E
N-propyl
pentacont-
anoate
N-hexeicos-
anol
Yerma & Reynolds(1953 )p 
Reynolds & Verma(1953)
Anderson & Dawson
(1955) E
Arnelinckx(1953b,c, P
195^)
Palmitic acid Yerma(195^)
MU
M
M,B,MU
M,B
M,B,MU
Compound.
Salol
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Worker(s)
Arnelinckx(1952k,
1953a,d)
Method Step ht
Votava,Amelinckx
& Dekeyser(l953) P
Thymol
Behenic acid Amelinckx(1954)
MU
MU
B
(ii) Inorganic substances
Cadmium iodide Forty(1952a) 
Lead iodide. Forty(1952a)
L
L
Lithium sulph- Rae & Robins on (1954) L 
ate
Gold
Platinum
Amelinckx(1952i)
Amelinckx, Grosjean 
& Dekeyser(1952)
Votava(1953)
Potassium
ferrocyanide Amelinckx & Yotava
(1953)
Titanium Steinberg(1952)
P
P
L
P
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
(3) From, the melt 
Alumina 
Thymol.
Salol
Copper
Weill (1952a)
Votava, Amelimckx. 
& Dekeyser.(1953)
Amelinckx(1953a,d)
Bethge & Schaffer
(1954)
P
P
MU
MU
MU'
MU
^Produced by chemical, precipitation ^Produced by electrolysis 
*
Abbreviations: P=phase contrast microscopy
L=light microscopy 
E=electron microscopy
M=monomolecular, B=bimolecular,MU=multimol-
ecular
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It will be seen from.- Table I that a wide range 
of compounds of many types, prepared by a variety of 
methods all., show spiral growth terraces.
Step heights and polytypism.
It will be readily seen from the last column of 
Table I that the step heights observed fall into three 
main groups, namely monomolecular, bimolecular and multi- 
molecular.
Frank (1951) suggested that the step height was 
determined by the repeat period in the crystal lattice. 
Multimolecular steps are eaplained on the basis of the 
theory of polytypes. It is well known that if we super­
impose two layers of close packed spheres, the molecules 
in the upper layer fit into the holes in the lower. If 
, a third layer be added the molecules in it will fit into 
the holes in the second layer. This can be achieved in 
one of two ways. In the first the molecules are fitted 
in so that their positions correspond to those of the 
molecules in the first layer. This packing may be 
represented ABA. The hexagonal close packed structure 
is built up by an infinite repetition of this arrangement*
ABABAB -- . Alternatively the molecules in the third
layer may be fitted into positions different from those 
of the first layer, in which case the packing is repres­
ented by ABC. A repetition of this arrangement ABCABC--
gives the cubic close packed arrangement.
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It is possible to build up arrangements differing 
from, these two basic arrangements e.g. ABCACB, ABCACB 
in which the. lattice repeat period is equal to the 
height of the layer ABCACB. Similarly it is possible to
lA¥<ri of
build up larger layers, in which one or twoAatoms break 
up the regular arrangement.
In the case of carborundum, the existence of poly- 
types, as these, different arrangements are called, is con­
firmed by X-ray investigations. Correspondingly the step 
heights on.carborundum crystals have been found to corr­
espond to the lengths of known polytypes (Verma 1951?1952b, 
c,d, Amelinckx 1951 a,b,c, 1952g). These larger steps 
are. supposed to grow without dissociation because of a 
hold up in the growth by one molecular layer in the step, 
(Frank 1951 > Cabrera 1955)* This slow growing layer may 
be a rapidly growing layer in another direction, in which 
the growth is held up by another layer. This will give 
rise to the phenomenon of cross-lacing in which the' spiral 
steps are. "cross-laced" at the corners. This cross-lacing 
is found on carborundum crystals.
"Cross-lacing" is also exhibited by cadmium iodide 
crystals and Forty (1952a) has accordingly employed the 
theory of polytypes to explain the occurrence of very 
large multimolecular steps on these crystals. ho X-ray 
evidence, exists for these very large polytypes but Faty 
attributes this to the large size (up to 2000A°)
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of the polytypes, in which only one or two atoms may be 
out of place in the multimolecular layer. However 
smaller polytypes should also occur and there is X-ray 
evidence for these (H&gg 1948, Mitchell 1954-)* However 
none of the polytypes so far detected by X-rays have 
s long axis spacfngs equal to the step heights observed by 
For ty.
The main achievement of the poly type theory has 
been in its explanation of the uniform repetition of the 
polytypic arrangement throughout the lattice. This will 
obviously eccur as a consequence of the spiral growth on 
an exposed step possessing the polytypic packing. The 
structure exposed on this step will be repeated through­
out the lattice.
Recently Verma (1954) and Amelinckx (1954-) have 
postulated the existence of polytypism in long chain org­
anic compounds and have explained the existence of multi­
molecular steps in these compounds on.this basis. How­
ever there has never been any X-ray evidence for the ex­
istence of polytypes in long chain compounds. Amelinckx 
bases his theory on the occurrence of cross-lacing on the
crystals of the alcohol nhexeicosanol-1, Co^-H^OH. It— d.o
seems however that cross-lacing need not always indicate 
polytypism and at present it would appear to be rather 
precipitate to propose that every compound exhibiting 
cross-lacing must of necessity be polytypic. Further
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although Reynolds and Verma (1953) and Verma (1954-) claim 
that ter- and tetra-molecular steps occur on stearic and 
palmitic acid crystals, Anderson and Dawson (1953) have 
never found steps of a height greater than two molecules 
on stearic acid crystals. Their electron microscope 
studies did, however, demonstrate the frequent occurrence 
of "bunching1 of steps and this may have lead to the app­
arent observation of steps of greater height in the inter- 
ferometric measurements of Verma.
Anderson and Dawson (1953) i*i contrast to Frank 
(19.51-) postulate that step height is determined by the 
size of the molecular unit present in solution. Thus 
the hydrocarbons exhibit only monomolecular steps. Ste­
aric acid, on the other hand, exhibits bimolecular steps, 
since the molecules are associated in solution to give a 
dimer. It should be pointed out that cadmium iodide sol­
utions possess an anomalous activity and this is attrib­
uted to complex formation of an uncertain nature (Stokes 
1948). This may have a bearing on the occurrence of 
multimolecular steps on crystals of this compound. Further, 
the experiments of Forty (1952) were carried out at super­
saturations considerably higher than those employed by 
Anderson and Dawson (1953)* This also applies to the 
experiments of Brandst&tter (1953) which were, in addition, 
carried out from the vapour phase. The high supersaturation 
may result in additional effects which will be discussed
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later (see "Graf lamellar growth theory" in section (?) )
Origin of dislocations..
Frank (1951) takes the view that dislocations 
result from buckling of the crystalline lattice due to 
uneven distribution of impurities. This mechanism was 
modified by Anderson and Dawson (1955)• They have shown 
from studies on n-propyl pentacontanoate, that dislocations 
are formed at the edge of the crystal. Assymetric growth 
of the crystal then results in the eventual situation of 
the dislocation in the centre. They imagine dislocations 
are formed by slip at the edge of the crystal and point 
out that the chains in paraffin crystals can easily slide 
over one another. They do however make the reservation 
that the mechanism may differ from this in other compounds.
Cancellation of dislocations.
In their study ofthegrowth of n-nonatriacontane 
crystals Anderson and Dawson (1955) obtained clear evidence 
for the cancellation of dislocations by internal slip. The 
importance of these observations is that the occurrence of 
flat topped crystals is no longer conclusive evidence that 
growth has not occurred by the Frank mechanism. Thus any 
demonstration of the invalidity of the Frank theory will 
entail production of evidence other than the occurrence 
of flat topped crystals. Forty and Frank (1955) found 
no., trace of spiral growth on zinc crystals and Anderson
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and Dawson (1955) attribute this to "punch-through" 
resulting in cancellation of the dislocations.
(7) OTHER GROWTH MECHANISMS.
Two other growth mechanisms have been proposed 
since Frank put forward his theory. Both of these, how­
ever, are likely to be complementary, tather than altern­
ative, processes to the Frank mechanism. The two are the 
twin growth mechanism proposed by Dawson (1952) and the 
lamellar growth theory of Graf (1951)*
Dawson Twin Growth Mechanism.
Evidence for this mechanism was found in the 
study of n-hectane crystals (Dawson 1952). As well as 
spirally grown crystals of the normal type, there also 
occurred long lath like crystals. These crystals 
although they appeared to have grown vertically by spiral 
growth, were greatly extended in a lateral direction. 
Electron diffraction showed that these crystals were 
twinned. Accordingly Dawson (1952) postulated that they 
grow by virtue of the fact that the twinned lattice pro­
vides a re-entrant edge at which addition of molecules 
can readily occur. Further additions create a new re­
entrant edge. Thus there is an inde struct idle step at 
the tip of the twinned crystal which can therefore con­
tinue to grow quite rapidly in a lateral direction.
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Twin growth has also been observed on crystals 
of n-do-octacontana (Dawson and Duncan, unpublished work), 
n-propyl pentacontanoate (Anderson and Dawson 1955) ®nd. 
in mixed paraffin crystals (Anderson and Dawson, unpub­
lished work).
Graf Lamellar Growth Theory.
This theory was introduced to deal with the very 
rapid growth which occurs at high super saturations. Acc­
ording to Graf (1951) the crystal nucleus is originally 
spherical and retains this shape until it reaches a size, 
where its mechanical strength no longer balances the sur­
face tension forces. At this stage all the surfaces 
will grow out except the closest packed surfaces. On. 
these the potential hollows are too shallow to adsorb 
the highly mobile molecules arriving at the surface. Acc­
ordingly they migrate across the surface of the crystal 
and condense on the non-close packed surfaces at the edge. 
Consequently the crystal becomes extended in one direction 
and needle like crystals result. These crystals will 
have extremely irregular edges since these edges are not 
close packed.
A further nucleus may condense., on the surface 
of this crystal and it will go through the same process. 
Thus a second thick sheet is formed over the first.
This theory is thought to account for the lam­
ellar growth exhibited by metal crystals at high
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supersaturations.
Graf proceeds to deduce the crystal shapes ex­
pected on the basis of his theory. He does not attempt, 
to relate his work to that of Frank, although there is a. 
distinct possibility that a combination of the two theories 
might explain the occurrence of multimolecular steps, 
particularly on crystals such as those of cadmium iodide 
which were grown by Forty at fairly high super saturations.
More recently Bethge and Schaffer (1954-) have 
shown that in the growth of copper from the melt, most of 
the crystals exhibit lamellar growth whHe only a very few 
show spiral growth steps.
It. does seem apparent then, that in studying 
growth under conditions of high super saturation, consider­
ation should be given to the ideas of Graf.
(8) AIMS OF THE PRESENT WORK.
From the work described above, it is self evident 
that the Frank theory has been shown to apply to a. large 
number of compounds of varying type. Accordingly we may 
take it that the theory has been vindicated, and is at 
least of fairly general application.
Thus in the present state of the problem a mere 
examination of crystals to discover growth spirals is no 
longer of much significance. What is now required is
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more detailed information in order that our knowledge of 
crystal growth processes may become more complete. Fur­
ther work in this field should therefore be directed 
firstly, to a more detailed examination of the growth 
processes in certain compounds, in order that the modific­
ations to the theory necessary in specific cases may be 
assessed. Secondly, an attempt should be made to determ­
ine the. range of application of the theory if this should 
be limited. We thus take the Frank theory as the basis 
of all work in this field and use it to classify the res­
ults for compounds which do not conform exactly.
Under the heading of possible modifications to the 
theory it should be remembered that the Frank theory in its 
original form applies to growth from the vapour phase. As 
Frank (1949) points out the differences in principle between 
growth from the vapour and from solution are not very great. 
Nevertheless various solvent effects such as rate of evap­
oration may be of importance in certain cases. Further 
if the solute can undergo association the polarity of the 
solvent may be of importance.
Temperature effects should also be considered in 
this connection. Anderson and Dawson (1955) have stressed 
the part played by temperature in the formation of screw 
dislocations. Also, although Burton, Cabrera and Frank 
(1951) have shown that surface roughness is of no import­
ance in growth at room temperatures, at temperatures near
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the melting point the reverse holds. Thus the study of 
crystal growth at ederated temperatures will also he of 
importance in studying possible modifications to the Frank 
theory.
Further modifications may be necessary in individ­
ual cases by virtue of differing molecular shapes and 
sizes. Frank (194-9), Dawson and Vand (1951) > Dawson (1952) 
and Anderson and Dawson (1955) have all pointed out the 
importance of structural factors. Respite this the in­
formation on structural effects on growth is still rather 
scanty.
The question of structure sensitivity leads us 
quite naturally to tie heading of the range of application 
of the Frank theory. Ander°on and Dawson (1955) suggest 
that their mechanism for formation of screw dislocations 
is structure sensitive. It does not seem improbable, there­
fore that a compound may exist whose structure precludes 
the formation of screw dislocations. If it forms crys­
tals of any type whatsoever these must grow by another 
mechanism.
Under this heading we must also consider the 
inter-relation of the Frank and Graf theories. Suppose 
we take a compound whose crystals are known to grow by 
the Frank mechanism at low super saturations. How do 
they grow at high super saturations? There would thus 
appear to be a profitable field for study in growth of
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of crystals at high supersaturations. High temperature 
studies may also, he of importance in this connection.
Thus the general aims of this work are, firstly, 
the study of modifications necessary to the Frank theory 
by virtue of solvent, temperature and structure effects; 
secondly, an attempt to assess the range of application 
of the Frank theory by studying growth at high supersat- 
uations and elevated temperatures and also by endeavouring 
to study compounds which will only form, screw dislocations 
with difficulty.
(9) MATERIALS SELECTED.
Bearing these aims in mind the materials selected 
for study were n-pentacontanol-1, n-hexatriacontane, 1-iodo- 
hentriacontane, 4-methyltritriacontane, 4-methyltritria- 
contanone-26 and 18-keto-n-propyl n-pemtacontanoate. 
Specimens of all- these compounds except n-hexatriacontane 
were very kindly supplied by Professor E. Stenhagen. Dr. 
C.W. Bunn very kindly supplied the specimen of n-hexatria- 
contane.
N-pentacontanol-1, C50H1010H
The preparation of this compound is described 
by St&llberg, Stdllberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen (1952).
These workers found the melting point to be 104.5°C and
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the long spacing of the lattice 131A0 which corresponds 
to twice the molecular length.
X-ray investigations of various other long chain 
alcohols by Malkin (1950), Bernal (1952), Marwick (1952), 
Wilson and 8tt (1954-), Schoon (1958), Ott (1944), Sano 
and Kakiuchi (194-9) and Witnauer and Swern (1950) have 
all shewn a bimalecular long axis spacing. Malkin (1950) 
from intensity measurements postulates that this is due 
ta the juxtaposition of hydroxyl groups in the lattice.
This compound was chosen ehiefly to test further 
the hypothesis that step height is dependent on the 
size of the molecular aggregate present in solution. 
Anderson and Dawson (1955) found bimolecular steps on 
crystals of stearic acid which is completely associated 
in solutions in non-polar solvents. However the alcohols 
are incompletely associated and it was hoped that the 
present investigation would provide conclusive evidence 
on this problem.
The association of the long chain alcohols has 
been studied by infra-red absorption techniques (Fox and 
Martin 1940, Kreuzer and Mecke 1941, Hofmann 194*3 > Smith 
and Greitz 1951) ; by determination of heats of dilution 
of the substances (Wolf, Dunken and Merkel 1940) ; by 
measurement of the dielectric polarisation (Goss 1940, 
Dunken, Judenberg and Wolf 1941) ; by Raman spectra, 
observations (Rao 1945, Malyshev and Shishkina 1949 and
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1950) ; by electrical conductivity measurements (Zeiniger 
and Mecke 1950) ; by heat capacity measurements (Euchen 
1948) ; and by the relaxation effects of Hertzian waves 
(Klages and Xremnlig 1950). These results are partly
summarised by Davies (1946). Measurements on alcohols
up to haxadecanol, C16H^0H, by the methods outlined 
above show that in non-polar solvents a polymerisation 
occurs presumably by formation of a hydrogen bond (or 
bridge) between the oxygen atoms in neighbouring molecules.
Of the polymolecules thus formed only the monomer 
and the dimer have a definite existence in the solution, 
the higher polymers being rather indefinite in size.
Kreuzer and Mecke (1941) state that only small quantities 
of the dimer are present in the solution and that in cert­
ain cases the dimer concentration is negligible, there 
being a preference for the formation of ter- or tetra- 
i^ olecular aggregates. On the other hand Fax and Martin 
(1940) and Smith and Creitz (1951) postulate the definite 
existence of the dimer in solution.
The results tend to show that the average ass­
ociation decreases as the length of the carbon chain in 
the alcohol increases and, indeed, such a decrease is to 
be expected. Wolf, Dunken and Merkel (1940) have pointed 
out, however, that owing to the considerable temperature 
variation of the association it is rather difficult to 
determine the effect of increasing chain length on the
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association. They state that the average association 
increases with increasing chain length. However the 
decrease, if any, on passing from one alcohol to the 
next homologue will become much smaller in the case 
of the long chain alcohols and it is reasonable to supp­
ose that at room temperature n-pentacontanol-1 will be 
appreciably associated in non-polar solvents.
As the temperature of a solution of an alcohol 
is increased the degree of association falls off (Rao 
1945, Malyshev and Shishkina 1949 and 1950). The. effect, 
becomes, more pronounced as the chain length is increased. 
It is therefore probable that at a temperature of 50-60° 
only a small proportion of the molecules in a solution 
of n-pentacontanol-1 will be associated.
In polar solvents the alcohols are not assoc­
iated, presumably because the alcohol molecules tend 
to form a hydrogen bond with solvent molecules rather 
than with other alcohol molecules (Wolf, Dunken and 
Merkel 1940, Hofmann 1943) Rao 1945).
Since there is an appreciable difference in 
the size of the structural unit present in solution in 
polar and non-polar solvents, it was decided to study 
the growth from these two groups of solvents. It was 
further decided to study the crystals obtained from a 
hot solution in a non-polar solvent since no polymol­
ecules should exist in such a solution.
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Tfrft - non-polar solvents selected were petroleum 
ether (b.p. 100-120°), xylene and carbon tetrachloride. 
Amyl acetate, dioxan, iso-propyl, n-propyl, -butyl, 
and amyl alcohols were used as polar solvents. This, 
selection was made in order to ensure that as far as 
possible, effects due to differing rates of evaporation 
of solvent during crystallisation could be assessed for 
each of the two series individually.
The long chain alcohols exist in several poly­
morphic forms and the inter-relation between these is 
at present far from clear. It would appear that the 
alcohols containing an even number of carbon atoms crys­
tallise at room temperature in a form with tilted chains 
(B form) , while those with an odd number of carbon atoms 
crystallise in a vertical chain (A) form (Malkin 1930, 
Marwick 1932, Piper, Chibnall and Williams 1934-, Wilsom 
and Ott 1934-, Bernal 1932, Schoon 1938)* It is assumed 
that the even number alcohols are converted to the A 
form near the melting points. Stdllberg, Stdllberg- 
Stenhagen and Stenhagen (1952) have shown however, that 
although this may hold for the lower members of the series, 
it certainly does not do so for the higher members (those 
from n-noneicosanol, C2^H^0H upwards). Thus the alc­
ohols with 29 and 31 carbon atoms respectively occur at 
room temperature as an A form and are converted to a 
tilted chain (B1) form near the melting point.
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N-pentacontanol-1, Cc0H101OE, exists in the A form,, al­
though. a few faint lines corresponding to a second cry a- 
talline form are reported.
Bernal (1932) found evidence for a further crys­
talline form when he obtained crystals approximately hex­
agonal in shape by cooling a melt of dodecanol, C12H25°H’ 
X-ray measurements showed that this form had a hexagonal 
unit cell with two molecules, which must be arranged on 
a triad axis with the chains vertical. On slow heating 
the normal form was obtained.'
Ott (1944) also found evidence for the existence 
of a hexagonal form in alcohols in the "glassy state1 
(intermediate between the melt and the crystalline form). 
Further evidence has been obtained from anomalous dielec­
tric constants and specific heats near the melting point 
(Frosch 1942, Dreyfus-Alain and Dunoyer 1932, Kakiuchi, 
Sakurai and Suzuki 1930).
Hexagonal forms have been reported for methanol 
and octanol (Dunoyer 1952) and hexadecanol (Sano and 
Kakiuchi- 1948 and 1949).
H-hexatriacontane (C-j^ H0,.)
_____________  56 7^
Ihe long spacing of this compound as measured by 
X-ray diffraction on a powder specimen is 47,5A° (Dawson 
and Vand 1951) • The crystal growth of this compound at 
low supersaturations was studied by Dawson and Yand (1951).
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These workers showed that under such conditions the substance 
grows by the spiral growth mechanism.
This compound was therefore seine ted as being a. 
suitable one for examination under high super saturation 
conditions.
4-me thyitritr iac ont ane ( - OH3(CH2)2CH(CH3) (CB^gCK^)
The preparation of this compound is described by 
St&llberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen (1948) who found the 
melting point to be 60.7° C and the Long axis spacing 
46*3A°* The compound undergoes a transition at about 
50° C to a tiited chain form with long axis spacing 42.2A0.
St&llberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen have found a 
rapid decrease in the intensities of the high order 001 
X-ray reflections. They attribute this to a slight dis­
order in the direction of the c-axis due to the presence 
of the methyi group, which also causes a slight elongation, 
of the axis in this direction.
At high temperature the normal chain paraffins 
give a hexagonal form with rotating chains. The presence 
of the methyl group apparently prevents free rotation of 
the chains in this compound.
It does seem very likely, therefore, that the lin­
earity of the chains is disturbed by the side chain. Acc­
ordingly it is quite possible that slip to form screw dis­
locations will, only occur with some difficulty in this
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compound, which would thus be a suitable one for the in— 
vestigation of the range of application of the Frank theory.
4—methyltritriacontanone-26 ~ C^CCHg^CHCCH^XGHg^i
 —  ; - cocch2 )6 ch~
This compound has a long axis spacing of 4-5,. 5A° 
ar>d its melting point is 65«2°C (Stdliberg-Stenhagen and 
Stenhagen 194-8). The long axis spacing corresponds to 
a vertical chain form. This ketone does not exist in a 
tilted chain form, although many of the other branched 
chain ketones do. This is due to the side chain as the 
normal chain ketones only exist in a vertical chain form.
This compound, like the previous one, was selected 
because it was anticipated that it would only form screw 
dislocations with difficulty.
18-keto-n-propyl n-pentacontanoate (C53Hiq4-^ 3'" CH^(CE2)-^ -C0 -
(CHp^OOgC^Hr,
The long axis spacing of this compound as measured 
by St&llberg, Stdllberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen (1932) is 
70A°. It was selected in the first instance to provide 
a check on the effect of the keto group on growth and to 
thus determine which of the effects observed in the growth 
of the previous compound could be ascribed to the side 
chain.
It was found that this compound has a. very low 
solubility in most solvents. It would thus appear to
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be a suitable compound for studies on growth at high 
super saturation. The solubility of most other compounds, 
is such that crystals grown at high super saturation are 
very thick and therefore not particularly suited to elec­
tron microscopy. The very low solubility of the compound 
makes it possible to grow crystals at high supersaturation, 
which are thin ehough for electron microscopy. 
1-iodohentriacontane (C^jH^I)
St&llberg, Stdllberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen (1952) 
found a long axis spacing of 75*8 A0 and a melting point of 
72°C for this compound. The long axis spacing corresponds 
to a bimolecular repeat period. This is rather extraord­
inary as there appears to be no reason why the molecules 
should pack with the iodine atoms together. Of the other 
iodides studied by the above workers, those containing 41 
and 50 carbon atoms possess a monomolecular repeat period, 
while that containing 29 carbon atoms exhibits a bimolec­
ular repeat period.
This compound was selected to study the effects 
caused by a large end group and to discover how far these 
resemble the effects produced by a branched chain.
1-iodohentetracontane (C^jHq^I)
Stailberg, St&llberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen (1952) 
find a melting point of 84°C and a long axis spacing of 
49A°for this compound.
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The selection of this compound was governed by 
the desirabihfy of an investigation of the difference in 
repeat period of this compound from the previous one. It 
was hoped that the phenomenon might be related to thej 
growth mechanism.
Thus the selection of compounds for study would 
appear to give a reasonable chance of obtaining further 
information under the two headings of the previous section, 
namely the investigation <£ possible modifications to the 
Frank theory and its range of application.
Ill - E X P  E R I M E 1ST T MI*
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III - EXPERIMENTAL
(1) THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES.
Methods of electron microscopy.
The methods available for the electron micr­
oscopy of crystals are direct transmission, silicon mon­
oxide replication and psaudo-replication. Of these the 
first is far superior but it requires crystals which are. 
stable to the electron beam. The stability of a crys­
tal. in the beam depends primarily on the melting point 
and in general crystals with a melting point of less than 
50°G are unsuitable for transmission microscopy. How­
ever the. chemical nature of the compound also seems to 
be of importance in this connection. Thus some high 
melting aromatic hydrocarbons undergo decomposition more 
readily than some lower melting paraffin hydrocarbons. 
Further it is necessary that the crystals be fairly thin. 
Thick crystals lead to an enhanced electron scattering 
qnd thus to a greater energy release during irradiation. 
There is thus a greater chance of melting taking place.
Further, in crystal growth studies we are con­
cerned with the observation of surface structures. This 
is most successfully accomplished when the scattering of 
the ahadowcast layer is high compared to that of the 
crystal itself. This condition is fulfilled when the 
crystals are thin.
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The silicon monoxide replica method is of use 
in studying thick crystals hut cannot generally he app­
lied to very low melting crystals. ^or such crystals 
the pseudo- of formvar replica technique is the only 
available method.
The techniques of electron microscopy of crys­
tals have been reviewed by Dawson (1-953) •
(a) Direct Transmission Microscopy.
In this method the crystals are prepared on a 
thin formvar film supported on Philips or RCA type 
specimen mounts. The film is prepared by flooding the 
glass slide with a solution of formvar in ethylene di­
chloride, floating the resulting film off on water and 
superimposing it on the specimen mounts. A solution 
of the plastic was found to give a film of suitable thick­
ness. The ethylene dichloride should be dried by dist­
illation over phosphorus pentoxiae before use, other­
wise holes tend to be produced in the film.
A drop of solution of the substance under exam­
ination is placed on the supported film and the crystals 
produced by evaporation. A suitable concentration is 
found by trial and error. Trial crystallisations are 
carried out on a glass slide and the resulting crystals 
examined in the optical microscope. Crystals showing 
edge diffraction effects are generally too thick and a 
more dilute solution should be used. In performing
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tests on substances such as methyltritriacontane. and the 
iodides, which only crystallise with difficulty, it was 
found advisable to use a slide covered with formvar for 
the test since solutions giving good results on a glass 
surface do not necessarily do so on a formvar surface.
When RCA grids were used it was generally found 
advisable to carry out the crystallisation before floating 
the film off the slide. The disadvantage of this technique 
is that when solvents such as petroleum ether are used, the 
drop of solution spreads over such a large area of the 
slide that frequently only a monolayer of material is dep­
osited. This may be overcome by adding a small amount 
of a more viscous solvent such as butyl alcohol, to the 
solution. However care must be taken in the application 
of this method : it must not he used if the "thickening1’ 
solvent is likely to upset association equilibria in sol­
ution. Thus, in general, the method should only be applied 
to substances whose molecules do not possess polar end 
groups.
If the solution of the substance evaporates too 
rapidly irregular crystals result. When rapidly evapor­
ating solvents were employed, the rate of evaporation was 
reduced by maintaining a reservoir of solvent in the dish 
in which the crystallisation was performed.
In this method the qpecimens now only require to 
be shadowcast before examination in the electron microscope.
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The shadoweasting process is described in section (2).
In direct microscopy of crystals it is essential 
that the filament voltage be increased slowly so that no 
melting of the crystals results from a rapid heating of the 
specimen. For the same reason the condenser should not 
be focussed too strongly. It is also advisable for the 
specimen to make good thermal contact with the holder to 
facilitate dispersion of excess heat.
In certain cases the solvent may partially or 
completely dissolve the formvar film. When a solvent 
such as alcohol is used, the film partly dissolves and 
the reprecipitation of the film in fibrous form occasion­
ally gives rise to artefacts. Great care therefore has 
to be taken in interpreting the micrographs in these 
cases.
If the film completely dissolves in the solvent 
used, collodion or silicon monoxide films may be used.
The latter are prepared by evaporating a thin film of 
silicon monoxide, on to formvar films supported on specimen 
mounts and then extracting the formvar with ethylene di­
chloride. Collodion films are not very satisfactory as 
it is difficult to prepare thin films which are suffic­
iently strong.
In some cases it was found that there was apprec­
iable contamination of the specimens with dirt. This 
can be eliminated by preparing a saturated solution of
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of the substance at >^0°0, cooling and centrifuging. The 
material whih crystallises on cooling carries most of the 
dirt with it. After centrifuging the clear solution 
above may be withdrawn with a Pasteur pipette.
(b) Silicon monoxide replication.
This method is the standard alternative when 
direct transmission is unsuitable. It was first used 
by Hall (1-930) in a study of edestin crystals.
The specimens are prepared as for direct micr­
oscopy and shadowcast as before. A thin film of sil­
icon monoxide is then evaporated on to them. This is 
done by supporting the specimens (in vacuo) horizontally 
over a molybdenum boat, containing silicon monoxide, which 
can be heated electrically.
The disadvantage of the method is that a great 
deal of heat is radiated. Further, measurements with a 
thermocouple have shown that the condensation of the sil­
icon monoxide on the specimens releases a fairly large 
quantity of heat. It is found in practice that the best 
results are achieved with a slow evaporation of 0.1 - 0.2 
milligrams of silicon monoxide, the specimens being supp­
orted at a distance of 10 centimetres from the boat. The 
optimum weight of monoxide appears to depend on the exact 
nature of the surface examined.
Finally, the formvar film and the crystals are
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extracted with, a solvent which dissolves both. This can 
be done by introducing a drop of solvent below the mounts, 
but this frequently results in rupture of the replica.
The best method is to support the specimens in the reflux 
vapour of the solvent. However care must be taken not 
to prolong the extraction, otherwise the replica is again 
ruptured.
Care must be taken in interpreting micrographs 
of these replicas, since artefacts may be produced by the 
melting of the crystals in the replication process.
(c) Pseudo-replication.
This method was first described by Mahl (1940).
It was later employed by Zworykin and Ramberg (1941), 
Schaefer and Harker (1942) and Mahl and Duffek (1942-3). 
Williams and Wyckoff (1946) improved the method and app­
lied it to the study of virus crystals. These authors 
used nitrocellulose films for the replicas. In the 
present work formvar films were used as described by 
Cosslett (1951)-
The crystals are prepared on a carefully cleaned 
glass slide which is then shadowcast with gold (LePoole 
1943)* The slide is covered with a formvar film which 
is then stripped off the slide and supported on specimen 
mounts as before. The shadowcast layer adheres to the 
film but the crystals remain on the slide, so that a
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shadowcast replica of the surface is obtained.
The technique cannot be used if the crystals are 
soluble in ethylene dichloride. The metallic layer is 
usually inadequate for the protection of the crystals 
from solvent action. If the crystals are only partly 
soluble in ethylene dichloride a replica is obtained 
which will give largely false information.
The main defect of the method is that some of 
the metallic layer occasionally adheres to the crystals, 
leading to parts of the replica being unshadowed. It was 
found that gold adhered to the replica better than palladium 
or nickel-palladium.
A further unsatisfactory feature is the presence 
of tears in the replica as a result of the stripping pro­
cess. Large tears are easily distingiashable, but smaller 
tears may lead to misinterpretation of the micrographs.
In general this method suffers from so many 
defects that it should only be employed where all other 
techniques have failed.
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(2) SHADOWCASTING. 
When this work was commenced it was decided that 
an improvement in shadowcasting technique was necessary*
In previous work in this field specimens were shadowcast 
with gold (iiePeiolQ 19^ ) or palladium (Williams and 
Wyckoff 1946). The metal was evaporated from a tungsten 
filament in vacuo, the specimens being inclined at an 
angle of 15° to the beam of vaporised metal.
It is found however that palladium and, even more 
so, gold tend to granulate on the surface of paraffin crys­
tals (Plate I, page 70). This results in appreciable 
loss of resolution. This granulation is not to be con­
fused with the overall granulation resulting on specimens 
which have been overheated in the electron beam or Shadow- 
cast at too high a pressure. The granulation considered, 
here is confined to the surface of the crystals# It 
appears to be due to a migration of the metal atoms over 
the crystal surface in the shadowcasting process itself.
An investigation was therefore carried out to 
discover a shadowcasting metal which gave better results 
than palladium in the shadowcasting of paraffin crystals.
The use of nickel and palladium in equal prop­
ortions was found to yield satisfactory results as shown 
in Plate II (page 70). The magnification of this picture 
is several times greater than m  the previous one, yet the 
grain is no worse. Indeed it is concluded that most of
Plate I
This crystal of n-hexatriacontane shows the surface gran­
ulation which results on crystals shadowcast with palladium.
This n-hexatriacontane crystal has been shadowcast with 
nicke1-palladium. Despite the greater magnification the 
grain is no worse than in Plate I. It is thought that 
most of the residual grain is photographic (see PI. Ill,IV)
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the residual grain is photographic. This is demonstrated 
in Plates 3X  and M  (page 72). Both of these micro­
graphs are of the same field at the same magnification. 
However Plate 33? has been subjected to twice the photo­
graphic enlargement of Plate XET (Plate HL was taken at 
an original microscope magnification equal to twice that 
of Plate TUT). Correspondingly the grain in Plate 221 
is much worse than that in Plate 331, although if the 
grain was due to shadowcasting it would obviously be the 
same in both instances.
At first sight it would appear that the efficiency 
of the nickel-palladium does not depend on an alloy effect 
since the nickel evaporates first in the shadowcasting. 
Indeed the grain effect is equally good if the specimens 
are first shadowaast with nickel and then with palladium. 
The smaller nickel atoms appear to form a uniform layer 
over the crystals, which acts as a base for the palladium 
layer. The use of nickel here would thus seem to be
A
related to its function in electroplating. However 
since appreciable surface migration of metal atoms will, 
occur on the crystal surface when the metal atoms condense 
it is possible that an alloy effect may after all be 
responsible for the efficiency of the process.
The ideal amount of metal to. be used was found 
by carrying out trials with varying amounts. A piece 
of filter paper was placed beneath the filament in each
Plate III
These micrographs show the same crystal (Ni-Pd shadowed) 
at approximately the same magnification. Plate IV has 
been subjected to twice the photographic enlargement of 
Plate III (i.e. original negative of Plate III was taken 
at twice the microscope magnification of Plate IV). Since 
the grain is correspondingly far worse in Plate IV it is 
concluded that most of the residual grain in Ni-Pd shad­
owed specimens is photographic.
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case and the filter paper used in the experiment which 
gave the best results was retained. In subsequent 
experiments evaporation of metal was continued until 
the pece of filter paper beneath the filament was as. 
black as the standard pece. The use of too much nickel, 
has to be avoided, otherwise the sharpness of the shadows 
is impaired.
The distance of the specimens from the filament 
was also varied. The best results were achieved when 
the distance was 25 centimetres.
The shadowcasting should be carried out at a 
pressure of 10  ^millimetres or less. Shadowing at 
higher pressures results in granulation owing to a dec­
rease in the mean free path of the molecules. It was 
found advisable to continue pumping for 1-2 hours after 
the gauge first registered the required pressure. This 
results in the complete degassing of the filament. If 
this degassing is not achieved, then there is a release 
of gas when the filament is heated. The attendant in­
crease in pressure may result in granulation in the 
shadowcast layer.
Finally it must be emphasised that even if a 
fine grain is obtained using nickel-palladium shadowing 
at low pressure, excessive heating when the specimen is 
examined in the microscope will lead to overall granul­
ation.
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The higher resolution attained as a. result of 
the installation of a short focus objective in the elec­
tron microscope, has rendered a further improvement in 
shadowcasting desirable. The higher resolution has 
facilitated the detection of fine surface structures 
on crystals of the iodides and branched chain compounds. 
It is certain, however, that this would have been im­
possible using the earlier techniques for the shadow- 
casting of crystals.
(3) COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR CRYSTAL GROWTH STUDIES.
At this point it is of value to consider the 
relative merits of the experimental methods which are 
available for the investigation of crystal surfaces.
The two principal methods are electron micro­
scopy and phase contrast microscopy. The latter is 
usually used in conjunction with interferometric methods 
for measurement of growth step height. Studies with 
the optical- microscope are of value in certain cases 
but suffer from the grave disadvantage that they only 
yield information on coarse surface structure. Such 
information may lead to. serious misinterpretation of 
surface topography.
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The resolution of the Philips electron micro­
scope (fitted with a 25A lens) is 25A° for most purposes.
If the specimens are shadowcast it is therefore possible
o .
to detect growth, features of the order of 10A in size. 
The electron microscope thus has a vertical resolution 
of 10A° and a horizontal resolution of 25A° for shadow- 
cast specimens. It is thus impossible to study crystals 
with a long axial spacing of less than 10A°. Studies of 
such crystals would not yield information on the molec­
ular scale desirable for crystal growth work. This 
severely limits the range of compounds to which electron 
microscopy may be applied. So far only long chain 
compounds have been extensively studied, although pre- 
limnary investigations have been carried out on some 
aromatic hydrocarbons(Anderson and Dawson 1952, unpub­
lished work).
The optical methods depend on interference 
phenomena between light rays which have a path differ­
ence owing to differing thicknesses of a crystal over 
jLts surface. The method will thus give a greater vert­
ical resolution than the electron microscope. Amelinckx 
(1951b,c) has used the method to detect and measure 7A° 
steps on silicon carbide crystals. However the resol­
ution in the horizontal direction is of the order of 
the resolution of the optical microscope (i.e.2000A°) 
and thus closely bunched steps may not be resolved,
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although, they may he detected by a gradual shift in the 
Fizeau fringes^ over an area of the crystal surface. The 
methods of phase contrast and interferometry are reviewed 
more fully by Verma (1-953) •
Step height measurements using interferometry 
are usually more accurate than those obtained from elec­
tron microscopy. This is due to the impossibility of 
exactly determining the shadowing angle. However as it 
is usually only required to determine whether a step is
one, two, three ---- molecules high, the methods of
electron microscopy are quite adequate for the purpose.
Thus electron microscopy would appear to be the 
more powerful method in view of its high resolution in 
alX directions. However the description of techniques 
above is sufficient to show that specimen preparation 
can be very difficult and indeed almost impossible in 
certain cases. For this reason the two methods are 
best regarded as complementary and certainly the hist­
ory of crystal growth investigations shows that consid­
erable advances have been made using both methods.
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(4) SPECIMEN PREPARATION.
The methods used in the preparation of specimens 
in individual cashes will be indicated here. Deitails 
will be given of any modifications introduced to the 
standard techniques in particular instances.
(a) N-pentacontanol-1.
The crystals obtained from solutions in petrol­
eum ether (b.p. 100-120°), carbon tetrachloride, xylene, 
amyl acetate, dioxan, iso-propyl, n-butyl, n-propyl and 
n-amyl alcohols were studied by the direct transmission 
method. The method for reducing the rate of evaporation 
was employed with the first two solvents. The specimens 
were shadowcast with nicke1-palladium. Eormvar films
were used for all the solvents, with the exception of 
dioxan, for which silicon monoxide films were employed.
The crystallisation from aqueous alcohol solvents 
was investigated in the same way, varying amounts of 
water being used and a batch of crystals being prepared 
after each addition of water.
It was found that n-propyl and iso-propyl alc­
ohols as normally obtained contained an appreciable 
quantity of water. It was therefore decided to examine 
crystals grown from a solution in dried n-propyl alcohol. 
The solvent was dried by distillation over calcium hydr­
ide. Since dry m-propyl alcohol is extremely hygroscopic 
precautions had to be taken in handling it. The solvent
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was kept in tubes stoppered with phosphorus pantoxide 
and the crystallisation was carried out in Petrie dishes 
containing phosphorus pentoxide. Prior to crystallis­
ation the dishes (containing phosphorus pentoxide ) were 
heated to 60° and cooled inadesiccator.
Since iso-propyl alcohol is only dried with 
extreme difficulty, the crystallisation from dry Iso- 
propyl alcohol was not studied.
A crystallisation from xylene at 90-100° was 
performed on a glass slide heated on a steam bath. The 
resultant crystals were studied using the method of 
pseudo-replicas.
The crystallisation from xylene at 40° 50? 60? 
and 90° was also studied using a closed system for crys­
tallisation. A glass slide coated with a formvar film 
was placed in a desiccator and heated in an oven at the 
required temperature for about an hour. The solution 
was similarly heated and then a few drops were deposited 
on the slide. The rate of evaporation was reduced by 
maintaining a xylene reservoir in the desiccator. This 
was done in order that the second order temperature 
effect of rapid crystallisation could be separated from 
the pure temperature effect. The film was then floated 
off in water and placed over RCA mounts which were 
shadowcast and examined as before. (The crystallisation 
at 90°was actually studied by the method of pseudo-
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replication since difficulty was experienced in floating 
off formvar films which had been heated to 90°.) It 
was hoped that these experiments would yield a direct 
comparison between a controlled and uncontrolled evap­
oration at 90°.
(b) 4-methyltritriacontane.
The crystals of this compound were studied by 
direct transmission microscopy. The method of prepar­
ation was by growth on formvar film spread on a glass 
slide. Solutions in petroleum ether (b.p. 100-120°) 
were used, a small amount of butyl alcohol, being added 
to check the spread of the solvent as described in 
section 1(a). The films were deposited on RCA mounts, 
shadowcast and examined in the microscope.
The crystallisation at 55° was also studied by 
similar methods to those detailed above for the high 
temperature crystallisation of n-pentacontanol-1. (The 
method of controlled evaporation was used.)
(c) 4-methyltritriacontanone-26.
This compound was crystallised from xylene sol­
ution and the specimens prepared as in section 4(b) above. 
The crystals were then studied using the silicon monoxide 
replica technique described in section 1(b). Ether was 
used to extract the crystals and formvar film.
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(d) lS-keto-n-propyl n-pentacontanoate.
This compound was studied using the same methods 
as in section 4(h). The crystallisations from petroleum 
ether, xylene and amyl acetate were studied. A crys­
tallisation was also carried out on films supported on 
Philips specimen mounts.
A supersaturated solution was prepared and crys­
tallisation initiated. A drop of the solution containing 
crystals was deposited on a film supported on glass and 
the excess liquid rapidly blotted off with filter paper, 
leaving some of the crystals grown at high super saturation. 
The film was floated off and deposited on RCA mounts, the 
specimens shadowcast and examined as before.
(e) 1-iodohentriacontane.
Crystals were prepared from petroleum ether sol­
ution on a film spread on a glass slide. A little butyl 
alcohol was added as before. The preparation of the 
specimens was exactly the same as under 4(b).
(f) 1-iodohentetracontane.
The preparation of specimens was as described 
in section 4(b), except that it was found that good crys­
tals were obtained without adding butyl alcohol to the 
solution.
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(g) N-hexatriacontane (high, super saturation).
An attempt was made to grow crystals at a fixed 
super saturation. The apparatus shown in Fig. 7 was used. 
The apparatus was filled with water to a level above the 
side arm, B. A 0.5 centimetre layer of supersaturated 
solution in benzene was carefully introduced into the 
vertical arm, A, some specimen mounts covered with form­
var films being allowed to float at the interface. Crys­
tallisation was initiated by scraping the sides of the 
tube. Crystals were allowed to float down on to the 
films for a given time and then the mounts were pushed 
through the water and caught on a silver grid soldered 
to. a copper rod, C. This was introduced through the 
side arm and withdrawn with the mounts. In this way it 
was hoped that crystals grown at a fixed super saturation 
would be obtained uncontaminated with traces of the 
mother liquor.
Tests were carried out using unsaturated sol­
utions. It was found that a little material was obt­
ained on some of the mounts thus showing that mother liq­
uor is carried through in some cases. A trace of wetting 
agent at the interface tended to reduce the amount so, 
transported. Most of the mother liquor remaining on 
the mounts could now be removed by spraying the mounts 
with a mixture of acetic acid and a little benzene and 
withdrawing the excess solution with a Pasteur pipette.
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gig* 7
Diagrammatic representation of apparatus used in 
supersaturation experiments. The benzene layer 
contains dissolved hydrocarbon. Specimen mounts 
are allowed to float at the interface in A. The 
rod and gauze (C) is introduced through B and the 
mounts, pushed down on to it. They are then with­
drawn through B.
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The substance is insoluble in acetic acid and the small 
amount of benzene used will not give any appreciable re­
crystallisation effect. On the other hand care had to 
be taken to ensure that the acetic acid did not precip­
itate material from the mother liquor. Tests were again 
carried out using unsaturated benzene solutions and it 
was found that no precipitation occurred provided excess­
ive amounts of the washing solution were not used.
As a considerable number of the films were rupt­
ured in the process, the tube had to be emptied and the 
process repeated several times to obtain a reasonable 
number of specimens. The solution was extracted and 
the hexatriacontane recovered each time.
5?he apparatus is immersed in a thermostat at 27° 
as the solubility gradient of hexatriacontane in benzene 
is fairly steep.
The solubility of hexatriacontane in benzene at 
27° was measured as a prelimnary to the experiment. An 
approximate method was deemed sufficient. The volume of 
benzene necessary to dissolve a certain weight of the 
substance was measured by adding the solvent from a micro­
burette to the solid contained in a boiling tube immersed 
in a thermostat at 27°. The solution was stirred with 
a copper rod and the point at which all the compound had 
dissolved determined with the aid of a magnifying glass.
(A glass rod was not used as it tended to produce glass
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shavings which were confused with hexatriacontane crys­
tals.) Successive determinations gave values of 0.0018, 
0.0020 and 0.0019 gms./ml. The approximate value of 
0.002 gms./ml. was considered to he sufficiently accurate 
for the purpose of these experiments.
Using this value solutions of 50% and 100% super- 
saturation were prepared by warming a weighed quantity of 
the hydrocarbon with the calculated volume of benzene. The 
solution was cooled rapidly by immersion in the thermostat 
before being carefully introduced into the tube as descr­
ibed above.
The time of exposure of the mounts at the inter­
face was varied. It was found that the best results 
were obtained with exposures of the order of 15-25 seconds 
for the 100% supersaturated solution and of 50-45 seconds 
for the 50% supersaturated solution.
The specimens were shadowcast and examined as
before.
17 - R E S U L T S
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IV - RESULTS
(3.) N-PSm\ACONTANOL-l.
This section has been divided into (a) a descr­
iption of the experimental results and (b) a statistical 
analysis of the results.
(a) DESCRIPTION Off EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
The step height measurements described in this 
section are summarised in Table II (at the end of the 
section). Table III gives a more detailed analysis 
of the results, while Table IV tabulates the results of 
step height measurements at higher temperatures.
Step heights given below are the mean values of 
a number of measurements. The limits given after each 
value indicate the mean deviation of the measurements 
from the mean. Normally at least two step height meas­
urements were made on each crystal : one on a. step near 
the centre and one on a peripheral step. In addition 
if the shadowing direction was approximately equally in­
clined to two edges of the crystal, measurements were 
made on steps on each edge. In the following pages 
both the number ol measurements made and the number of 
crystals studied are clearly indicated for each step 
height result quoted.
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Plate V
This micrograph shows the irregular growth of n-pentacont- 
anol from petroleum ether. Twin laths occur as well as 
monomolecular (crystals A and D) and bimolecular steps 
(crystals B and C).
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Crystaliisation from petroleum ether.
The crystallisation from, petroleum ether is in 
general irregular (Plate V, page 86). Long lath like 
crystals are formed, these apparently growing by the twin 
growth mechanism proposed by Dawson (1952). A typical 
example of such a twin is shown in Plate VI (page 88). 
Spiral growth terraces can be seen at various points along 
the laths in Plate V. There are also a few crystals in­
dependent of laths which grow by the spiral mechanism 
(Plate VII, page 88).
The heights of the growth steps fall into two 
classes. Most of the steps have a height of 69^7A° (mean 
of 60 measurements made on 24 crystals), but a few have a 
height of 153 £ 7A° (mean of 16 measurements made on 7 
crystals). Of the crystals shown in Plate V, the steps 
on A are of the first type, while those on B and C are of 
the second type. On D there are three spirals of the 
first type.
By comparison with the value of 131A0 obtained by 
St&llberg, St&llberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen (1952) for 
the long axis spacing, it is obvious that the two types 
of step are respectively mono- and bi-molecular.
The steps on the crystal in Plate VII are mono- 
molecular but at the edge bimolecular steps have been 
formed, by the coalition of monomolecular steps. The bi- 
molecular steps have a much straighter edge than the
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Plate VI
This plate shows a bimolecular twin layer of penta- 
contanol grown from, petroleum ether.
Plate VII
This pentacontanol crystal was grown from petroleum 
ether and exhibits coalition of monomolecular steps 
at the crystal edge.
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monamalecular ones. It is noteworthy that steps which, are.
close together or which associate in one direction are 
often far apart in another. It can he seen from Plate 
VII that step association has occurred on all the edges 
of the crystal save that at the. top of the micrograph.
The twin layers invariably have a thickness corr­
esponding to a bimolecular layer at the growth edge (129 
1 12A° - mean of 44 measurements made on 17 crystals).
The case shown on crystal D in Plate V (page 86) 
occurs rather infrequently. Only one other of the 31 
crystals studied showed two or more monomolecular spirals 
of the same sense originating from the same point.
The phenomenon of Mpunch-through1 (Anderson and 
Dawson 1955) was again encountered. On some crystals 
(e.g. crystal A on Plate V) association appears to have 
taken place between the original and the punched through 
steps.
Crystallisation from xylene.
The crystallisation from xylene is more regular 
than from petroleum ether, as would be expected in view 
of its lower rate of evaporation. (See Table V, at the 
end of this section, in which are tabulated the vapour 
pressures of the solvents used. Strictly speaking the 
rate of evaporation is not solely determined by vapour 
pressure. Since heat must be supplied for evaporation 
to occur, the values of the latent heat and thus also of
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Plate VIII
This pentacontanol crystal was grown from xylene and 
possesses two bimolecular spirals. Twinned growth 
has occurred on the right hand half of the crystal.
Plate IX
This plate shows a pentacontanol crystal grown from 
xylene exhibiting monomolecular growth steps.
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specific heat and thermal conductivity will also affect 
the rate of evaporation. However, since we are only 
concerned here with the evaporation of a small drop of 
solution, the heat transfer involved will be very small 
and it is concluded that an approximate measure of rel­
ative evaporation rates may be obtained from vapour 
pressure data.)
Plates VIII, IX (page 90) show fairly regular 
crystals obtained from xylene solution, although some 
irregular material is again produced. Twinned laths 
are again very common (Plate VIII), many of the spiral 
growth terraces forming part of a twin lath.
The twin layers are once again invariably bi­
molecular in thickness, (127 ± 6A° - mean of 105 meas­
urements made on 46 crystals). Plate VIII shows a 
rare case in which only one half of a crystal has become 
twinned. It is of interest to note that the spiral 
centres appear to be aligned on the twin boundary of 
the crystal. Both the spiral and the twin growth steps 
are bimolecular in this case.
The heights of the other spiral growth steps 
appear to be approximately equally divided between the 
monomolecular and the bimolecular types. The step heights 
of the two groups are 71 ± 6A° (mean of 91 measurements 
made on 25 crystals) and 127 * 7A° (mean of 51 measure­
ments made on 17 crystals). The crystals shown in
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Plates IX (page 90) and X (page 93) both possess monomol- 
ecular steps. It is interesting to note that the crystal 
in Plate IX, which possesses monomolecular growth steps, 
is partly covered by a bimolecular twin layer.
Cancellation of dislocations by punch-through is 
again observed. The crystal shown in Plate X shows 
punch-through at a twist boundary in a crystal. Such 
twist boundaries were found in a variety of long chain 
compounds including alcohols by Wilman (1951) • Anderson 
and Dawson (1933) observed them on crystals of n-propyl^  
pentacontanoate. These crystals also showed spiral 
terraces on the- upper and lower surfaces which were rot­
ated with respect to each other and which were frequently 
punched through. The twist on the crystal shown in 
Plate X is 67°? which corresponds to the crystallographic 
angle and also to the inclination between the two portions 
of a twinned lattice.
Crystallisation from carbon tetrachloride.
The crystallisation from this solvent was found 
to be irregular in the extreme and it was difficult to 
determine whether the observed growth steps were due to 
spiral growth or not. Accordingly no step heights were 
measured in this case. Several unsuccessful attempts 
were made to achieve more regular crystals and it was 
concluded that no better crystals could be obtained from 
this solvent whose rate of evaporation is appreciably
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Plate X
This pentacontanol crystal grown from xylene exhibits 
punch through at a twist boundary. The upper and lower 
surfaces of the crystal are oriented at 67 to each 
other. The steps are monomolecular.
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Plate XI
This pentacontanol crystal grown from amyl acetate shows 
several monomolecular growth spirals. The arrows indicate 
sites at which there are two or more spirals of the same 
sense originating at the same point.
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greater than that of petroleum ether (see Table V).
Crystallisation from amyl acetate.
When amyl acetate was used as a. solvent ext­
remely regular crystals were obtained. These were in 
general comparitively large discrete crystals. Yery 
few twin layers were observed. Most of the crystals 
possess monomolecular growth steps (Plate XI, page 94-? 
Plate XII, page 96 ; step heights 70 ± 5A° - mean of 
157 measurements made on 5b crystals). However two 
of the 53 crystals studied did show bimolecular steps
(heights 127A°, 132A0 - mean of 2 measurements in each
$case). One of these crystals is shown in Plate XIII 
(page 96). This contrasts sharply with the xylene 
crystallisation in which 17 crystals out of 42 showed 
bimolecular spirals.
In the few cases in which twin layers are. 
found among this batch of crystals they are again in­
variably bimolecular (step height 130 ± 6A° - mean of 
14 measurements made on 5 crystals). Such a twin is 
shown in Plate XIV (page 97).
The large crystal in Plate XI shows several 
instances of two monomolecular spirals of the same
sense originating at the same point. It is important 
* .
It should be noted that punch through has occurred on the 
crystal in Plate XIII. However in measurement of step 
height, care was taken to avoid complex steps produced by 
punch-through.
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Plate XII
This micrograph shows a pentacontanol crystal grown 
from amyl acetate possessing monomolecular growth 
steps.
Plate XIII
This plate shows one of the two crystals of pentacont­
anol grown from amyl acetate which exhibits bimolecular 
growth steps.
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Plate XIV
This micrograph, shows a bimolecular twin layer of penta­
contanol grown from amyl acetate solution.
Plate XV
This micrograph shows the sheet like growth of pentacont­
anol from dioxan. All the steps are monomolecular.
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to note, that such, intertwined spirals exist on 16 of the.
53 crystals grown from amyl acetate solutions. On the 
other hand none of the 42 crystals grown from xylene sol­
utions exhibit this phenomenon (see Table III at the end 
of this section).
Many of the crystals possess punched through 
spirals. However none of the crystals with two inter­
twined spirals exhibit punch through.
Crystallisation from dioxan.
Amyl acetate evaporated rather more slowly than 
xylene but dioxan provides an example of a polar solvent 
whose rate of evaporation is greater than that of xylene 
(Table V),
All the crystals studied exhibited monomolecular 
steps (height 69 i 6A° - mean of 81 measurements made on 
31 crystals). Growth is generally fairly regular, although 
very often large sheet like crystals are formed with many 
spiral terraces (Plate XV, page. 97)* Crystals of this 
type are also obtained from amyl acetate solutions occ­
asionally (e.g. Plate XI, page 94).
Crystallisation from iso-propyl alcohol.
Iso-propyl alcohol evaporates more readily than 
xylene (Table V). When however it is used as a solvent 
for the crystallisation of n-pentacontanol, the crystall­
isation, although less regular than from amyl acetate,
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Plate XVI
This pentacontanol crystal grown from iso-propyl alcohol 
possesses three co-operating bimolecular spirals of the 
same sense. The development of additional edges in the 
growth from this solvent is also illustrated.
This pentacontanol crystal grown from isa-propyl alcohol 
also exhibits the additional edges. Two of the three 
bimolecular spirals are oriented at 67° to the third.
The., twist boundary is thus between spirals of the same 
sense.
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Isb more regular than from xylene.
An additional feature of the growth from this 
solvent is the presence of two extra edges on the crys­
tals (Plates XVI, XVII - page 99)- These additional 
faces do not disappear towards the edge of the crystal.
In fact, like the normal faces, they increase in length 
towards the periphery.
In Plate XVII is shown a crystal with three bi- 
moiecular spirals of the same sense, one of which is 
oriented at 67° to the other two. This case has not 
previously been observed in the electron microscopy of 
long chain compounds. It is, however, somewhat similar 
to the case studied by Amelinckx (1953^  >1954-) in which
two. interlaced spirals are oriented at 60° to each other.
Both mono- and bi-molecular steps are found on 
the crystals grown from this solvent (heights 72 ± 8A° - 
mean of 52 measurements made on 20 crystals and 126 i 6A°- 
mean of 72 measurements made on 25 crystals).
When crystals were grown from aqueous iso-propyl 
alcohol, the result is as shown in Plate XVIII (page 101). 
This crystal was grown from a solution to which an apprec­
iable amount of water has been added. It is seen that 
the additional face effect is accentuated, the two extra 
faces now being equal in length to the normal faces, so 
that an almost hexagonal crystal results. The surface 
of the crystal- also appears to be cracked in certain
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Plate XVIII
This pentacontanol crystal was grown from a very 
aqueous solution in iso-propyl alcohol and ahows 
the. exaggeration of the additional face effect 
under these conditions.
—1 .
Plate XIX
This plate shows a pentacontanol crystal grown from 
iso-propyl alcohol possessing regular additional 
faces.
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places.
Tn the examples so far described, the additional 
faces are rather irregular. However Plate XIX shows that 
the additional faces can be just as regular as the normal 
fares.
An outstanding feature of this crystallisation is 
the complete absence of twinned crystals.
Crystallisation from n-propyl alcohol.
The growth from, n-propyl alcohol resulted in crys­
tals similar to those obtained from iso-propyl alcohol sol­
utions .
However most of the crystals grown from solutions 
in dried n-propyl alcohol were of the normal shape (Plate 
XX, page 103) • It will be seen that this crystal possesses: 
two spirals which are oriented at 8°. The two spirals in 
this case are monomolecular. This case has been excluded 
from the analysis in Table UT, since it appears to differ 
slightly from the normal case of a dissociated bimolecular 
dislocation.
Monomolecular and bimolecular steps occur on 
both types of crystal grown from this solvent (step heights 
72 ± 6A° - mean of 10$ measurements made on 41 crystals and 
128 ± 6A° - mean of 62 measurements made on 24 crystals).
As. in the previous crystallisation no twins were
observed.
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Plate XX
This pentacontanol crystal was grown from dried n-propyl 
alcohol and does not possess the additional faces. The 
two monomolecular spirals are oriented at an angle of 
8° to each other.
Plate XXI
This pentacontanol crystal grown from n-butyl alcohol is 
of the normal form and illustrates the formation of 
screw dislocations at the crystal edge.
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Crystallisation from n-butyl alcohol
N-butyl alcohol as normally obtained contains 
very little moisture. Correspondingly, crystals grown 
from this solvent were found to be of the normal form 
(Plates XXI ., XXII - pages 103 and 105*) • When, 
water was added to the solution however, the additional 
faces were again observed (Plates XXIII, XXIV, XXV - 
pages. 105 and 106). The crystals shown in these three 
plates were grown from,, solutions made successively more 
aqueous. It is seen that as the water content of the 
solution, is increased, so the additional edges become 
greater in length. These results are consistent with 
the result obtained when crystals were grown from a 
solution: in iso-propyl alcohol to which an appreciable 
amount of water had been added (Plate XVIII, page 101).
The crystals shown on Plate XXIII were grown 
from, a solution which was only very slightly aqueous.
The additional faces are not very pronounced and are 
only shown by the outermost (i.e. first formed) layers 
of the spiral terrace.
In Plate XXI (page 103) is shown a crystal 
with a spiral originating at the centre, which possesses 
many small spirals round the edge. This phenomenon has 
also been observed on a crystal of n-hectane (Anderson 
and Dawson 1955)*
Both mono- and bi-molecular steps were again 
observed on this batch of crystals (step heights
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Plate XXII
Tills micrograph shows a crystal of pentacontanol 
grown from n-butyl alcohol, which is of the 
normal form.
Plate XXIII
These pentacontanol crystals were grown from very 
slightly aqueous n-butyl alcohol. The additional 
edges are not very pronounced.
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Plate XXIV
This micrograph shows pentacontanol crystals grown 
from a slightly more, aqueous solution in n-buiryl 
alcohol. The additional edges are more pronounced.
Plate XXV
These pentacontanol crystals were grown from an 
even more aqueous solution in n-butyl alcohol. 
The additional edges are now quite marked.
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73 ± 6A° - mean of 121 measurements made on 34 crystals and 
128 1 7A° - mean of 58 measurements made on 16 crystals ).
Once, again no twinned crystals were observed.
Crystallisation from n-arayl alcohol.
The crystallisation from this solvent is similar 
to that from amyl acetate. The crystals are of the normal 
type, although once again the additional faces are observed 
on crystals grown from aqueous solutions.
There is one outstanding difference in the growth 
from, this solvent as compared with the other alcohol solvents. 
All the steps measured are monomolecular (step height 67 ± 5A° 
mean of 125 measurements made on 54 crystals). Further 
this solvent, alone of all the alcohols, gives crystals 
showing two monomolecular spirals of the same sense and 
point of origin. In this it again resembles amyl acetate.
However it does show one common feature with the 
other alcohol solvents in that no twins were observed 
among the crystals obtained in this batch.
The crystal in Plate XXVI (page 108) exhibits 
punch-through. As on crystal A of Plate V (page 86) 
association appears to have occurred between the original 
and punched through steps.
Plate XXVI
This pentacontanol crystal grown from amyl alcohol 
exhibits coalition of the monomolecular steps of 
the spirals on the upper and lower surfaces after 
punch-thr ough.
This plate shows a. pseudo-replica of a penta­
contanol crystal grown from xylene at 90° 
(unrestricted evaporation). Multimolecular
steps occur and the crystal is hexagonally 
shaped.
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Crystallisation at 90° (-unrestricted evaporation),.
The crystallisation at about 30 with, unrestricted 
evaporation gave crystals which did not give clear evidence 
of the presence of spiral growth steps (Plate XXVII, page 
108 and Plate XXVIII, page 110). Multimolecular steps 
of varying height do occur, however, on the surface of 
the crystals. The heights were found to correspond 
to steps of two to six molecules high. Large steps 
appear to have been formed in some instances from, the 
coalition Q.f smaller ones.
A large number of the. crystals were hexagonal 
in shape (plate XXVII) although some crystals of the 
normal form were also observed (Plate XXVIII).
In contrast to the crystallisation from xylene 
at room temperature., no twinned crystals were observed 
in this case.
Crystallisation at 40° (controlled evaporation).
The crystals obtained in this instance exhibited 
spiral growth terraces. The spirals are still, rectilinear 
in shape., but are slightly more irregular than those ob­
served at room temperature (Plate XXIX, page 110). lost 
of the crystals possess monomolecular steps (height 66 i 5AC 
mean of 61 measurements made on 23 crystals) but there 
were also some with bimolecular steps (height 127 ± 6A°
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This plate shows a pseudo-replica of another penta­
contanol crystal grown at 90”°(unrestricted evapor­
ation). This crystal is of the normal form, although 
once again no spirals are visible.
This pentacontanol crystal was grown from xylene at 
40? (controlled evaporation) and shows one of the 
slightly irregular spirals which result.
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mean of 12 measurements made on 3 crystals). (The step 
height measurements for the high temperature crystallisations 
are summarised in Table IV). Several twin crystals were 
observed.
Crystallisation at 50° (controlled evaporation).
The crystals obtained at 50^ still showed spiral 
growth but the spirals are now much more irregular, tending 
towards a circular shape (Plate XXX, page 112). There is 
also evidence of a tendency towards island nucleation at 
certain paints.
Monomolecular steps were observed on all but one 
of the crystals studied (height 69 i 7A° - mean of 63 measure­
ments made on 27 crystals). The only crystal showing bi- 
moleenlar steps (height 133A0 - mean of 2 measurements) was 
also the only twin crystal observed in this crystallisation.
oCrystallisation at 60 (controlled evaporation).
No evidence^ of spiral growth was found on the 
crystals of this batch. The crystals appear to grow by 
layer growth (Plate XXXI, page 112). All these layers 
were, found to be monomoliecular, although on some crystals 
bimolecular layers are formed by coalition of monomolecular 
ones. No multimolecular layers were observed. There was 
a tendency for formation of hexagonally shaped crystals in 
some instances. No twinned crystals were observed.
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Plate XXX
This pentacontanol crystal was grown from xylene at 50° 
- the spiral has become much more irregular in outline.
' ■ •
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Plate XXXI
This plate shows the irregular layer growth resulting 
froaiL xgrlene at 60 . No spirals are visible but no 
multimolecular spirals occur provided that the evaror 
ation is restricted.
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Crystallisation at 90° (controlled evaporation).
Most of the crystals in this batch were hexagonal 
in form but otherwise this crystallisation exhibits the 
same characteristics as the last one. No multimolecular 
steps were observed, this result contrasting sharply with 
that obtained in the crystallisation at about 90° with 
uncontrolled evaporation.
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF STEP HEIGHT MEASUREMENTS..
Group Solvent Type of Step No* of Ho* of 
! " step height measure- crystals
1 ments studied
!
NON-
Pet*
ether
Spiral
(1-mol)
Spiral
(2-mol)
Twin
69 ± 7A°
153 ±7A° 
129 3L2A0
60
16
44
24
7
17
; POLAR
Xylene
Spiral
(1-mol)
Spiral
(2-mol)
Twin
711 6A°
127 i 7A° 
127 ±6A°
91
51
105
25
17
46
POLAR
Amyl
acet site
Spiral
(1-mol)
Spiral
(2-mol)
Twin
70 ± 5A°
127, 1-32A0 
130 + 6A0
137
4
14
51
2
5
Dioxan Spiral(1-mol) 69 ± 6A° 81 31
fIso-propyl
alcohol
Spiral
(1-mol)
Spiral
(2-mol)
72 +8 a°:
126 ±6A°
32
72-
20
23
.ALCOHOLS
N-propyl
alcohol
Spiral
(1-mol)
Spiral
(2-mol)
72 ± ©A0!
128 + 6A°
103
62
41
24
t
N-butyl
alcohol
Spiral
(1-mol)
Spiral
(2-mol)
73 ± 6A° 
128 ± 7A°
121
58
34
16
!£SS5l Spi^ o l )  67 ± 5A° 125 54
I . . i
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TABLE III
DETAILED ANALYSIS Off STEP HEIGHT RESULTS.
i ; ' .......... .
Solv- No. Monomolecular steps Bimolecular steps 
ent crys.
' N 
jO
I N
;P 
i 0  
L 
! A 
B
(i)
Pet.
ether
(2)
31
Xylene i 42
53
AR Dioxan 31
4-5Iso ; A propyl
? q N -propyl65
! 0  ■
! Si N-butyl 50
ion
| g N-amyl 5^
Single 2 spirals Single 2 spirals g 2
S£>±£al Same Oppo- SEHSl    — - Mono Bi
sense site
sense
Same Oppo- 
sense site 
sense
(3) W (3) ; (6) i .  C7) (8) ..(9) d«
20 2 2 ; 6 ; o 1 77 23
22 0 3 j 13 : o 4 , 60 40
4 — 4 — —
28 : is
i
I 7  1 1 ; 1 } 0 96 j 4
27 2. ! 2 j }■ \ 0 i o i o 100 0
18 0 I 2 j 20 r *! 3 i 2 44 56
37 0+ 1 4  1" 23
j-
r ..... 0 63 37
32 0 2: j 16 1 o ; 0 68 ; 32
49 3 S 2. j 0 \ o 0 100 0
Includes- the cases shown in Plates XVI, XVII in 
which there are three co-operating spirals of 
the same sense.
+Does not include case of Plate XX in which 
two monomolecular spirals are at different
orientations (see page 102)
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TABLE IV
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON STEP HEIGHT.
(a) Summary of measurements*
Temp. No* of crys. No* of measure- Step height
studied ments made
25 91 71 ± 6A°
Room temp. n
17 51 127 i 7A
40°
50°
23 61 66 1 5A°
3 12 127 ± 6A°
27 63 69 1 7A°
1 2 133A0
(b) Results as percentages. 
Temp. No* of crys* No* of crys. with
studied 1-mol
steps
2-mol
steps
1-mol
steps
2-mol
steps
Room. 42 25 17 60% 40%
40° 26 25 3 88% 12%
50° 28 27 1 96% 4%
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TABLE Y
VAPOUR PRESSURES OF SOLVENTS USED.
Solvent V.P. at 20°
Carbon tetrachloride 91.0 mms.
Heptane (b.p. 98°) 35*5 mms.
Iso-propyl alcohol 32.0 mms.
Dioxan 27*0 mms.
N-propyl alcohol 14.5 mms.
Xylene (ortho) 10.0 mms.
(para) 16.3 mms.
(meta) 6.4 mms.
g-butyl alcohol 4«4 mms.
N-amyl alcohol 2.8 mms.
Amyl acetate 6.5 mms.
Notes
V.P. will approximate, 
to that of pet* ether
Coal tar xylene is a
mixture of all three,
meta representing 70-
85%
*
The values given were extracted from the International 
Critical Tables with the exception of those for isq- 
propyl alcohol and dioxan. No values were given for 
these in the tables and the values quoted are taken 
from data compiled by Durrans (1944).
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(b) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STEP HEIGHT RESULTS.
It was to be expected that, on the basis of step 
height measurenmts, the solvents would fall into two groups, 
namely polar and non-polar. However an examination of the 
data in Table III (page 115) suggests that there are in 
fact three groups, since the alcohol solvents seem to show 
appreciable differences from the polar solvents in the 
matter of step heights. Since the differences between 
the three groups may only be due to sampling errors, the 
results were examined statistically. The test of signif­
icance described by Weatherburn (1949) was employed.
Table VI (page 119) shows the results of a test 
of significance of the difference in proportions of bi- 
molecular steps observed in the growth from non-poJLar and 
polar solvents. The non-polar solvent xylene is taken as 
a standard and the results for the polar solvents are com­
pared with it individually. Table VII (page 120) shows 
a test of the difference between the polar and alcohol 
solvents, the polar solvent amyl acetate being used as a 
standard.
A cursory examination of Table III suggests that 
there may be a difference in the results for the members 
of one group of solvents. Accordingly in Tables VIII, IX,
X the various groups are tested using one member of the 
group as a standard. In the case of the alcohols two 
tests were carried out : one (Table Xa) using iso-propyl
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and the second (Table Xb) butyl alcohol as a standard.
Table III shows that there are far more examples 
of two monomolecular spirals of the same sense on crystals 
of pentacontanol grown from polar solvents than there are 
on those grown from non-polar solvents. In Table XI (page 
121) therefore, the significance of this difference is 
tested using xylene as standard. Since we presume these 
spirals to result from a bimolecular layer, we must take 
H (and K0) as the number of bimolecular layers nucleated 
which have given rise to dislocations. Thus N (or NQ) is 
the sum of the figures in columns (4) and (6) of Table III 
for the appropriate solvent.
Amyl alcohol, alone of the alcohols, does not show 
co-operating monomolecular spirals of the same sense (Table 
III). Accordingly this difference was tested in Table XII.
Finally a test was performed on the difference in 
proportions of bimolecular steps observed in the growth 
from xylene at various temperatures (Table XIII, page 122).
TABLE VI+
Step height difference between polar and non-polar solvents. 
Standard; Xy1ene
H
Amyl acetate 55 
Dioxan 31
= 42 no = 17 Po - °-40
*
P ’
P - Pn
n p P -‘ *>0 E El
2 0.04 0,,36 0.20 0.08 4.5 SIG
0 0.00 0,,40 0.23 0.10 4.0 SIG
+See note at bottom of next page 
*
Arithmetical value always taken
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TABLE VII+
Step height difference between polar and alcohol solvents.
Standard: Amyl acetate: NQ * 53 n = 2  0 *>o = 0.04
N n P P - P 0 P ’ E
P - P0
.t
Iso-propyl 45 25 0.56 0.52 0.28 0.09 5.8 SIG
Propyl 65 24 0.37 0.33 0.22 0.08 4.1 SIG
Butyl 50 16 0.32 0.28 0.17 0.07 4.0 SIG
Amyl 54- 0 0.00 0.04 
TABLE VIII+
0.02 0.03 1.3 INSIG
Step height difference between individual non-polar solvents.
Standard: Xylene: N = 42 0 no " W *0 = 0.40
N n P P- P0 Pt E
P - P0
Pet. ether 31 7 0.23 0.17 0.33 0.11 1.5 INSIG
TABLE IX+
Step height difference between individual polar solvents.
Standard: Amyl, acetate Nn = 53 *0 - 2 ?o * 0.04
n P P-P0 P f E
P - P0 
TS”
Dioxan 31 0 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.03 1.3 INSIG
+U0IB: In Tables VI, VII, VIII, IX, X and XIII N (or N )
is the number of crystals on which step heights have be8n 
measured (i.e. the value given in column (2; of table III, 
page 115). £ (or np) is the number of crystals exhibiting
bimolecular steps (i*e. the sum of the figures given in 
columns (6), (7) and (8) of Table III).
p=f ’ po= ’ P' = N + N0 ’ E =/ P ' 0 _p') (| + f)
A value of ^ ^ ^0 greater than 3 indicates a probability
of less than 0.27% that the difference in results is due to 
a sampling error. Such values therefore indicate a 
statistically significant difference.
TABLE Z+
Step height difference between individual alcohol solvents.
(a) Standard: Iso-propyl: NQ = 43 no * Pq = 0.56
N n P P - P 0 P' E
P *“ P0
E
N-propyl 63 24 0.37 0.19 0.43 0.10 1*9 ?
Butyl 30 16 0.32 0.24 0.43 0.10 2.4 ?
Amyl 54 0 0.00 0.36 0.25 0.09 6.2 SIG
(b) Standard: Butyl: *o - 50 n = 16 0 - 0.32
n n P P-P0 P* E
*d
hi 
l ♦d o
Propyl 63 24 0.37 0.03 0.35 0.09 0.6 INSIG
Amyl 34 0 0.00 0.32 0.15 0.07 4.6 SIG
TABLE XI*
(Two monomolecular spirals of the same sense : difference 
between non-polar and polar solvents^
Standard: Xylene: No = 15 nc> = 0 po = 0.00 P - PQ
N n P I »d o P 1 E
\J
E
Pet. ether 8 2 0.25 0.25 0.10 0.13 1.9 ?
Amyl acetate 17 16 0.94 0.94 0.53 0.18 5.2 SIG
Dioxan 2 2 1.00 1.00 0.13 0.25 4.0 SIG
TABLE
*
XII
Two monomolecular spirals of the samei sense : difference
between amyl and other alcohols*
Standard: Amyl alcohol: NQ = 3 nQ = 3 PQ = 1.00
P - P,
'o EH n P P-P„ P' E ---- 0
Butyl ale. 16 0 0.00 1.00 0.16 0.23 4.3 SIG
+See note at bottom of page 120.
*See page 119 for explanation of values of N , N, n, n
in Tables XI, XII. ° 0
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TABLE XIII*
Variation of step height with temperature.
Standard: Xyleue at 2°°: Nq = 42 no “ 17 Pq = 0.40
P -  P0N n P P-P0 pi E E
Xylene (40°) 26 3 0.12 0.28 0.29 0.11 2.3 9•
Xylene (50°) 28 1 0.04 0.36 0.26 0.11 3-4 SIG
Interpretation of the analysis.
P - PQ
In cases where the value of — g—  is found to 
exceed 3> the result has been marked ’SIG'* in the tables 
to show that the difference is significant and cannot 
possibly be accounted for by a sampling error. Differences 
giving values of less than 1.9 have similarly been marked 
"INSIG". However this still leaves some results for which 
the difference is such that a value is obtained lying be­
tween 1.9 aud 3* Such results have been marked with a 
query (?). The reason for this is that the boundary be­
tween significance and insignificance is not sharp. Thus 
a value of 1.9 means that there is still a 93/^  chance that 
the difference is not due to a sampling error. While this 
is far from being a statistical certainty, it still leaves 
a good chapce that the difference is significant. Accord­
ingly such differences will be described as "fairly signif­
icant" .
It is now necessary to discuss the scientific 
importance of significant and fairly significant differences.
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If the difference between two sets of results is shown to 
be significant then we may take this difference as a sci­
entific fact. Accordingly theories may be built up using 
the fact that these results are different. On the other 
hand if the difference is only fairly significant it cannot 
be taken as a scientific fact, as there is still a 3% chance 
that the results are due to the randomness of the sampling. 
Thus we cannot build up theories using this difference as 
an established fact. However if out theory, based on 
scientific facts suggests a reason for these; fairly signif­
icant differences, then we may take it that these differences 
tend to support the theory. Further than this we may not 
go.
Results of the analysis.
Tables VI, VII (pages 119-120) show that the three 
groups are significantly different with respect to the pro­
portions of bimolecular steps.
Table VIII shows an insignificant difference be­
tween the individual non-polar solvents with respect to 
step heights. Table IX shows a similar difference between 
the individual polar solvents in this respect. Thus the 
step height results justify the division of the solvents 
into the polar and non-polar groups.
Table X shows a significant difference between 
amyl alcohol and the other alcohols in respect of step
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height. The differences between the other members of 
the series, are only fai&y significant or insignificaaat.
Thus the alcohol series differs from the other two groups 
and we are justified in dividing the solvents into the 
three groups as in Table III.
Table XI shows a significant difference between 
the polar solvents and xylene in respect of the number of 
crystals exhibiting two co-operating monomolecular spirals 
of the same sense. There is also a fairly significant 
difference between xylene and petroleum ether in this 
respect. Table XII shows a significant difference between 
amyl and butyl alcohols in this respect and we may take it 
that there are similar differences between the other alcohols 
and amyl alcohol.
Finally Table XIII shows a significant decrease in 
the proportion of bimolecular steps on increasing the temp­
erature of crystallisation from xylene to 30°• However 
the decrease in proportion on increasing the temperature 
to 40° is only shown to be fairly significant.
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(2) GROWTH OF ^-METHYLTRITRIACONTANB.
The crystals of this compound are generally fairly 
irregular in outline and do not appear to grow by spiral 
growth.
It is possible to observe small- crystals which 
cannot have, grown appreciably after nucleation. Much of 
this material is fairly thiclC suggesting that the nuclei 
of this compound are frequently much thicker than those 
normally encountered in the growth of long chain compounds. 
Plate XXXII (page 126) shows small crystals which are from 
five ta ten molecules thick.
Plate XXXIII (page 126) shows an irregular crys­
talline layer with monomolecular growth layers on the sur­
face. There is also evidence of island nucleation. This 
crystal shows traces of the surface folds which are charac­
teristic of the crystals. These folds are better illustrated 
in Plate XXXIV (page 127) • The folds vary in size from 
submolecular to multimolecular dimensions. It will be 
noted that they provide "anchor points" for the growth 
layers, many of which appear to originate at folds.
Over 100 crystals were studied and only three of 
these showed genuine spiral growth terraces. Two of these 
spirals are shown in Plates XXXIV and XXXV (page 127)- 
They are very irregular in outline and approximate to a circu­
lar shape. Both spiral terraces form part of a long crys­
tal lath. Such laths occur fairly commonly in the growth.
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Plate XXXII
This micrograph shows small crystals of 4-methyltritria- 
contane with thicknesses varying from 3 - 1 0  molecules.
Plate XXXIII
This plate shows an irregular layer of methyltritria- 
contane with monomolecular layer growth steps. These 
crystals show traces of the characteristic surface 
"folds".
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Plate XXXIV
This methyltritriacontane. crystal provides a better ill­
ustration of the surface "folds", which provide anchor 
points for monomolecular growth layers. One of the three
Plate XXXV
This plate shows another spiral observed on a methyltri­
triacontane crystal. The surface folds are again vis­
ible .
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The crystals are. thus frequently elongated in one direction. 
Some crystals are observed to have an approximately hex­
agonal shape. These phenomena are similar to those, which 
will be described for hexatriacontane crystals grown at 
high supersaturation.
The crystals grown at 33° (i*e* above the trans­
ition point) have in general a much more regular surface 
than those grown at room temperature. Fewer laths occur, 
the crystals generally being extended fairly evenly in all 
directions (Plate XXXVI, page 129)* The surface folding 
.appears to be absent or at any rate less pronounced. Growth 
again occurs by monomolecular layers, no spiral terraces 
being observed.
(3) GROWTH OF 4-METHYLTRITRIAC0NTANQNE-26.
It was frequently observed that crystallisation 
of a drop of solution of this compound on a glass slide 
resulted in the formation of a few large crystals on the 
periphery and almost no crystals at all in the interior 
of the drop. Many of these crystals were roughly hex­
agonal in shape. This phenomenon persisted even when 
very dilute solutions were used.
Plate XXXVII (page 129) shows a silicon mon­
oxide replica of such a crystal. It is fairly irregular
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Plate XXXVI
This plate shows methyltritriacontane crystals grown at 
33°. The crystals possess monomolecular growth layers 
hut the surface; folding is less marked.
Plate XXXVII
This micrograph shows a silicon monoxide replica of a 
methyltritriacontanone crystal possessing monomolecular 
growth layers.
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Plate XXXVIII
These crystals of n-propyl 18-keto-n-pentacontanoate show 
the characteristic twin laths exhibiting edge buckling.
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in outline and possesses a large number of narrowly spaced 
monomolecular steps* There does not seem to be any of 
tbe surface folding encountered in the previous compound* 
Some of the crystals do appear to show large surface 
irregularities however.
(4) GROWTH Off 18--KETO--ff-PROPYL N-PEHTACOH1AHOATE.
The crystallisation of this compound from pet­
roleum ether produces a large number of twinned laths. 
These frequently possess spiral growth terraces at various 
sites on the lath. There is evidence for edge buckling 
on some of the laths as shown on Plate XXXVIII (page 130).
Individual crystals possessing spiral growth 
terraces also occur. These frequently possess twist 
boundaries as described by Anderson and Dawson for the 
ester itself. Twist angles of 8°, 15°, 27°, 37°, 51°, 
and 67° were observed.* Twist through. 67° (corresponding 
to the twinning angle was very common. Plate XXXIX (page 
132) shows a crystal with a twist angle of 37° •
The crystals grown at high supersaturation ex­
hibited twist boundaries to an even greater extent. There 
is also some evidence for growth by multimolecular layers 
in this batch. Thus Plate XL (page 132) shows a crystal 
which has grown by bimolecular layer growth.
* . ■ .1 ..... — ,m. ■! i    ' — ' ' '  .. - . ..
Plate XXXIX shows the difficulty of accurately measuring 
twist angles. Accordingly no great significance should 
be attached to the values quoted.
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Plate XXXIX
This crystal of the keto-ester exhibits twist between 
the upper and lower surfaces. (Angle of twist 37°).
Plate XL
This plate shows a crystal of the keto-ester grown at 
high supersaturation possessing bimolecular growth 
layers.
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(5) GROWTH Off IODOHENTRIACONTAftfE.
This compound gives extremely irregular crystals. 
These all exhibit a ”grain boundary” effect (Plate XLI, page 
134). This results in blocks of the crystals being out of 
alignment. The crystals are very rough in outline and 
also possess a rough surface. They appear to grow by 
monomolecular layer growth. There is no evidence of spiral 
growth.
(6) GROWTH.Off IODOHBNTETRACONTAKE.
The crystals of this compound are much more regular 
than those of the previous one. The crystals grow by spiral 
growth, crystals with several dislocations being quite 
common (Plates XLIII, XLIV - page 135)- There are indic­
ations of the occurrence of edge buckling in several inst­
ances (Plate XLII, page 134 and Plate XLIII). Many of 
the crystals show a surface irregularity similar to that 
encountered in the crystals of methyltritriacontane. In 
this case, however, the folds are nearly all submolecular 
the maximum height being of the order of 13A°. The folds 
are usually about 30 - 200 A° apart. At the edge they 
frequently appear to terminate in larger steps presumably 
the result of edge slip. This has just begun to occur on 
the crystal shown in Plate XLII. The effect is better 
shown in Plate XLIII, where steps of varying height have
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Plate XLI
This plate shows an iddohentriacontane crystal exhib­
iting irregular growth and "grain boundary" effect.
Plate XLII
This iodohentetracontane crystal shows the surface folds 
characteristic of the compound. Spiral growth occurs and 
the crystal shows signs of splitting at the top left 
hand corner.
Plate XLIII
On this iodohentetracontane crystal edge buckling 
has produced steps of varying height. Some of the 
multimolecular steps at the bottom corner appear to 
have, grown. Several monomolecular spirals are vis­
ible in the centre of the crystal.
Plate XLIV
Extensive corner growth has occurred on these iodohen­
tetracontane crystals. As a result the left hand crys­
tal appears to have grown into another crystal.
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been produced at the top left band corner of the crystal. 
At the opposite corner growth has begun to take place on 
these steps - this is also shown in Plate XLIV, page 135* 
There is evidence of the beginnings of monomol­
ecular spirals at certain places on the crystals in Plates 
XLIII, XLIV but some of the multimolecular steps also 
appear to have grown. There is also evidence of exten­
sive growth at the corners of the crystals shown in Plates 
XLIII, XLIV. This has occurred to such an extent on one 
of the crystals in Plate XLIV that it appears to have 
grown into another crystal at the corner.
The crystals shown in Plates XLII, XLIII also 
appear to possess a definite split at one corner.
The interfacial angle of the crystals is usually 
about 67°> although some of the crystals appear to have 
interfacialL angles slightly greater than this (up to a 
maximum of 71° )• However the irregular outline at the 
corners renders accurate measurement impossible:*
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Plate XLV
This plate shows a needle like crystal of n-hexatria- 
contane grown at 100% super saturation. It is extended 
in the direction of the obtuse corner of a normal crystal.
Plate XLVI
This hexatriacontane crystal grown at 100% supersat­
uration shows irregular lamellar growth at the edges.
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(7) GROWTH Qg H-HEZATRIACONTiMi AT HIGH SUPERSATPRATIOMS■
Growth at 100% super saturation.
In general it is found that the crystals in this 
batch grow by the spiral growth mechanism. There are, how­
ever some unusual features in the growth. Frequently 
needle like crystals with spiral markings are obtained 
(Plate XLV, page 137). These are usually fairly thick 
but lateral growth appears to have occurred preferentially 
in one direction. The outlines of the spiral terraces 
are fairly irregular, the corners being rounded. The 
steps on such crystals are invariably monomolecular.
Plate XLVI (page 137) shows the corner of a 
normal lozenge shaped crystal whose initial growth appears 
to have been by the spiral mechanism. At the edge however, 
there is evidence of irregular growth involving narrowly 
spaced molecular layers. These are generally monomolecular 
in height. Some multimolecular layers are observed among 
them but in many cases these appear to be the result of 
coalition of monomolecular layers.
The crystal in Plate XLVII (page 139) &as a very 
irregular outline and some of the layers on its surface 
are multimolecular. These layers do not appear to have 
resulted from coalition of monomolecular layers and indeed 
cannot definitely be classified as growth steps. This 
crystal is also elongated in one direction.
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Plate XLVII
This plate shows multimolecular growth layers on a hexa- 
triacontane crystal grown at 100% supersaturation.
Plate XLVIII
These hexatriacontane crystals were grown at 50% super­
saturation and exhibit monomolecular layer growth.
Some of the crystals are hexagonal in outline.
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Growth at 50% super saturation.
In most respects the crystals grown at 50% super- 
saturation exhibit the same phenomena as those grown at 
100%.
No needle like crystals are observed but crystals 
roughly hexagonal in form are occasionally present. These 
crystals frequently exhibit layer growth (Plate XLVIII, 
page 139). The layers are generally monomolecular although 
a few bimolecular layers are observed.
This crystallisation frequently produces crys­
tals with a re-entrant edge (Plate XLIX, page 141). These 
invariably occur on crystals showing no trace of dislocations. 
The crystal shown in Plate XLIX possesses only one re-entrant 
edge, but crystals with two such edges also occur.
Most of the crystals in the batch, however, do 
grow by the spiral mechanism, the spirals resembling those 
on crystals grown at elevated temperatures in that they 
are irregular in outline. On the other hand, some of 
the crystals, particularly those which are hexagonal in 
shape, possess edges whose regularity is in marked contrast 
to the irregularity of the spirals described above.
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Plate XLIX
This hexatriacontane crystal grown at 50% supersatur­
ation shows a roughly hexagonal shape with a re-entrant 
edge.
V - D I S C  U S S I O N
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V - DISCUSSION
M r— ; v, i !i" i' J'..a
(1) STEP HEIGHTS
Only the step heights in. the growth of. n-penta- 
contanol are discussed here.
Step heights in growth from polar solvents.
The steps in the growth from polar solvents are 
predominantly monomolecular. A small number of bimolec- 
ular steps occur and the explanation of this lies in the 
fact that crystal growth is in aome aspects a secondary 
process and will be influenced by the nature of the prim­
ary nucleus. Nucleation has some effect on the growth 
pattern of small crystals at any rate and this point will 
be discussed in section (6).
Most of the bimolecular dislocations tend to 
dissociate into two monomolecular spirals of the same sense. 
This dissociation will not be expected to occur in the 
growth from the non-polar solvents, when double molecules 
exist in the solution. The significant difference in the 
proportions of dissociating steps in the growth from polar 
and non-polar solvents is in accordance with this (Table 
XI, page 121).
Step heights in the growth from non-polar solvents.
The proportion of bimolecular steps in the growth 
from non-polar solvents is significantly greater than in 
the growth from polar solvents (Table VI, page 119).
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This was to he expected in view of the presence of bimol- 
ecular aggregates in solution.
Most of the bimolecular dislocations do not diss­
ociate into monomolecular spirals. However two small crys­
tals grown from petroleum ether exhibited this structure.
It is thought, however, that these are exceptional cases 
in which the rapid evaporation of solvent has affected the 
issue.
It might be anticipated that, since polymolecules 
exist in these solutions, some polymolecular steps should 
occur. However consideration of the structure of the 
polymolecules shows why none are observed. The molecules 
in such a polymer are packed with the chains parallel so 
that each can form a hydrogen bond with its two neighbours. 
Obviously the bimolecular form could equally well exist in 
a chain form with the molecules packed head to tail* with­
out violating the sterical conditions for hydrogen bonding. 
This type of complex results in the occurrence of bimolec­
ular steps.
It is however impossible to form complexes of 
greater size., which have the chains arranged in this manner. 
Since only such a form will give rise to polymolecular 
steps, clearly the absence of such steps is still consist­
ent with the relationship between step height and the 
type of structural unit present in solution.
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Step heights in growth from alcohol solvents.
The alcohol solvents were originally selected as 
polar solvents. However the results show a significant 
difference, in terms of step height, from the polar solvents
(Table VII, page 120).
A reconsideration of association phenomena suggests 
an explanation for this. Wolf, Dunken and Merkel (1940), 
Hofmann (1943) and Rao (1943) have all accounted for the 
non-association of alcohol molecules in polar solvents by 
their preferential association with solvent molecules. If 
we consider the alcohols as polar solvents, association will 
occur between solute and solvent molecules. However in 
this case the solvent molecule is capable of undergoing 
further association. Thus we may presume that on occasions 
it forms a hydrogen bond with a second solute molecule giving 
what may be described as a "pseudo-double molecule". The 
presence of such aggregates in the solution will reconcile 
the observed results with the step height hypothesis of 
Anderson and Dawson (1953)* Such a reconciliation is nec­
essary since we may take it that the hypothesis has received 
adequate; support from the results obtained in the growth 
from non-polar and polar solvents and especially by the 
observed variation of step height with temperature, which 
is discussed on page 146.
There is a significant difference in the step 
height results obtained with amyl alcohol as compared with
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the other members of the group, in that no bimolecular 
steps are observed (Table X, page 121). To account for 
this we must first consider the properties of a pseudo­
double molecule which takes part in crystal growth.
The solvent molecule must be fitted into the 
lattice in the initial stages of growth at any rate. Whether 
it is detained as alcohol of crystallisation or not is un­
certain. If the solvent molecule is too large to fit into 
the lattice, then the pseudo-double molecules will be unable 
to partake in growth even if they are present in the solution. 
The observed absence of bimolecular steps would thus be re­
lated to the size of the amyl alcohol molecule. It does 
seem reasonable to suppose that whereas the lower alcohols 
can fit into the lattice, the amyl alcohol molecule cannot.
Table X shows differences between the other mem­
bers of the group which are fairly significant or insignif­
icant. It is believed that iso-propyl alcohol is more 
readily associated than n-propyl alcohol which is in turn 
more readily associated than n-butyl alcohol (Hofmann 1943), 
although the exact effect of increasing chain length is not 
exactly clear (Wolf, Dunken and Merkel 1940). However it 
is likely that there will be a small decrease in association 
with increasing chain length. Accordingly we might expect 
the proportion of bimolecular steps to decrease on proceeding 
from iso-propyl to n-propyl to butyl alcohol. If the differ­
ences are slight the low statistical significances are to
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be expected. Further the difference between iso-propyl 
and the n-alcohols in this respect would be expected to 
exceed the difference between the two normal alcohols.
The insignificant difference between the proportions of bi- 
mole cular steps in the growth from the two normal alcohols 
is thus consistent with this as is the fairly significant 
difference between the iso and n-alcohols.
It is of interest to note that only on crystals 
grown from, amyl alcohol solutions is dissociation of bi_- 
molecular steps observed. This is in accord with the re­
sults of the growth from polar and non-polar solvents, in 
which dissociation was a common occurrence when no double 
molecules were present.
Effect of temperature on step height.
Table XIII (page 122) shows that there are sig­
nificantly fewer bimolecular steps in the growth from 
xylene at an elevated temperature. This result is to 
be expected in view of the known decrease in association 
with temperature. The results show only a fairly signif­
icant difference in this respect between the crystals 
grown at 20° and those grown at 40° but the di ff erence 
between those grown at 20° and at 30° is significant. These 
results provide further conclusive evidence in favour of 
the step height hypothesis of Anderson and Dawson (1953).
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(2) FORMATION OF SCREW DISLOCATIONS.
Mechanism of dislocation formation.
The results of Anderson and Dawson (1953) showed 
that as far as long chain compounds were concerned, screw 
dislocation f ormation. was an edge process, rather than a 
buckling process caused by irregular distribution of impur­
ities. The observation of edge irregularities in crystals, 
of the keto-ester (Plate XXXVIII, page 130) and iodohentetra- 
contane. (Plates XLII, XLIII, XLIV - pages 134-5) tends to 
confirm this. The crystal of pentacontanol in Plate XXI 
(page 103) also shows formation of screw dislocations at 
the edge of a crystal.
There still remains some doubt as to the exact 
nature of the process. It could be due to a fault in the 
stacking at the edge of the crystals as suggested by 
Anderson (1954) or an edge slip process as proposed by 
Anderson and Dawson (1955)-
It is known that some bimolecular layers are 
formed in the growth from amyl acetate, since two bimol­
ecular layers and several twins have been observed. How­
ever the layer must necessarily be built up from single 
molecules as no double molecules exist in these solutions.
Now since bimolecular spirals or two monomolecular spirals 
of the same sense are observed on many crystals, some of 
these bimolecular layers must give bimolecular dislocations. 
If, however, dislocations are produced by a stacking fault
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only monomolecular dislocations could result. Tims this 
mechanism fails to explain the existence of himolecular 
dislocations on crystals grown from amyl acetate. Con­
versely the edge slip mechanism presents no difficulties 
in this direction.
On the other hand theresuits tabulated in Table 
III (page 115)tend to suggest that there are more bimolec­
ular layers formed in the growth from amyl acetate than 
from dioxan. That this difference is fairly significant 
is demonstrated in Table XIV (a value of 2.6 means that 
there Is. a probability of less than 1% that the difference 
is due to random sampling.).
TABLE XIV
Difference between polar solvents in bimolecular layer
formation.
Standard: Amyl acetate: UQ =53 = 17 pQ = 0.32
P - P0
H n p P - P 0 S” E — 1—
Dioxan 31 2 0.06 0.26 0.23 0.10 2.6 ?
(In this table n (or nQ) represents the number of bimolec­
ular layers formed and is found by adding the figures in 
columns (4) and (6) of Table III.)
It is considered that this difference is due to 
the fact that the monomolecular layers formed from dioxan 
give rise to dislocations fairly readily and thus give rise
to growth by monomolecular spirals. However in the growth 
from amyl acetate if dislocations are not formed very 
readily , then there is a possibility of addition of a 
second layer before a dislocation is formed. Hence if 
we can explain why dislocations should be less readily 
formed in monomolecular sheets from amyl, acetate, then we 
can account for the greater number of bimolecular layers 
formed in this instance.
The stacking fault theory provides the required 
explanation. If a molecule adds in a position out of reg­
ister, then it may shift to the position of Register by 
subsequent slip. If however the next molecule adds on 
before this can occur then the molecule has less chance of 
slipping back and may be trapped in an out of register pos­
ition. The stacking fault is thus permanent and a disloc­
ation can be formed. The more rapidly the subsequent mol­
ecules add on, the more likelihood there is of molecules 
being trapped. In other words the more rapidly the solv­
ent evaporates the greater chance there is of a stacking 
fault and dislocation occurring.
Thus the stacking fault theory can account for 
a case which is only explained by the edge slip mechanism 
if we can introduee a relationship between slip and surface 
tension of the solvent. The fairly significant difference 
in Table XIV thus provides evidence which tends to support 
the stacking fault theory.
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So far, then, we have quoted, two lines of evid­
ence which apparently lead to contradictory conclusions. 
However, it is possible that dislocation formation is a 
two stage process involving both stacking faults and edge 
slip. On this basis we assume that stacking faults occur 
and that these then facilitate edge slip to produce disloc­
ations. Such a mechanism would be consistent with both 
the arguments quoted above. It will be shown that evid­
ence from structural considerations tends to support the 
twp stage mechanism.
The alignment of the spiral centres with the twin 
boundary in the crystal of Plate VIII (page 90) is of int­
erest in connection with this theory. The twin boundary 
may be regarded as a line of stacking faults along which 
slip may readily occur to produce dislocations.
Structure effects on dislocation formation.
It is observed that the keto-ester forms screw 
dislocations very readily as very small crystals frequently 
exhibit spirals. Further many of the crystals exhibit 
the edge buckling effects which are thought to indicate 
the genesis of dislocations. This can be accounted for 
on the basis of the two stage process discussed above.
The keto-group and possibly the fairly large 
end group will probably lead to a stabilisation of stacking 
faults in crystals of this compound. In other words if
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a molecule enters the lattice in a position of non-register 
it is likely to remain there. Consequently edge slip can 
occur readily and there will be a chance of dislocations 
being formed. In other words a crystal does not need to 
attain a very large size before a dislocation is formed. 
Once it has been formed, subsequent growth will lead to 
thickening of the crystal by spiral growth rather than to 
lateral extension of the crystal.
In the side chain compounds very few dislocations 
are observed, although the argument outlined above would 
lead us to suppose that stacking faults will occur to an 
even greater extent in these compounds owing to the size 
of the side chain. Indded the occurrence of surface folds 
on the crystals provides evidence in support of this 
supposition. However it is considered that the methyl 
side chain is of such a size as to impede edge slip and 
dislocation formation is thereby rendered very difficult. 
Thus side groupings in the chain enhance the production 
of stacking faults but can only lead to readier dislocation 
formation if their steric effect is too small to interfere 
with edge slip which comprises the second part of the 
process of dislocation formation.
Thus of the two structural factors so far disc­
ussed, one is considered to affect the stacking and the 
other edge slip. If, then, we do not have a mechanism 
involving both, we must postulate that dislocations are
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formed in two distinct fashions. This is of course poss­
ible, but the above mechanism of general application appears 
to give the better explanation.
The phenomena encountered in the iodide crystals 
can also be accounted for on the basis of this mechanism.
In the iodide, C^H^I, the molecules pack with the iodine 
atoms together (St&llberg, St&llberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen 
1952), whereas in the iodide C^Hg^I they pack with the 
iodine atoms adjacent to a hydrocarbon end group. The 
presence of a large end group will favour the occurrence 
of stacking faults in both compounds. However, in the 
first compound it is considered that the concentrated 
arrangement of the iodine atoms will prevent slip and thus 
no screw dislocations are formed. In the second compound 
however, dislocations can result from slip, since the iodine 
atoms are not concentrated in such a small volume and there, 
is not such a large energy barrier opposing slip. The 
presence of a large number of stacking faults in this com­
pound will thus result in the occurrence of a large number 
of screw dislocations as is experimentally observed.
The effects of large end groups on growth and 
the significance of the large number of stacking faults 
in these compounds are discussed in section (5)»
Temperature effect on dislocation formation.
The pentacontanol crystals grown from xylene at 
temperatures greater than 6CP show no trace of spiral
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growth and it is deduced that the conditions are unfavour­
able to the formation of screw dislocations at this temper­
ature.
It is known that an energy harrier which is insur­
mountable at room temperatures may occasionally be quite 
easily traversed at higher temperatures. The rate of con­
version of a crystal containing a dislocation to a perfect
—E/RTcrystal may be expressed as a function of e 7 (where E 
is the activation energy of the conversion). It is seen 
that if T is increased so is the rate of conversion. Thus 
the structure containing a dislocation becomes less stab3e 
at higher temperatures owing to the thermal fluctuations 
of the molecules. It is readily seen that temperature 
can affect both the stacking and slip processes in this way.
Conclusion
From the above considerations it can be seen that 
there is still considerable uncertainty as to the mode of 
dislocation formation. This is primarily due to the fact 
that growth occurs on a dislocation immediately it is formed 
and hence the observation of dislocations as such is imposs­
ible. A secondary factor is that investigation of the 
processes leading to formation of dislocations requires 
resolution on a sub-molecular scale, which is not at present 
available. However the results have rendered it possible 
to propose a tentative mechanism for the process.
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(3) STRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON GROWTH.
(a) EFFECT OF SIDE CHAIRS.
Nucleation.
The growth, patterns observed on crystals of methyl 
tritriacontane strongly resemble those on hexatriacontane 
crystals grown at high supersaturation. Thus the crystals 
tend to be extended in one direction (Plates XXXII - XXXV, 
pages 126-7)* Further some of the crystals exhibit a 
roughly hexagonal shape similar to that shown in Plate XLIX 
(page 141), for crystals grown at high super saturation. In
addition the spirals shown in Plates XXXIV and XXXV show the 
circular shape characteristic of high supersaturation 
growth.
The fact that growth occurs at higher supersatur­
ation than normal is accounted for by the absence of screw 
dislocations on nearly all the crystals. Since spiral 
growth cannot readily occur, growth must of necessity take 
place at higher super saturation in order that renucleation 
may be effected. (It should be noted that the experimental 
method of evaporation allows growth to occur at whatever 
super saturation may be necessary. If a higher supersatur­
ation is required for growth, then more solvent evaporates 
before initiation of crystallisation.)
There is, however, evidence that formation of the 
three dimensional critical nucleus takes place at higher 
supersaturation, since crystals not much larger in size
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than the critical! nucleus are observed with, thicknesses of 
between five and ten molecular layers (Plate XXXII, page 
126). This is probably due to the presence of the side, 
chain prejudicing the formation of an ordered structure.
The side chain upsets the linearity of the molecule and 
does not allow regular packing of the molecules. The 
orientation effect of the side chain thus causes the form­
ation of a disordered structure, which is less stable since 
molecules can more readily dissolve from it. Thus nucl-
coi\ c9j\bCe<_k-\ on.
eation necessitates a higher critical supersaturation and 
production of a larger critical nucleus to counteract this 
effect.
The preferential growth at the edge of the drop 
of solution in the case of the ketone can also be related 
to the supersaturation required for nucleation. The crit­
ical supersaturation will first be attained at the drop 
edge and nucleation will commence, entailing removal of 
material from solution. Diffusion will occur from the 
centre of the drop to compensate for this loss of material 
and growth will continue on the nuclei already formed. Ev­
entually so much material will have diffused from the centre 
of the drop that the critical super saturation will probably 
only be attained with difficulty in this region. There is 
thus little crystallisation in the centre of the drop. In 
the normal case the critical supersaturation is not so high 
and evaporation of solvent will result in the critical
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supersaturation being achieved at the centre of the drop 
before an appreciable amount of material has diffused out­
wards.
Crystal structure of methyl substituted paraffins*
This difficulty in achieving regular packing is 
responsible for the surface folding effect shown in Plates 
XXXIII, XXXIV and XXXV (pages 126-7)* The molecules re­
quire a larger packing volume in the lattice, yet the latt­
ice dimensions are approximately tbs same as in the normal 
hydrocarbon. If however the molecules are packed in some 
form of corrugated arrangement, it is possible for each 
molecule to have the packing volume it requires without 
affecting the lattice dimensions. In effect this means 
that the positions of the side chains across the crystal 
are staggered. Presumably the original packing results 
in a disordered structure which buckles or folds to give 
the more ordered corrugated structure, which is still far 
from being an ordered structure in the normal sense of the 
word.
It is interesting to note in this connection
that the intensities of the high order X-ray reflections
for the methyl hydrocarbon fall off rapidly and that
St&llberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen (194-8) attribute this
to disorder in the vertical direction.
o
Above 55 the methyl hydrocarbon undergoes trans­
ition to a tilted chain form. Since there is less evidence
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of folding in these crystals it is presumed that packing 
is more easily performed in this lattice. St&llberg- 
Stenhagen and Stemhagen found that the 2-methyl hydrocarbon, 
which crystallises at room temperature in a tilted chain 
form, gives a good X-ray pawder pattern, suggesting an 
ordered structure. This observation is thus in agreement 
with the evidence adduced here for better packing in the 
tilted chain form.
Growth
As stated above growth will occur by two dimensiohal 
nucleation. This process will occur more readily as a 
result of the surface folding which will, in effect, produce 
a rough surface. Thus possibly two dimensional nucleation 
will occur at supersaturations less than those normally 
required for long chain compounds. However since three 
dimensional nucleation requires a higher supersaturation, 
the growth will still exhibit the phenomena associated 
with growth at high super saturation.
Growth at high super saturation would normally 
be expected to result in multimolecular lamellar growth 
on accasions. Thus one of the layers in Plate XXXIII 
(page 126) is bimolecular and layers of greater thickness 
have been observed.
The assistance given to two dimensional nucleation 
by the surface folds explains the anchoring of layers at 
folds as in Plate XXXIV (page 127).
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This anchoring of layers "behind the folds of£ah 
results in layers terminating in the crystal interior (Plate 
XXXIV). However this does not necessaril^^ntail-the 
presence of a screw dislocation, sinp^ohe termination 
of the molecular layer in the crystal is not anchored. Thus 
the layer can extend its^lfby further growth, unlike a 
spiral layer which^odnnot extend itself into the crystal 
by virtue of;fehe spiral arrangement of the molecules at 
the dislocation centre. No such molecular arrangement 
exists at the ends of the layers in this case.
(b) EFFECT OF LARGE END GROUPS
The contrast between the growth of the two iodides 
<rh«.
is consistent with ^difference in long axial repeat period 
reported by St&llberg, St&llberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen 
(1952). As shown earlier the structure of the iodide,
> is unfavourable to formation of screw dislocations51 6$
(page 152). Further, growth will involve migration of an 
iodide end group over a similar end group surface, which is 
likely to be extremely difficult. The "grain boundary1 
effect observed on these crystals is likely caused by bad 
packing resulting from the close concentration of iodide 
end groups. The structure thus accounts for the extreme 
irregularity of the crystals observed.
The iodide is likely to form screw
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dislocations readily from the considerations of section (2), 
page 152. Correspondingly the crystals do show fairly 
large numbers of dislocations despite their small surface 
area.
The surface folding on these crystals could 
either he due to a primary packing effect or to secondary 
folding of the lattice. Since the folds have heights of 
up to 15A° and are separated by distances of at least 50A° 
it is rather unlikely that they are caused by a primary 
packing effect. It is presumed that they are produced 
by folding in a similar manner to the folds in the branched 
chain compounds. Presumably in the close packed directions 
the large end group prevents the molecules achieving pos­
itions of compete register. Now in long chain compounds 
most of the growth takes place in the direction of the 
corners - i.e. in the two least close packed directions in 
the basal plane. Now although no a and b-axial measurements 
are available for this compound, it is presumed dnm the geom­
etry of the crystals that the a-axis is appreciably longer 
than the b-axis (by a factor of the order of 1}£). Thus it 
is likely that molecules adding in the direction of the 
a-axis eo.uld enter in positions of complete register, while 
those adding in the direction of the h-axis cannot. Thus 
there is a regular arrangement in the direction of the a-axis 
and an irregular arrangement in the b-axial direction. Such 
an arrangement is consistent with the packing described
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above since it involves an irregular corrugated surface in 
the b-axial direction but a regular surface in the a-axial 
direction. Tha folds appear to be related indirectly to 
the primary packing arrangement.
Presumably the folding results in a magnification 
of the original packing defects. It is not clear why this 
folding should occur unless it results in a process whereby 
a completely random packing is converted to an arrangement 
in which the packing is regularised over small areas of the 
crystal, which are however out of register with each other.
It is ejected that the original packing of this 
compound will not be so irregular as that of the side chain 
compounds and hence the subsequent folding is., not s© great.
Since edge slip can occur in these crystals, ext­
ensive slip will occur at the termination of the folds on 
the crystal edge. We may regard the folds as providing 
sites where slip has in actual fact begun. (It is also 
possible that slip may occur other than at the edge. This 
would account for the "split" visible on the crystals of 
Plates XLII, XLIII - pages 134,135) Thus many dislocations 
will, be produced in the crystal and further multimolecular 
slip will be possible. In the normal paraffins with smaller 
stacking faults it is generally thought that slip cannot 
readily occur after thickening of the monomolecular sheet. 
Here, however, the large and extensive stacking faults will 
render multimolecular slip possible. Thus multimolecular
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^ frre p«S
di are produced on the crystal edge. From the
previous results such disloe-atiens would he expected to 
dissociate. Such dissociation has however occurred on 
extremely few of the crystals. Since dissociation only 
occurs by virtue of migration providing more molecules at 
the bottom of the step, restricted migration could account 
for lack of dissociation. Such a restriction will very 
likely be imposed by the surface folds and also by the 
iodine end group. Growth on the steps will probably occur 
by direct condensation and so there is no reason why diss­
ociation should take place.
The restrictions imposed on migration by the sur­
face folds also account for the extensive growth at the 
acute corners. Migration can still occur down the "channels" 
between folds (subject to the effect of iodide end groups) 
so that there will be appreciable growth, in the direction 
of the fold axes i.e. in the direction of the acute corners.
In the direction normal to the fold axes surface migration 
will be severely limited by the folds and consequently 
growth at the obtuse corners will be greatly curtailed.
The other outstanding problem in connection with 
this compound is its crystalline structure. Stdllberg, 
St&llberg-Stenhagen and Stenhagen (1952) report tilted 
chains for this compound, which would be expected to result 
in a monoclinic structure. The interfacial angle is how­
ever very close to that for the orthorhombic form. The
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only possible explanation is that the folding has resulted 
in diminution of the interfacial angle. This would account 
for the fact that some of the crystals possess angles up 
to 71°.
Thus large end groups and side chains not only 
modify growth considerably but also have- an appreciable 
affect on the crystalline packing. The lattice arrange­
ment in compounds with such groupings can no longer be 
regarded as the regular array characteristic of the normal 
crystal.
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(4) THE EFFECT OF AQ.UEOUS SOLVENTS AND TEMPERATURE ON THE 
POLYMORPHISM OF FENTACONTANOL.
Effect of water on growth*
The results with aqueous and dry solvents prove 
conclusively that the hexagonal form with the additional 
edges is only obtained when the solvent contains moisture. 
This effect is clearly not a supersaturation growth effect 
since the additional edges increase in length towards the 
periphery in the same proportions as the normal edges.
Further the crystals grown from a solution containing a 
very small quantity of water (Plate XXIII, page 105) only 
show the additional edges to. a very small extent and then 
only in the outermost (i*e. first formed) layers. This 
suggests that water.is removed from solution as the crys­
tal grows and that the layers formed at the end of the 
crystallisation grow in a non-aqueous medium and consequently 
do not exhibit the additional edges. It is therefore con­
cluded that water molecules are incorporated in the crys­
talline lattice. The water would be removed in the shadow- 
casting process which involves maintaining the specimens 
in a vacuum of 10 ^ millimetres of mercury. The crystals 
grown from a very aqueous solution (Plate XVIII, page 101) 
have an extremely rough surface as would be expected if an 
appreciable quantity of water was pumped out from the crys­
tals. The corners of the spiral steps are rounded on this 
crystal probably because the high water content of the
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solution gives a precipitation effect in the later stages 
of growth and hence effects characteristic of high super­
saturation growth. (The differential rates of evaporation 
of alcohol and water will lead to an aqueous enrichment of 
the solution as growth proceeds.)
If the structure of the paraffin type lattice 
(Fig. 8, page 165) is studied it is seen that an irreg­
ular hexagon can he picked out (ABCDEF). If a slight 
change could he made in the intermolecular distances in 
the pentacontanol lattice, a form with hexagonal symmetry 
could he produced, providing the chains were originally 
vertical. The incorporation of water molecules in the 
lattice could effect the small changes necessary for the 
transition. The lattice would then possess hexagonal 
symmetry, the water molecules forming hydrogen bonds 
with the alcohol molecules nearest them. The lattice, 
dimensions of the substance are such as to allow this to 
occur. It is probable that were pentacontanol to exist 
in a tilted chain (B) form as would be expected for an 
even chain alcohol, it would not give hexagonally formed 
crystals in this manner.
It should be noted that of all the solvents 
used in this investigation only the alcohols are capable 
of dissolving water to any extent. This is the sole 
reason for the apparent specificity of the effect to the 
alcohol crystallisations.
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Diagram of paraffin type lattice show­
ing irregular hexagon ABCD1F.
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The crystals exhibiting the additional edges 
are in fact likely to he mixed crystals of the hexagonal 
and orthorhomhic forms with the latter predominating in 
most of the instances quoted. It is not surprising in 
view of this that most of the additional edges are rough 
in outline, since there may he local deficiencies in the 
number of water molecules which will result in a tendency 
towards formation of the normal form at various points 
along the edge.
Since this section of the work was completed, 
Jacohson (1953) has reported a hexagonal crystalline 
form for the nucleic acids. He accounts for this by 
the incorporation of water molecules in the lattice.
He gives a slightly different interpretation of the role 
of water in the lattice. He uses the concept of the 
liquid water lattice introduced by Forslind (1952). Acc­
ording to this the molecules in liquid water are arranged 
in a pseudo-hexagonal lattice. Jacobson states that in 
the nucleic acid crystals, water molecules are attached to 
the acid chains by hydrogen bonds with the hydroxyl groups. 
These molecules are arranged in the form of the water latt­
ice with which the acid molecules are aligned.
The results with the pentacontanol crystallisation 
could possibly be accounted for by the existence of a water 
lattice between the hydroxyl groups of two alcohol sheets. 
However, the nucleic acids provide sites for hydrogen
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bonding along the entire length of a. helical chain (Watson 
and Crick 1952), in contrast to the alcohols which only possess 
such sites at the chain ends. Further it would he difficult 
to reconcile the existence of such a lattice with the occurr­
ence cf himolecular steps on many of the crystals exhibiting 
this structure.
It is of interest to note that Williams (1952) and 
Liquier-Milward (1955) both report the existence of a hexag­
onal form in electron microscope studies of dried nucleic 
acid crystals. This is consistent with our observation that 
the hexagonal form persists after all the water has been re­
moved in shadowcasting. The result is to be expected since 
the molecules in the lattice cannot shift even after all the 
water molecules have been removed.
Effect of temperature.
Presumably the small- changes in the lattice para­
meters can also be effected by the energy available at high 
temperatures. This would account for the occurrence of a 
hexagonal form in crystals grown near the melting point and 
also for the observation of this form among crystals grown 
from xylene at elevated temperatures.
It should be noted that the hexagonal form appar­
ently results at temperatures lower than was originally 
thought. Thus a few hexagonal crystals occur at 60° in 
the growth from xylene.
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(5) twinning.
Critical chain length for twinning.
Previous results tend to suggest a critical chain 
length for twinning - crystals with chains shorter than this 
being incapable of undergoing twinning. Thus twinning is ,
observed in n-do-octacontane, ^32^166 ’ ^100^202
but not in n-nonatriacontane, O^Eqq, This suggests that 
the critical chain length Nes between 39 and 82. Twins are
i
also observed in the growth of n-propyl pentacontanoate and 
19-keto-n-propyl pentacontanoate which both have a chain 
length of 53 carbon atoms. This suggests a critical chain 
length lying somewhere between 39 and 53*
In the growth of n-pentacontanol it is observed 
that there are a large number of twins in the growth from
s!
non-polar solvents and few in the growth from polar solvents. 
Further the twin layers are always bimolecular. Monomolec- 
ular twin layers have never been observed in this substance,.
It is therefore concluded that whereas a chain of 50 carbon ;
!,
atoms cannot undergo twinning a chain of 100 carbon atoms can.
This conclusion is in accord with the results quoted above, 
and we may state that the critical chain length hes between 
50 and 53.
Mechanism, of twinning.
'Twinning could be considered to be produced by one 
of two methods. If eould be produced by mechanical shear 
as was shown for cadmium crystals by Thompson and Millard
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(1952). It could also, be produced by a stacking fault in 
the critical nucleus. However Plate VIII (Page 90) shows 
two co-operating spirals, one of which is twinned. This 
tends to suggest that twinning nan occur after the formation 
of screw dislocations and indeed after the commencement of 
growth. Accordingly it is concluded that twinning is prod­
uced by mechanical shear in at least some of the crystals 
observed. This shear presumably occurs parallel to the 
basal plane of the crystal.
A further argument againstu production of twinning 
by stacking faults is that twinning occurs in bimolecular 
layers produced from amyl acetate. These must grow by 
addition of single molecules, since only such exist in this 
solvent. Thus any stacking fault produced in such a layer 
would be a fault in the stacking of single molecules and 
would thus produce monomolecular twin layers. A bimolec- 
ular twin layer could never be produced in this way.
The absence of twins in the crystallisation from, 
alcohols is also inconsistent with the stacking fault mech­
anism. In the previous section it was shown that pseudo- 
double molecules participate in the crystallisation from 
these solvents. Thus if twinning was due to a fault in 
the stacking of double molecules, twins would be expected 
to occur ad frequently in the growth from alcohols as they 
do in the growth from non-polar solvents. It is however 
possible to account for the absence of twins on the shear
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theory as will he described in a later part of this section.
At first sight it might appear that saince the 
longer chains will be more difficult to move in shear, 
twinning would occur in the lower members of the series 
and not in the higher ones. However it is presumed that 
the energy barrier for interconversion of the twinned and 
untwinned forms is greater for the longer chains. Thus 
although a greater shear is originally necessary, the twinned 
structure is more stable and does not tend to revert to the 
normal form.
It should be noted that although shear does not 
occur in the critical nucleus it must occur while the crys­
tal is quite small otherwise the force required is impossibly 
large.
Since twinning is not very common among crystals 
grown from polar solvents it is presumed that very few 
bimolecular layers are formed in the growth from this group 
of solvents. This conelusion will be utilised in the section 
on nucleation and growth of n-pentacontanol.
In the bimolecular layer it is considered that 
on shear, the double molecules must move as a single molecule 
otherwise we have no explanation of the exclusive occurrence 
of bimolecular twin layers. This is quite reasonable since 
independent movement of single molecules in shear would 
require the rupture of hydrogen bonds.
The mechanism of twinning by shear has been
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discussed, by Cottrell and Bilby (1951) and Thompson and 
Millard (1952). However these authors were chiefly con­
cerned with explaining twinning in multimolecular crystalline 
layers by homogeneous shear. In-the present case twinning 
is imagined to occur in mono- or hi- molecular sheet^mLd 
the problem does not arise. It is of interest^to note 
that the above authors regard a twin boundary as the line 
of a partial dislocation (i.e. one ojKfractional Burgers 
vector). Such a dislocation iaof course equivalent to 
a stacking fault and thu^ft is to be expected that screw 
dislocation formatiphwill occur on such a line. As 
previously statda the screw dislocations on the crystal 
in Plate^VllI (page 90) are both centred on the twin 
boundary.
Temperature effect on twinning.
It was observed that no twins were observed in 
the growth of pentacontanol at temperatures greater than 
50°. This is in accord with the results of Dawson (1952) 
who found no twins of n-hectane were produced at higher 
temperatures. It is presumed that the effect of temper­
ature here is similar to its effect on dislocation form­
ation. Thus a twin structure that is quite stable at 
room temperature may be unstable at higher temperatures 
by virtue- of the relatively lower energy barrier.
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Absence of twins in growth from alcohols.
The absence of twins in the growth from alcohol 
solvents is thought to be related to the fact that bimol­
ecular layers are built up from pseudo-double molecules 
in this instance. This contrasts with the normal case 
where there is no intermediate solvent layer in the bimol­
ecular layer. Accordingly, whereas in the latter case a 
monomolecular layer cannot move independently, it is con­
sidered here that the intermediate solvent layer permits 
such an independent movement. Such movement only involves 
rupture of a hydrogen bond between a solvent and solute 
molecule. On shear therefore, only unstable "monomolwc- 
ular twins” are produced since the pseudo-double molecules 
do not move as single molecules.
In conclusion it should be emphasised that the 
present investigation still, leaves us far from a clear 
understanding of the problem of twinning in these com­
pounds. At best the explanations advanced in this section 
can only be considered to apply to the growth of the very 
small crystals studied in this work.
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(6) HUCLEACCION AHD GROWTH OF H-PElimACOMAKaL.
Polar solvents.
The first stage in growth from these solvents 
is presumably formation of a monomolecular layer, the mol­
ecules lining up in the layer with their hydroxyl, groups 
together (Pig. 9, page 174-)* This regular alignment 
could be due to a tendency for partial hydrogen bond form­
ation between a condensing molecule and a molecule in the 
lattice. Alternatively, since the hydroxyl groups are 
actually inclined to the chain, it could be accounted for 
by a terminal packing effect. It is fairly obvious that 
juxtaposition of the hydroxyl groups will lead to better 
packing. In view of the fact that a similar alignment 
must occur in crystals in which there are no hydrogen 
bonds, the second explanation is probably correct. How­
ever it is still possible that both factors are of signif­
icance .
Such a monomolecular layer can give risa to a 
monomolecular dislocation as discussed in section (2).
Since bimolecular steps occur on some crystals, dislocations 
of double strength must occasionally occur and accordingly 
there must be at least some bimolecular layers. As was 
shown in section (2) these result from addition of a sec­
ond layer before a dislocation is formed in the first one.
It is probable that the second layer is actually formed
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Alignment of alcohol molec­
ules in manomolecular layer.
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Pig. 10
Alignment of alcohol molecules in 
bimolecular layer.
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by coalition of two already formed monomolecular layers. 
Evidence from the study of twist boundaries confirms this 
idea. To produce a regular structure the second layer 
must add so that the hydroxyl groups are in juxtaposition. 
Once again the requirements of terminal packing and the 
hydrogen bond will ensure that this arrangement is pro­
duced (Fig. 10, page 174). (In all the diagrams in this 
section the hydroxyl groups are drawn parallel, to the chains 
for simplicity.)
These bimolecular layers can now form a bimolec­
ular dislocation, although once again the possibility of 
addition of a further layer exists. That such multimol- 
ecular layers can be formed is shown by the observation of 
a crystal grown from amyl acetate possessing two bimolecular 
spirals of the same sense originating at the same point.
Such.a structure can only result from dissociation of a 
tetramolecular dislocation. Formation of a bimolecular 
dislocation may proceed through an intermediate stage in 
which a monomolecular dislocation is produced. If the 
Solvent evaporates fairly rapidly then growth may occur 
on this dislocation. Some of the monomolecular spirals 
may be produced in this fashion. However, since very 
few twins are observed in the growth from polar solvents 
it is concluded that comparitively few bimolecular layers 
are produced and it is considered that very few of the 
monomolecular spirals arise from such a process.
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Now if a bimolecular dislocation has been produced 
it must grow by addition of single molecules, since only 
these are present in solution. Normally such an addition 
will result in dissociation of the bimolecular step. We. 
assume that most of the molecules adding to a step arrive 
by migration across the surface of the crystal and that 
very few molecules add to the step directly. Thus, when 
only single molecules condense, the bottom of a bimolecular 
xtep has a greater chance of growing and the step dissoc­
iates into two monomolecular spirals. This will only 
occur when no double molecules: are present in solution 
(i.e. only in polar solvents). In agreement with this 
significantly more examples of step dissociation are found 
among crystals grown from polar solvents than on those grown 
from non-polar solvents (Table XI, page 1239• Indeed step 
dissociation has never been observed on crystals grown from 
xylene and only on a few small crystals grown from petroleum 
ether. Nevertheless, on two crystals grown from amyl acet­
ate bimolecular spirals are observed (e.g. Plate XIII, page 
96). It is thought that this is accounted for by the poss­
ibilities of hydrogen bonding presented by the alcohol mol­
ecules. Consider a bimolecular step (fig. 11(a), page 177) 
which begins to dissociate by addition of a molecule at A.
At B there is now a ate for hydrogen bond formation (Pig. 
11(b) ). This may mean that although molecules will arr­
ive at C by surface migration, at B there is a much greater
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Fig. 11
Growth of bimolecular step in alcohol 
crystal by addition of single molecules 
Addition of a molecule at A presents a 
hydroxyl surface at B, where addition 
may occur more readily than at C. Thus 
step dissociation is "healed".
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chance of direct addition of a molecule* If the solvent 
evaporates slowly (as does amyl acetate), few molecules 
will arrive at C by migration and the dissociation may 
"heal" by addition of a molecule at 0. Thus a bimolec­
ular step can grow by addition of single molecules in 
favourable circumstances.
In most cases the above mechanism appears to fail 
since the bimolecular steps normally dissociate. Two poss­
ible explanations will be advanced for this.
Firstly, the number of molecules arriving at C 
will be determined not only by the rate of evaporation of 
the solvent, but also by the surface area which is available 
for condensation. There is, of course, a maximum limit to 
the size of this "collecting area" which is determined by 
the migration distance of the molecules. Now if we assume 
that the distance be tween the steps is less than the mean 
migration distance, then any molecule condensing on the 
surface of a step can reaeh a step edge. In the growth 
from amyl acetate the growth occurs at fairly low super- 
saturation and the steps are therefore fairly widely spaced. 
Correspondingly a fairly large number of molecules will arr­
ive at the step edge • Thus in most cases step dissociation 
will occur. However if in some cases the steps are less 
widely spaced owing to local rapid evaporation, fewer mol­
ecules will arrive at a step by migration. Consequently 
the rate of direct addition by hydrogen bond formation may
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be commensurate with the rate of addition by migration. 
Thus "healing" of the dissociation will occur immediately. 
The conditions in this crystallisation are thus such that- 
there is a balance between the rates of addition by migra­
tion and by direct condensation. Consequently some bi­
molecular steps dissociate and others do not. Since most 
of the steps dissociate it is presumed that the balance is 
weighted in favour of addition by migration.
It is possible that at higher concentrations 
direct addition is favoured even where there is no poss­
ibility of hydrogen bond formation. This may be of sig­
nificance in relation to the observation of multimolecular 
steps on cadmium iodide (Forty 1952a) and stearic acid 
(Reynolds and Yerma 1953)* These crystals were grown 
at fairly high supersaturation and under these conditions 
dissociation may not occur because of the prejudice in 
favour of direct addition as opposed to migration.
A second possible explanation is that the steps 
which dissociate arise from growth on steps such sis that 
shewn in Fig. 12(a) (page 180). Such a step if it diss­
ociates possesses no possibilities of healing since add­
ition of a molecule at A presents a methyl group surface, 
at B (Fig. 12(b) ). In fact direct addition would occur 
at C and there would be a rapid dissociation.
A step with such a structure could result from 
initial formation of a monomolecular layer on a formvar
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Growth of ‘bimolecular step shown in
(a) by addition of single molecules 
at A produces methyl group surface 
at B as in (b). There is thus no 
tendency for dissociation to MhealM
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film and consequent addition of a second layer which would 
add with the methyl groups oriented downwards. A terminal 
packing effect again accounts for this orientation. Now 
on growth such a layer will only give a spiral on the upper 
surface and there is no possibility of a spiral being punched 
through from the lower surface. It is of interest to note 
that whereas most of the crystals grown from amyl acetate - 
including those with undissociated bimolecular steps - exhibit 
punch through (Plates XII, XIII - page 96), those possessing 
dissociated bimolecular steps never do. This fact would 
thus tend to support the second theory.
Any decision between the two theories is rendered 
impossible by virtue of the fact that no other polar solvent 
is found which yields crystals exhibiting bimolecular and 
dissociated bimolecular steps. Dioxan gives no bimolecular 
layers and the alcohol solvents, which were originally selected 
as polar behave in a different manner.
Non-polar solvents.
As before the first stage in growth will be the 
formation of a thin layer nucleus. Now the process of 
nucleation involves the formation of an aggregate of mol­
ecules which is of sufficient size to have stable existence 
in the solid state. These are formed by non-elastic coll­
isions between molecules resulting in adhesion. Since in 
in these solutions polymolecular aggregates are already
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present, the process of nucleation will he more easily 
accomplished. Thus more primary nuclei will be formed 
resulting in the characteristic irregular growth observed 
when these solvents are used (plate V, page 86). The 
irregularity of the crystallisation from petroleum ether 
(b.p. 100 - 120°) cannot be accounted for solely on the 
basis of the rapid evaporation of the solvent, since the 
n-paraffins crystallise with extreme regularity from pet­
roleum ether (b.p. 40 - 60°). Further the compound is 
capable of yielding good crystals as the results with 
polar solvents show. The observed irregularity can thus 
only be explained by the presence of the polymolecules in 
solution.
A monomolecular layer could be built up as de­
scribed before (with addition of polymolacules as well as, 
or instead of, single molecules in the regular array ).
As before a bimolecular layer could then be formed by add­
ition of a second layer on top of the first. However, 
the results discussed in section (5) on twins suggest 
that a large number of bimolecular layers must be formed 
by nucleation, since far more twins result in the growth 
from these solutions. Obviously double molecules can 
occur in the oiSginal nucleus : if there are only a few
projecting from the monomolecular layer then these will 
only act as adsorbed molecules and will not have much stab­
ility on the surface. On the other hand, if a fairly
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large number of double molecules pack into the nucleus, then 
the single molecules will be outnumbered. The nucleus can 
then be considered as a bimolecular layer with a few sur­
face kinks at the sites of the single molecules. Such 
kinks will be filled rapidly.
The monomoiecular layers will grow as in the growth 
from polar solvents. The bimolecular layers can form either 
a monomolecular, of. a bimolecular, dislocation. If the sol­
vent evaporates rapidly then growth may occur on the inter­
mediately formed monomolecular dislocations. The more 
rapidly evaporating solvent petroleum ether might then be 
expected to give more monomolecular steps. Although this 
appears to be the case from Table III (page 113)? Table VIII 
(page 120) showed an insignificant difference between the 
proportion of bimolecular steps in the growth from petrol­
eum ether and xylene.
Crystals with bimolecplar dislocations could grow 
by addition of single molecules as described above. However 
there are significantly fewer dissociated bimolecular steps 
in the growth from this group of solvents (Table XI, page 
121). It is presumed that this is due to the double mol­
ecules in solution adding to bimolecular steps, most of 
which are therefore considered to grow by this mechanism.
Even if there are only small quantities of dimer 
present in solution, as claimed by Kreuzer and Mecke (1941), 
the equilibria between the various molecular types must be
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preserved. Thus on removal of double molecules in growth, 
more are formed by a shift in the equilibria.
Thus in this group of crystallisations we have 
both mono- and bi-molecular steps. It might appear that 
this would entail a selectivity of addition for the two 
molecular types condensing. However if a single molecule 
adds to a bimolecular step, it would almost certainly be 
surrouhded by several double molecules. Thus we would have 
a surface hole which would soon be filled. Similarly if 
a double molecule adds to a monomolecular step we have an 
adsorbed molecule on the surface with no real stability.
We have thus postulated a growth mechanism in­
volving both single and double molecules. These are, of 
course, in equilibrium with the other polymolecular types. 
Since the single and double molecules are removed from sol­
ution, the equilibria will shift so that there is aLways a 
supply of these molecular types. However if the solvent 
evaporates rapidly there may be insufficient time for the 
equilibria to be re-established. Consequently polymolec­
ular aggregates may take part in growth. Since these are 
monomolecular in type (i.e. they are one molecule high, al­
though several molecules wide) they will add to monomolec­
ular steps predominantly. Such an addition will tend to 
produce irregularity of the monomolecular step. The poly­
molecule will attempt to pack parallel to the step edge, 
but since addition is occurring rapidly, when it adds at a
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kink it may be trapped in a position normal to the edge, by 
the addition of further molecules on the other side (Fig. 13? 
page 186). This will account for the monomolecular steps 
in Plate VII (page 88) being much less regular than the bi­
molecular ones.
The rapid evaporation of carbon tetrachloride, 
resulting in extensive participation of polymolecules in 
growth, will account for the extreme irregularity of the 
crystals grown from it.
Alcohol solvents.
The growth from these solvents presents no features 
differing from those discussed above. The growth is more
regular than from non-polar solvents. It is thought that
this is due to the absence of polymolecules. It is possible 
to build up a pseudo-polymolecule in the same way as a pseudo­
double molecule, so it must be assumed that only the dimer 
has any stability. It would be expected that a structure 
containing several solute-solvent bonds would be somewhat 
unstable.
Structure of pentacontanol crystals with monomolecular spirals.
It would at first sight appear that a crystal of 
pentacontanol with a monomolecular spiral must have a mono­
molecular repeat period or possess a considerable amount of 
lattice disorder. However it is possible to postulate a 
regular structure built up from a monomolecular spiral with
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Polymolecule P is prevented from aligning itself parallel 
to monomolecular step edge AB. Addition of single molec­
ule at Q traps it in position normal to step edge. Thus 
rough step edge is produced.
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a bimolecular repeat period.
Fig. 14(a) shows a monomolecular dislocation in a 
crystal of pentacontanol, with the hydroxyl groups oriented 
upwards. As single molecules add at the step their hydroxyl 
groups will be oriented downwards to preserve the bimolecular 
repeat period over the surface. This means that the molec­
ules to the right of BD have a different vertical orient­
ation to those molecules in the same plane situated to the 
left of BD (see Fig. 14(b) - page 188). As explained prev­
iously the step will turn into a spiral, but for the moment 
it will be supposed that it rotates as a straight line.
This does not involve any differences with regard to crys­
talline structure, which is the main consideration in this 
section.
After a complete revolution we have reached the pos­
ition shown in Fig. 14(b), where the complete surface has 
methyl groups oriented upwards. To preserve the bimolecular 
repeat period, molecules adding on to the step A'Bf will have 
their methyl groups oriented downwards. Thus once again we 
have a. reversal of orientation. This reversal will occur
sUf>
every time the spiral crosses the original dis-1 ooati-en line. 
Thus eventually the crystalline structure is quite regular 
except across this line, where the irregularity is equivalent 
to that which would have been produced by monomolecular slip 
along the line. ouch an irregularity is negligible. The 
rest of the crystal is quite regular with a bimolecular re­
peat period.
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Fig, 14
(a) Monomolecular dislocation in alcohol crystal, 
polar surface oriented upwards.
(b) Appearance of crystal after addition of one comp­
lete molecular layer. The molecular orientation 
is reversed along ABD. On addition of another 
layer it will be similarly reversed along A'BB'.
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(7) TWIST BOUNDARIES.
The problem of twist boundaries is a complicated 
one since there is no apparent method of controlling the 
conditions governing their formation. Wilman (1951) bas 
suggested that they are produced by mechanical twist in the 
crystals. However this theory suffers from several serious 
defects.
Firstly Anderson and Dawson (1955) have shown that 
there is no apparent increase in the frequency of twist bound­
aries when crystals of n-propyl pentacontanoate are prepared 
by a method involving considerable pre-stressing.
Even more serious objections are revealed from 
structural considerations of crystals containing twist bound­
aries. Thus crystals such as that shown in Plate XXXVTIII 
(page 152) contain twist boundaries but also possess spirals 
on the upper and lower surface of the crystal. Thus, from 
elementary considerations on the structure of screw disloc­
ations, the atoms are arranged on one continuous plane. If 
the twist boundary is produced by a mechanical process, then 
this must occur before the screw dislocation is formed.
This in itself is in order if we assume initial formation of 
a bimolecular sheet, mechanical twist of the upper layer 
with respect to the lower and then formation of a monomolec­
ular dislocation. However the case quoted occurs frequently 
on crystals of n-propyl pentacontanoate and the corresponding 
keto-ester. These compounds very rarely give bimolecular
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sheets by virtue of the ready formation of a dislocation in 
the initially formed monomolecular sheet (see page 150). 
Further, even if a bimolecular sheet was formed, it would 
be expected to give a bimolecular dislocation at least occ­
asionally. The spirals on the crystals described have, how­
ever, all grown from dislocations of single strength.
The twist boundary in the alcohol crystal of Plate 
XVII (page 99) could presumably be produced by the process 
considered. The three spirals are all bimolecular and of 
the same sense and it is known that multimolecular sheets 
of pentacontanol are occasionally formed. This crystal 
provides further evidence for the theory that twist occurs 
before the dislocation is formed, since here a hexamolecular 
dislocation has dissociated to give three bimolecular spirals 
one of which is at a different orientation to the other two.
On the other hand, the alcohol crystals shown in 
Plates X (page 95) and XX (page 105) show twist boundaries 
on crystals exhibiting monomolecular spirals. Since most 
of the al&ohol bimolecular layers have the hydroxyl groups 
in the centre, of the layer, twist over such a layer would 
involve rupture of the hydrogen bonds and hence is quite 
impossible. (Twist could occur between the sheets of a 
bimolecular layer of the type shown in Fig. 12, page 180. 
However, as abated on page 181, such a crystal would not 
possess a spiral on the lower surface whereas the crystal 
of Plate X clearly possessed spirals on both surfaces
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before punch through.) Thus it is impossible to account 
for the structures visible on this crystal by the Wilman 
twist mechanise.
The only other possible mechanism is that the 
two sheets are formed separately and become superimposed.
It is considered that they will make contact at a random 
angle and will attempt to attain the position of complete 
register. However there are certain positions of semi­
stability in which the sheets are inclined and in which the 
molecules are not in complete register (Wilman 1951)* It 
is thought that in certain cases the two sheets will attain 
this position of semi-stability and thus form a twist bound­
ary.
This idea of superposition of sheets at an angle 
receives support from the fact that flat sheets are occas­
ionally observed superimposed at an angle to each other.
The greater frequency of twist boundaries among 
the crystals of keto-ester grown at high supersaturation 
lends further support to the theory, since it is to be 
anticipated that under these conditions there will be a 
greater chance of two sheets coming into contact in the 
early, stages of growth.
The multiple sheet can then give rise to a. bimol- 
ecular dislocation which presumably will dissociate to give 
two monomolecular spirals of the same sense which are in­
clined to one another as in Plates XVII (page 99) and
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and Plate XX (page 10$). It should he noted that it would 
he impossible for the dislocation shown on the crystal of 
Plate XX to grow by addition of pseudo-double molecules 
since the two halves of the step edge are at different orient 
ations. For this reason this case was not considered as a 
true example of step dissociation in the compilation of 
Table III (page 11$).
The structure shown in Plate X (page 93) can be 
produced by superposition of a flat sheet on a sheet con­
taining a screw dislocation edge. This edge would be 
punched through to the upper edge of the top sheet. There 
results a monomolecular step edge on the upper and lower 
surfaces. Further these two steps will give rise to two 
spirals at different orientations since they are eventually 
located in two sheets at an angle.
Twist boundaries have been observed by Wilman 
(1931) on crystals of the C-^ and C-^ q alcohols, the C-j^  
iodide and the paraffins containing 20 and $2 carbon atoms. 
They have been observed on the ester propyl pentacontanoate 
(Anderson and Dawson 1933) and in the present work on the 
corresponding keto-ester and the C^q alcohol. It is fur­
ther considered that the sheets at differing orientations 
described by Amelinckx (1933b,c, 1934) for the °26 alcohol 
are better described in terms of twist boundaries.
We therefore have to explain the selective occ­
urrence of twist boundaries on these compounds on the basis
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of the theory described above. Now when the two sheets 
come into contact, it is presumed that they will attain the 
position of complete register, unless the nature of the 
interface is such as to prevent the sheets sliding over each 
ather. In these circumstances the sheets will be maintained 
in one of the twist positions. It is fairly readily seen 
that the surfaces presented by the ester and keto-ester mol­
ecules will be such as to prevent slip of the sheets because 
of end group effects. Similarly the occurrence of twist 
boundaries is to be expected in iodide crystals. In this 
connection it should be noted that no twist boundaries were 
observed on the iodide crystals studied in the present work. 
However it should be borne in mind that twist boundaries can 
only be observed visually on crystals which have been punched 
through or which possess two spirals of the same sense.
Since these structures have not been observed on the iodide 
crystals it is not surprising that no evidence of twist was: 
obtained.
The occurrence of twist boundaries between two 
monomolecular sheets of pentacontanol can be explained in 
the same manner, the hydrogen bonds preventing slip. It 
is more difficult to account for the twist boundaries obs- 
erved between bimolecular sheets. There may be a critical 
chain length above which the chains cannot slip over one 
another but in this case twist boundaries would be expected 
in the paraffin n-hectane whereas none were encountered.
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However since so few twist boundaries were observed between 
bimolecular pentacontanol sheets, the reported absence of 
them in n-hectane may not be highly significant.
The twist boundaries in the alcohols studied by 
Wilman and by Amelinckx can be explained if they are between 
monomolecular sheets. It would however be more difficult to 
account for them if they are between bimolecular sheets, since 
any critical chain length criterion will be inoperable here. 
However it should be noted that these crystals possess tilted 
chains which may affect the process. In any case it is not 
clear from the descriptions of Wilman and Amelinckx exactly 
what type of molecular sheet is involved.
It is impossible at the present stage to account 
for Wilman's observation of twist boundaries in crystals of 
paraffin hydrocarbons. The studies of the hydrocarbon 
at both high and low supersaturation have not hevealed any 
trace of twist boundaries, although Anderson (1934) reports 
twist boundaries in crystals of mixed paraffins. This in­
consistency serves to underline the fact that any theories 
on twist boundaries at the present time cannot hope to account 
satisfactorily for all the phenomena encountered. Until the 
conditions governing twist are better understood it appears 
dangerous to draw any conclusions from the apparent struc­
tural selectivity of twist boundary formation.
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(8) SURFACE POLARITY AND GROWTH RATE.
The crystal shown in Plate VII (page 88) is remark­
able in that step association occurs on three of the four 
crystal edges and that different pairs of steps associate on 
opposite edges. In the present section an attempt is made 
to explain these effects and to consider their importance in 
relation to the observations of Amelinckx (1933b,c, 1934) on 
cross-lacing in long chain compounds.
In section (6) it was noted that a monomolecularly 
grown crystal of pentacontanol would possess a "reversal line"
Slip
along the original dislocation line. If we now draw a spiral 
with a reversal line through it (Fig. 1$, page 196) it is 
readily seen that tha molecules packed in the white and shaded 
areas will have different orientations. (The orientation 
is reversed at the reversal line and of course at monomolec- 
ular step edges.)
Let us suppose that the hydroxyl groups are oriented 
upwards in the shaded areas and downwards in the unshaded 
areas. Now it is considered that a step will advance more 
rapidly across a hydroxyl surface than across a hydrocarbon 
surface, because of the possibilities of hydrogen bond form­
ation open to condensing molecules, which will thus have less 
tendency to evaporate. The steps advancing over hydroxyl 
surfaces will therefore tend to meet the step in front. If 
growth continues long enough the two steps will coalesce and 
will continue to grow as a bimolecular step. Thus coalition
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Monomolecular spiral on alcohol crystal. The 
shaded areas areas are polar surfaces, the un­
shaded non-polar. OP is the reversal line.
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Fig. 16
Annotated photograph of crystal in Plate VII (page 88). 
The lettering corresponds to that in Fig. 13 (above).
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of steps will occur at the outer edge of the crystal.
Let us consider the step edges AB, CD (i.e. the 
third step edges on the right hand sides of the crystal) 
in greater detail. The step CD will advance towards the 
next step EF, while the step AB on the other hand will be 
retarded by comparison and will eventually coalesce with 
the previous step GH. Thus we have the situation existing 
on the crystal in Plate VII (page 88), on which different 
pairs of steps coalesce on opposite crystal edges.
Thus on growth it would be expected that the 
distances be, de, fg, hj would become small compared with 
the distances ab, cd, ef, gh. On comparison of Fig. 1$ 
with the annotated photograph of the crystal in Plate VII 
(Fig. 16, page 196) it is seen that this is the case and 
that the distances de, fg, hj have in fact become zero 
since the steps have coalesced. Similarly in the opposite- 
direction the distances kl, mn, pq, rs would be expected to 
become small compared with the distances lm, np, qr. Fig. 
16 shows that this is indeed the case, coalition having 
resulted in pq and rs vanishing. (There are slight irr­
egularities along the left hand edge, since punch through 
has occurred at the bottom left hand corner. This has dis­
turbed the sequence of surface orientations and has caused 
anomalous step associations. The effect of punch through 
on the process is considered later.)
On the lower edge the step DJ will advance to
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meet the step FX and so on. As can be seen from Fig. 16 
on the crystal under discussion it has advanced to meet FX 
at one end. The two outer steps on this edge (shown on 
Plate VII, page 88 but not oh Fig. 16) have already coalesced.
It has already been noted that no association haa 
occurred on the upper edge of the crystal. This can be ex­
plained if we peatulate that the reversal line crosses this 
edge. We may then suppose that initially the segment RK 
o£ the step advances towards the step in front (LM), while 
the segment EE is retarded, the portion YC of the previous 
step advancing towards it. Similarly MN advances towards 
PUQ (Fig. 17(a), page 199)* The resultant structure is 
represented in Fig. 17(b) or by inversion as in Fig. 17(c).
The double lines represent bimolecular steps. The portion 
BY represents the part of the structure nearest the crystal 
centre and accordingly this is the highest part of the struc­
ture. Fig. 17(d) shows a block diagram of Fig. 17(c).
Now such a structure is clearly unstable because 
the bimolecular steps EE, RM, PQ are linked by two monomol- 
ecular step edges KM, MP. These will clearly act as kinks 
and will grow to opposite corners of the crystal. This of 
course results in dissociation of the bimolecular steps, so 
that the stable structure on this edge is a series of mono- 
molecular steps. Naturally since these steps cross the re­
versal line they will be linked to different steps on the 
two edges adjacent to the one considered.
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Fig. 17
Growth on "dissociation" edge of Figs. 15,16.
(a) Spiral structure on edge near re­
versal line.
(b) Hypothetical step structure produced 
by coalition of steps.
(c) Reversal of (b)
(d) Block diagram of (c). Structure is 
unstable because of kinks
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Thus by assuming a structure such as that in 
Fig. 15 (page 196) with a reversal line as shown, we have 
derived a structure similar to that of the crystal shown 
in Plate VII, For this reason it seems that we are just­
ified in assuming this particular orientation of the molec­
ules and the position of the reversal line as shown in Fig. 19•
The fact that the monomolecular steps on the upper 
or ‘dissociation1 edge of this crystal are linked to different 
steps on the adjacent edges, suggests a relation to the phen­
omenon of cross lacing. Further if the reversal line were 
to pass through the corner there would be no “dissociation 
edge“. This means that there will be a tendeney for step 
association on all of the edges of the crystal. The sit­
uation of the reversal line will also result in a step being
linked to the step behind on one side of the corner and to
the step in front on the other side. Such a structure is 
of course the basic cross lacing structure . Thus from a
structure similar to that of the crystal in Plate VII, we
can derive a cross laced structure from a vertical chain 
alcohol, whereas Amelinckx (1993b,c, 1994-) considers that 
cross lacing can only occur on a tilted chain alcohol. Ad­
mittedly most of his cross laced structures are more compl­
icated than this but it does nevertheless appear as if cross 
lacing can be produced other than by polytypism.
Another interesting example of the effect of sur­
face polarity is seen on the crystal in Plate XXVI (page 108)
A
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where differential growth after punch through has produced 
a cross-laced pattern. Similar phenomenon can be seen on 
crystal A of Plate V (page 86).
The processes of step association are incomplete in 
the majority of cases on the crystal of Plate XXVI (page 108). 
However fuirther growth might result in these processes going 
to completion. This is of interest in the comparison of the 
results with those of Amelinckx (1993b,c, 1994*) since the maj­
ority of his crystals are about 100 times the size of the aver­
age crystals studied in the present work.
In the preceding section it was seen that puncir 
through frequently occurs at a twist boundary. Thus, if the 
processes described were to occur on such crystals, patterns 
similar to those of Amelinckx might arise. Amelinckx (1994-) 
has denied that his crystals exhibit punch through and states 
that his interlaced spirals are of the same sense. However 
in many cases it is impossible to determine the exact struc­
ture at the dislocation centre. Further many of them possess 
a fairly large central terrace which is a characteristic of 
a crystal which has undergone further growth after punch 
through (Anderson and Dawson 1993)*
It should however be borne in mind that the conclu­
sions of Amelinckx apply chiefly to tilted chain alcohols and 
that his crystallisation conditions must be markedly different 
from those pertaining in the present work. Nevertheless it 
does appear as if cross lacing cannot be taken as conclusive 
evidence in favour of polytypism.
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(9) EFFECT OF SUPERSATURATION ON GROWTH.
Most of the crystals grown at high supersaturations 
grow by normal spiral growth. This is to be anticipated 
since screw dislocations will be formed in any event. The: 
result is that on nucleation a large number of nuclei axe 
produced, which soon contain screw dislocations. Growth 
on this large number of dislocations will soon relieve the 
high supersaturation and growth will proceed normally. The 
essential difference between these experiments and those of 
Graf (1951) is that in the present instance, although the 
supersaturation is high, the low solubility of hexatriacont- 
ane means that the actual quantity of material in solution 
is small. Thus the large quantities of material required 
to produce the thick nuclei and lamella described by Graf 
are not available.
However some of the phenomena encountered can be 
interpreted in terms of the Graf theory. The spirals ob­
served are generally rounded at the corners (Plate XLV, page 
137) and this is consistent with the previous observations 
and with the ideas of Frank (194-9)• This means that there, 
is an edge with a large number of kinks at the corners.
Thus the highly mobile molecules condensing from the solution 
move over the close packed surface as described by Graf (1931) 
and are ad&orbed at the kinked edges preferentially.
Now in the hexatriacontane lattice (Fig. 18, page 
203) the axial measurements are a = 7-38A0 , b = 4-.94-A0
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a  b
PiR* 18
Close packed and non-close, packed planes in the hexa- 
triacontane lattice. Planes such as AB are less close 
packed than planes such as CD. Consequently at high 
supersaturation growth occurs preferentially in the 
direction of the b-axis (i.e. in the direction of the 
obtuse angle of the normal crystal).
j
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(Dawson and Vand 1951)* (Thus there are fewer molecules 
in planes such as AB parallel to the a-axis than there are 
in planes such as CD parallel to the b-axis. Thus planes 
such as AB will grow more rapidly and in the conditions of 
growth at high supersaturation growth will occur preferent­
ially at corners crossed by such planes rather than at 
corners crossed by planes such as CD. The crystals sire 
thus elongated in the direction of the b-axis - that is in 
the direction of the obtuse corner. It is clear from Plate 
2XV (page 1-37) that this crystal is elongated in the direc­
tion of the obtuse corners and this phenomenon is thus acc­
ounted for on the basis of the Graf theory.
As stated above the conditions do not normally 
favour production of lamellar steps. However Plate XLVII 
(page 139) shows a crystal with multimolecular layers. This 
crystal has not grown by spiral growth. This could be due 
to formation in a few instances of thick nuclei, which can 
only form a dislocation with difficulty. A better explan­
ation is that the crystal originally grew by spiral growth 
and that the dislocation was cancelled by punch through. 
Subsequent growth would then result in a flat topped crys­
tal which can grow by layer nucleation if the super saturation 
is high enough.
The edge of the crystal in Plate XLVI (page 137) 
appears to have grown under conditions of greater super­
saturation than the rest of the crystal. This is possibly
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due to growth by evaporation of some mother liquor which 
was not removed in the preparation of the specimens. Growth 
at the edge has been by layer nueleation once again. How­
ever in this case it is thought that the growth layers are 
primarily monomolecular, any multimolecular layers present 
being the result of coalition rather than nueleation as such.
The crystallisation at 30% supersaturation does 
not appear to give any needle crystals of the type shown in 
Plate XLV (page 137)- Presumably at the lower supersatur­
ation, the condensing molecules are not so mobile and there 
is not such a tendency for the Graf type of growth. Further, 
growth does not occur so preferentially in one direction and 
as a result the crystals are smaller in length but greater 
in width than those grown at higher supersaturations. They 
thus bear a greater resemblance to the crystals normally 
obtained. It will also be noted that the corners of the 
crystals in this batch are sharper, in accord with previous 
observations. There are thus fewer kinks at the corners.
The formation of the hexagonally shaped crystals 
as in Plate XLVIII (page 139) can also be accounted for.
•The tendency towards such a form is already apparent in 
Plate XLV (page 137) where it is seen that the acute angle 
corner becomes flattened by the preferential growth at the 
obtuse corner. This produces a face which is fairly closa 
packed. At the lower supersaturations there will not be 
such a prejudice towards growth in the direction of the
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obtuse corner. Thus the crystals are not so narrow as 
those grcwn at 100% supersaturation and the tendency is 
towards a hexagonally shaped crystal.
It is observed that the edges of the crystals 
grown at 30% supersaturation are frequently fairly regular.
It is thought that this may be due to the fact that when the 
crystals have grown at 30% supersaturation, a little growth 
may occur at fairly low supersaturations when most of the 
material has been removed from solution. This process will 
not tend to occur to such a, great extent in the growth at 
100% super saturation. The net result will be that the crys­
tals will retain the general form characteristic of the 
growth at 30% supersaturation, but there will be a regular- 
isation of the edges in the last stages of growth.
The growth of the crystals in the direction of the. 
acute, corner will tend to produce an extension of the non­
close-packed face at the obtuse corner (i.e. of faces par­
allel to the a-axis). How when this extension occurs it 
is possible that local areas of this face will be close 
packed and thus there will be more rapid growth on either 
side of such areas. On regularisation of the edges in the 
final stages of growth on such a complex face, a re-entrant 
edge will be produced as in Plate XLIX (page 141). (The 
tendency towards such a form is already apparent in Plate 
XLWHpage 139 ) on the small crystal at the top.) The
occurrence of these edges will be completely random - thus
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some crystals will possess two re-entrant edges, some (as 
in Plate XLIX) will only possess one and others none. As. 
stated previously all these cases have been observed on 
crystals grown at 50% supersaturation.
As anticipated there is less chance of production 
of multimole cular layers at. 50% super saturation. Only 
mono- and bi-molecular layers have been observed on crys­
tals grown under these conditions(Plates XLVIII, XLIX).
It is likely that the effects observed on the 
crystals of pentacontanol, grown at about 90° with no re­
striction on evaporation, are due to supersaturation effects. 
MuUAmolecular layers are observed on these crystals and are 
probably accounted for by the extremely rapid growth. This- 
appears all the more likely since the crystals grown at a 
similar temperature with a restriction on the evaporation do 
not exhibit multimole cular layer growth. Both sets of crys­
tals do however contain a large proportion of the hexagonal 
form and this phenomenon is not therefore thought to be a 
supersaturation effect. Further none of the hexagonal 
crystals obtained by rapid evaporation possess re-entrant 
edges so they are thought to be a genuine polymorphic form.
The bimolecular layers observed on the keto-ester 
crystals of Plate XL (page 132) are probably Graf lamellar 
steps. They exhibit the characteristic irregular growth, 
tip of such steps.
It is still not clear how these results are
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related to the observation of multimole cular spirals by 
Forty (1952a) and others. However a repetition of Forty's 
experiment with cadmium iodide has shown two interesting 
features. Firstly needle like crystals have been observed 
and this suggests growth under conditions of high supersat­
uration. Secondly, spiral steps which are clearly visible 
earlier in the growth frequently disappear in the later 
stages. This may of course be due to the thickening of 
the crystal rendering the steps less visible but it frequently 
occurs without any great thickening. This observation tends 
to point to dissociation of multimolecular layers in the final 
stages of growth. A similar observation is reported by 
Brandst&tter (1953h) for the growth of organic crystals from 
the vapour. There is thus a possibility that the occurrence 
of multimodecular spirals is a supersaturation effect and 
that the large steps dissociate in the final stages of 
growth at low super saturation. In this connection the re­
sults of Bethge and Schaffer (1954) are of interest, since 
they report a few multimolecular spirals in conditions pro­
ducing crystals with lamellar growth steps as the normal form.
The explanation of many of the supersaturation 
effects described is rather difficult. However the chief 
importance of these results lies in the recognition of the 
effects for the classification of future results.
M
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(10) THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON GROWTH.
The effects of temperature on step height, twinning 
and screw dislocation formation have already "been discussed.
The crystallisations of pentacontanol at 40° and 
60° show that the spirals become more irregular as the temp­
erature is raised. This is due to a two-fold effect.
Burton, Cabrera and Frank (1951) showed that the number of 
kinks in a step is a function of (the symbols having
the same significance as in the introduction, page 19)*
Thus the number of kinks increases with rising temperature.
Further the migration distance of condensing molecules is
/kTa function of er' and thus decreases with rising temper­
ature. (Qualitatively this is accounted for by an increased 
probability of evaporation from the surface. Further the 
surface also contains more kinks at higher temperature and 
so the molecules tend to be adsorbed on the surface instead 
of migrating across it.) How for a molecule to add to a 
step it must condense on an area of the surface whose extent 
is governed by the magnitude of the migration distance.
The smaller this distance becomes, the fewer the number of 
molecules which will arrive at the step.
At higher temperatures, therefore, there are more 
kinks in the step and fewer molecules to fill them. Conseq­
uently the steps are rougher in outline.
The crystals grown at 50°occasionally show island
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nueleation. Two possible explanations can be given for 
this. The critical temperature for screw dislocation 
formation (see page 152) in this compound appears to lie 
in the range 50 - 60°. If it lies fairly near 50°, since 
it is impossible for all the crystals to grow at an exactly 
uniform temperature, some may be nucleated at a temperature 
above the critical point. There will thus be fewer screw 
dislocations available for growth and thus a smaller poss­
ibility of relieving the high supersaturation necessary for 
the initial nueleation. This may therefore result in two 
dimensional nueleation at certain paints.
Alternatively the greater number of surface kinks 
will mean that the surface is fairly rough. Such a surface 
may undergo two dimensional nueleation fairly readily. 
However Burton, Cabrera and Frank (1951) have shown that 
surface roughness is mormally only of importance near the 
melting point. On the other hand there may be areas which 
are Just rough enough to allow two dimensional nueleation 
to occur at lower supersaturation.
At 60° no screw dislocations are formed and all 
the growth is by re-nueleation and layer growth. It will 
be noted from Plate XXXI (page 112) that the crystals are 
fairly irregular and tend to be elongated. This is because 
the growth must of necessity occur at higher supersaturation 
in order that renucleation may take place. Thus the 
phenomena encountered in the growth at high super saturation
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are again observed. It should be noted once again that 
the method of specimen preparation means that any supersat­
uration required may be achieved.
In conclusion it should be emphasised that these 
temperature effects cannot be over generalised. Thus spiral 
growth has been observed on crystals grown from the melt 
and the vapour, although Bethge and Schaffer (195^) observed 
very few spirals on crystals of copper grown from the melt, 
the majority of the crystals exhibiting lamellar growth steps. 
The effects described here can only be taken as applicable, 
to the long chain compounds. Thus structure is of prime, 
importance in assessing the effects of temperature on growth. 
On the other hand it should be noted that the effect of 
temperature has not been investigated for any other type 
of compound.
ji
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VI - CONCLUSION
(1) REVIEW OF PRESENT WORK.
The results will now he considered as a whole 
in terms of the general aims set out in the introduction.
It is seen that the solvent effect of association 
necessitates slight modifications in the Prank theory. Step 
height is determined by the size of the molecular unit present 
in solution. The presence of polymolecules in solution 
has been shown to cause irregular growth. The water cont­
ent of the solution is also of importance in the crystall­
isation of compounds with polar end groups.
Temperature effects give slight modifications and 
in certain cases may produce conditions in which the theory 
is invalidated by virtue of the instability of screw disloc­
ations .
At high supersaturation some of the effects de­
scribed by Graf (1951) a^ © observed but the general feat­
ures are adequately described in terms of the Prank theory .
It is not yet absolutely certain whether poly­
molecular steps can be accounted for by supersaturation 
effects.
It has been possible to postulate a mechanism 
for formation of screw dislocations involving edge slip 
which is enhanced by the presence of stacking faults in 
the lattice. This mechanism is extremely structure
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sensitive and results in the almost complete absence of 
screw dislocations in crystals of the side chain compounds. 
However the exact nature of the mechanise has yet to be 
elucidated, since the absence of extremely high resolution 
does not allow the study of intermediate stages in the pro­
cess.
End groups produce considerable effects, especially 
when large end groups are packed together as in iodohentria- 
contane crystals. It has also been shown that growth on 
alternating polar and non-polar surfaces, as in the alcohols, 
can produce cross lacing effects.
It has been possible to draw some conclusions re­
garding the nature of the crystalline structure in certain
cases. The study of the side chain compounds and the iod­
ides has yielded information on structure which is in gen­
eral agreement with the conclusions of Stenhagen (1948) and 
St&llberg et. al. (1952). However, as yet, it is imposs­
ible to account for the many variations observed in the crys­
tal structure of these compounds in terms of growth processes. 
Thus even if we can account for the alternation of tilted 
and vertical chains between the even and odd members of the 
alcohol series, it is impossible to explain the reversal of
this trend for the higher alcohols. Similarly there is no
apparent reason for the change from bimolecular to monomol- 
ecular repeat period in the iodide series.
Information has also been forthcoming on the
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problem of twinning and it has been possible to postulate 
a twinning mechanism in the light of the results.
Twist boundaries have been observed and some 
conclusions drawn regarding their formation. The results 
tend to refute the ideas of Wilman (1951) but the exact 
solution of the problem is hampered by the same difficulties 
which beset the study of screw dislocation formation.
The work as a wh.de has yielded a fairly complete 
picture of the crystal growth of long chain compounds. An 
assessment has been made of the effects of structure and 
physical conditions on crystal growth. However it should 
be emphasised once again that at present these conclusions 
apply only to long chain compounds. Some of the conclusions 
drawn may be more general in their application but a more 
detailed analysis of other groups of compounds is required 
before this can be confirmed.
It can readily be seen that the elucidation of 
many of the effects required the molecular resolution 
afforded by the electron microscope. It would thus appear 
that^  although optical techniques can yield valuable inform­
ation, detailed analysis of crystal growth processes demands 
the use of the electron microscope.
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(2) FUTURE WORK,
Despite the construction of a fairly complete 
picture of the growth of long chain compounds, there are 
still a few residual problems outstanding. It would appear 
desirable to carry out an electron microscope study of the 
growth of a tilted chain alcohol. This will render it 
possible to relate the results of Amelinckx (1953b?c, 1954-) 
to the present work. A suitable compound would be dotria- 
contanol-1 (C^H^yOH) which crystallises at room temperat­
ures in a tilted chain form which is stable up to the melting 
point (St&Llberg et. al. 1952).
It would also be profitable to study a secondary 
alcohol to assess the effect of a polar group situated in 
the centre of the chain rather than at the end.
It was noted earlier that Wilman (1951) reported 
twist boundaries on crystals of long chain paraffins with 
20 and 32 carbon atoms. It would be desirable to study 
one of these compounds to relate the work of Wilman to that 
of Anderson and Dawson (1953)* The 32 carbon chain compound 
would probably be suitable for electron microscopy.
Further work would then be based on the detailed 
study of compounds other than those with long chains. The. 
aromatic compounds would appear to be a fruitful field.
The preparation of polyphenyls has been described by Clar
(1952) and the larger compounds of this group would possess; 
molecules large enough to be resolved in the electron
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microscope. Some of the larger condensed hydrocarbons 
might also be suitable. It is likely that there will be 
an even greater variation in the effects observed in these, 
compounds since they do not possess a common structural 
basis similar to the long chain of the aliphatic compounds.
The results obtained for the long chain compounds 
will serve as a basis for the classification of the results 
for the aromatic compounds. It has already been shown how 
a knowledge of supersaturation effects facilitated a class­
ification of the results for the side chain compounds. Pre­
sumably analagous situations will arise in a study of the 
aromatic compounds.
The study of inorganic compounds with the electron 
microscope presents more difficulties, since it is difficult 
to find suitable compounds with a large enough molecule.
Thus although some of the heteropolyacids possess large 
molecules, they generally contain water of crystallisation 
without which the lattice collapses. They would thus be 
rather difficult to study in the electron microscope since 
the only method available would be replication before shad- 
gwcasting , which is not generally very satisfactory in 
investigations on crystals. The co-ordination compounds 
might be suitable but the structural chemistry and crys­
tallography of those with larger molecules is at present 
not fully worked out.
Salts of organic compounds with polar end groups
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(such as the soaps) might provide a convenient bridge be­
tween organic and inorganic compounds. However those 
which possess a large enough molecule are not really sol­
uble in water but only form surface films. Since the main 
point in studying such compounds would be to ascertain the 
effect of crystallisation from solutions containing ions, 
the crystallisation from organic solvents would be valueless.
However it does appear that to begin with a study 
of aromatic compounds would yield valuable results. Sub­
sequent work will depend on the improvement in resolving 
power of commercial electron microscopes and in the develop­
ment of techniques for crystallographic problems.
(3) IMPORTANCE OF CRYSTAL GROWTH STUDIES.
In conclusion it is of interest to consider the 
general importance of crystal growth studies.
At present crystal structure results have been 
used to interpret crystal growth results. However it is 
possible that in the future crystal growth studies may yield 
some evidence on the structure of crystals, particularly 
those which are unsuited to X-ray examination.
Further, association phenomena and other solvent 
effects have also been used to account for various growth 
structures. Again it is possible that the process will
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be reversed in the future in certain instances.
Crystal growth studies provide one of the few 
methods at present available for studying dislocations 
and their properties which are of fundamental importance 
in connection with the strength of materials (Mott 1953 >
Read 1953)*
An important development in this field has been 
the observation of "whiskers” on crystals of zinc (Compton, 
Mendizza and Arnold 1951) and tin (Koonze and Arnold 1953)* 
These "whiskers" are found to have tensile strengths approx­
imating to the values for an ideal crystal and it is presumed 
that they have grown without dislocations (Hardy 1955)* The 
reason for this is as yet far from clear.
This observation may be of importance in view,of 
the recent developments in the use of transistors in place 
of thermionic valves, which require the production of crys­
tals containing very few dislocations. Whether the pro­
duction of such a crystal can be controlled is at present 
uncertain. Further studies on the methods by which disloc­
ations are produced would however yield information which 
would be of assistance in the solution of this problem.
Eventually after many detailed studies on crystal 
growth it may be possible to determine the optimum conditions 
for crystallisation of a certain compound. At present it 
is known that the habit can vary appreciably in the crys­
tallisation of certain compounds. If the conditions
I
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governing this apparently random process could he established, 
any particular habit could be produced at will. This may 
be important industrially where it is often desirable to 
modify the habit of a crystal (e.g. to prevent "caking" in 
storage). At present this is done by adding dyes or other 
additives to the solution but the process is completely emp­
irical (Miles 1935? Buckley 194-9? Whetstone 194-9)*
It may also be desirable to grow large crystals 
for optical purposes, particularly for infra-red apparatus.
At present these crystals are usually grown from the melt 
(Menzies and Skinner 194-9)? although very little information 
is available about such crystallisations. More detailed 
information on this topic would plainly be of great value.
All the industrial applications described above 
involve empirical techniques. As Holden (194-9) says : 
"Because of the rich diversity of phenomena attending crys­
tal growth and because those who do grow crystals, usually 
do so to obtain the crystals, rather than to study the pro­
cess, crystal growing remains more an art than a science."
This statement epitomises the need, for further fundamental 
research on crystal growth and indicates that such research 
will eventually have many valuable applications.
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